Knowledge-based diagnosis or documentation systems are successfully applied in research projects and in industrial settings today. Often, their correct operation is critical—e.g., considering medical diagnosis. Thus, an intuitively usable UI that supports potential users whilst minimizing the chances of faulty operation is a key requirement. Still, current research mostly focusses on knowledge formalization and reasoning whereas UI and usability aspects remain neglected. This book deals particularly with those latter aspects by proposing a more encompassing development methodology. Based thereupon, a foundational collection of UI-centered patterns is specified. For practical support, further a tailored tool that supports the development paradigm and the patterns in a hands-on manner is provided.
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For participative knowledge-based systems, the solution for a problem is derived by close cooperation of user the and the system. In many domains, such as medicine or law, this is the most promising strategy because a complete formalization of the required knowledge can be very expensive. In addition, the user would have to answer a large amount of questions regarding the problem at hand. To avoid such extensive user-system dialogs, a transparent presentation of the solution state and more actions than simply answering the questions strictly as asked by the knowledge-based system are required. Since users have different prior knowledge about the domain and computer handling, the design of user interfaces (UIs) for such participative knowledge systems is a big challenge—and the topic of this book.

Martina Freiberg identifies three core dialog patterns: The Questionnaire, the Interview, and the novel Clarification pattern—as well as one additional pattern hybrid. Particularly this latter Hierarchical Clarification pattern variant enables the user to focus on the critical aspects of a problem in detail whilst at the same time other aspects can be treated on a rather high abstraction level by answering only a few questions. Another core contribution is the design and implementation of the generic knowledge systems engineering tool ProKEt. ProKEt allows for configuring different UIs and framing applications for knowledge-based systems. The tool has been practically applied and evaluated in different domains. Examples are multi centric medical data gathering about special surgeries to identify best surgery practices; or legal consultation systems, where users can interactively clarify questions like are the circumstances of a job dismissal legally correct and concentrate on those aspects they feel to be the most critical.

Generally, the success of many knowledge system projects depends strongly on the quality of the UI. This book provides a broad overview on this issue, which in the context of knowledge-based systems is still often neglected. Therefore, tailored KBS UI patterns and development tools which help to solve this problems, as well as the results of diverse user studies, are described.
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Part I

Engineering Participative Knowledge-Based Systems
Chapter 1

Introduction

*Make everything as simple as possible, but not simpler.*

Albert Einstein (1879–1955)

This notion about *reasonable simplicity* applies particularly well to software intended to support complex tasks. As one of the most popular and established branches of *Artificial Intelligence* (AI), knowledge-based systems (KBS) fall well into that category. Examples of the manifold application contexts of KBS are fault diagnosis for technical devices, e.g., [Cebi et al., 2009; Nghia and Puppe, 2009]; ecological classification or diagnosis applications, e.g., [Neumann et al., 2002; Wan and Lei, 2009]; or advanced medical applications, e.g., [Chen et al., 2012; Huettig et al., 2004; Mersmann and Dojat, 2004].

**Basic Paradigm Shift Towards User Participation** In the KBS domain, an increasing shift can be observed: From the former aim, to construct the 'perfect intelligent software', towards user-centered software, that provides mutual supplementation and enrichment between the user and the system—pursued, e.g., by [Kajiyama and Satoh, 2014]. Such latter artifacts generally require a higher degree of user participation, in the sense that users contribute their personal knowledge to the problem solving process. For leveraging reuse, such software optimally also is easily adaptable for diverse user groups and needs.

More specifically, for participative KBS we define the non-functional requirements *transparency, configurability, quality, and evolvability*. *Transparency* refers to the mediation of the KBS' status—e.g., feedback regarding answered questions and the consequences thereof. *Configurability* both refers to a general user adaptability (e.g., multilingualism features) and to the degree of exploration and user control (e.g., shortcuts for expert users and more precise yet lengthier interrogations for novices). Even if not mimicking the perfect expert anymore, KBS always depend on the *quality* regarding their contents and offered functionality. Especially an ill-defined knowledge base (KB) can quickly render a KBS unusable or, at least, cause severe user frustration. Finally, participative KBS need to be *evolvable*, so that they can grow more mature with their users over time. Therefore, a basic separation of front-end and KB modules, and the possibility to merge those parts into functional KBS artifacts anytime, is highly beneficial. This allows for adapting the system in a targeted, straightforward manner according to the respective user needs.

Many of those requirements, as well as the overall appropriate degree of simplicity of a KBS, strongly depend on the targeted users. Thus, user-centered development becomes and im-
portant aspect. On the one hand, this concerns the KB itself. Directly incorporating domain experts in the KB development process offers the chance for a more efficient task sharing; thus, the KBS developer is enabled to concentrate more on UI/usability related development tasks. On the other hand, this can help to reduce semantical and conceptual errors of the KB that might arise in case a knowledge engineer—who typically is no domain expert—formalizes the knowledge all alone. Often, the required KBs also are quite comprehensive, due to the fact that (participative) KBS often target highly expertise domains. There, a carefully considered and tailored UI and interaction solution becomes another essential foundation for easing the KBS usage as much as possible.

**Mutual Impact of KBS User Interface (UI) and KB** Regarding the KBS front-end design, an important aspect to consider is the strong mutual impact of KBS UI and KB. For example, when KB items, such as questions, exhibit highly varying lengths, those might not be well presentable by certain UI types or widgets. This in turn can considerably influence the overall perception of the entire KBS. The other way around, certain widgets or UI configurations already prescribe quite clearly, how questions need to be formulated to be usable with that widget. In current KBS development, however, the UI often is not considered (thoroughly enough) until the KB is ready for deployment. Then, annoying surprises can occur when trying to fit all KB components into the envisioned, assumedly appropriate UI in an appealing manner.

**The KBS UI Flexibility Problem with Standard GUI Builders** In the context of KBS UI development, another problem arises: KBS are often highly flexible regarding the presented question sequence. For example, follow-up- or abstraction questions often only become included once appropriate input for other questions had been provided. Thus, a KBS UI often cannot be designed optimally by tools that produce rather static UI solutions—like most of today’s available standard GUI builders or prototyping tools. Mimicking those mechanisms may partly be possible with interactive prototyping approaches—e.g., using slideshows or transparencies—particularly for presenting transitions in single question displays. Yet, especially in cases where a lot of questions are rendered simultaneously, and only several selected parts need to be altered per transition, the appropriate representation by standard approaches may become a rather cumbersome task.

Despite the inarguable importance of the KBS UI, however, current KBS engineering (KBSE) approaches mostly still focus on knowledge acquisition (KA). This in turn often still leads to ad-hoc, non-optimal, and little reusable KBS UI solutions. Undoubtedly, one major factor for the lasting acceptance and usage—i.e., success—of any KBS actually is the quality of its KB, c.f., [Baumeister and Freiberg, 2010][p. 2]. Depending on the target domain and application context, KB development alone still often is a costly and challenging task [Baumeister, 2004][p. 27]—even despite the availability of manifold mature tools, such as Protégé [Noy et al., 2000][Protégé Stanford, n.d.], myCBR [Roth-Berghofer et al., 2012], or KnowWE [Baumeister et al., 2011]. A lack of general best practices/patterns for successful KBS (UI) solutions—or of a public availability of such insights, c.f., [Duan et al., 2005][p. 800/810]—further adds to the issue.

The persistent focus on the KB is a bit surprising, considering that UI design and particularly usability have become highly topical issues in general software engineering, web design, and human computer interaction (HCI). Usability thereby basically describes the quality of a
(software) product regarding mainly its efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction of its users, c.f. [UPA, n.d.]. In HCI, Usability Engineering (UE) is a known usability-fostering approach that provides “structured methods for achieving usability in user interface design during product development” [Mayhew, 1999, p. 2]. Equally renowned is User-centered Design (UCD). There, processes basically “focus on users through the planning, design, and development of a product” [UCD def. by UPA, n.d.]. In the KBS research and practitioners’ community, however, UE and UCD methods still remain rather unconsidered. Research efforts in that direction are found only sparsely in the literature, e.g., reported for case-based reasoning systems in [He, 2013]. This was further confirmed by our literature review covering the past six years of KBS development—reported in detail in Appendix B. One potential reason may be the still common caveats regarding the application of usability techniques—mostly by those, not yet actively practicing usability. As example, despite the availability of affordable techniques—as suggested, e.g., by [Nielsen, 1993b]—usability still often is considered to be quite expensive.

Due to the described paradigm shift of KBS, the mutual effects between KB and UI, the influence of the UI on the overall KBS usability, as well as the general challenge to develop an appropriate UI/interaction in the context of KBS, the need for novel conceptions regarding KBSE approaches is obvious. In this thesis, we present methods and tools regarding the encompassing engineering of KBS, i.e., incorporating so far rather neglected UI- and usability-related activities. In the next section, we subsume our approach both regarding the theoretical and the practical contributions.

1.1 Approach

The universal goal of encompassing KBSE support basically led to a rather interdisciplinary orientation of the proposed research; thereby, mainly the areas of software engineering (SE), knowledge acquisition/engineering (KA), user interface (UI) design, interaction design, and usability are touched.

In Theory: Encompassing Engineering of (Participative) KBS Participative KBS solutions are particularly appropriate in highly expertise domains. There, proficient users mostly do not require KBS that support the process of finding solutions—such users often are well able to suspect appropriate candidates themselves. Rather, some form of second opinion and detailed inspection regarding a chosen solution is demanded. This in turn requires KBS modules, targeted at a single solution, that allow for an interactive and in-depth exploration of all knowledge related to that solution. For this context, we introduce Clarification KBS as an innovative, highly participative KBS paradigm that mashes up consultation and justification components.

To elevate KBSE to a more encompassing level, we suggest the following key components:

- Extensible prototyping—a tailored form of evolutionary UI prototyping
- KBS UI Patterns
- Suitable Usability Instruments

Extensible prototyping founds on treating KBS core UI/interaction, framing functionality, and KB as separate components, and on defining two extension steps for their fusion: Merging the core UI and the KB into functional core KBS artifacts (first extension). And merging the
core KBS artifact with the desired framing functionality for retrieving fully productive KBS solutions. Therewith, extensible prototyping explicitly fosters tightly intertwined UI and KB development.

_Tailored KBS UI patterns_, as second component for encompassing KBSE, offer the major advantage to foster reusing proven solutions in similar contexts efficiently. This not only helps to avoid common mistakes, but can accelerate KBSE in general.

Suitable _usability instruments_, finally, help to assess the KBS solution in a structured manner. Thereby, both implicit usability-fostering activities and explicit usability techniques provide valuable opportunities in the context of KBSE.

Those components are not intended to constitute a stand-alone development methodology. Similar to particular spices for pepping up basic recipes, they rather aim at flexibly upgrading known, KB-focussed KBS development models. This was a deliberate decision due to the manifold existing and proven KBSE approaches in the literature that just require a little adaption for becoming more encompassing models. In this thesis, we demonstrate the integration of the proposed components with an agile KBS development approach— the Agile Process Model [Baumeister, 2004]—and we report resulting positive experiences. The decision for the agile model was mainly owed to the fact, that agile methodologies are able to cope with two problems arising particularly also during KBSE: Unknown technical feasibility of the project, and inability to give a full specification of the final system in advance, c.f., [Baumeister, 2004, pp. 13–14].

_In Practice: The ProKEt Toolkit for Encompassing KBSE_ For practical support of encompassing, user-centered KBSE, we introduce the tailored KBSE toolkit _ProKEt_. ProKEt offers a basic selection of KBS UI patterns as well as corresponding configuration options out of the box. Thereby, ProKEt defines UI widgets and styles in a highly modular manner, allowing for flexibly and interchangeably combining and nesting them. Based thereupon, the tool allows for adapting and extending the predefined KBS UI library on various levels of (programming) expertise. Those features strongly support the motivated user participation regarding the UI development process—e.g., by performing live implementation sessions together with the expert, where the UI is adapted in real time.

For practical usability support, ProKEt offers quantitative (tailored click log files) and qualitative (questionnaire, personal feedback) data collection features which can be activated easily and effortlessly for all ProKEt artifacts anytime. The resulting data can be evaluated by ProKEt’s integrated analysis component. This supports the calculation of several basic usability metrics, such as _Average Task Time_ or _Error Rate_ for the quantitative data. Alternatively, the data can be exported into a comma separated value (CSV) format. CSV can be imported and thus easily further investigated by many comprehensive statistical analysis tools. Potential advantages of a KBSE tool with integrated usability features are: Low costs regarding the development of (KBS/UI) alternatives; and the consequential seamless support regarding highly iterative usability testing (and analysis of the results) of the implemented alternatives (c.f. [Hakim and Spitzer, 2000]).

The practical realization of the suggested paradigm of intertwined KB and UI development, based on extensible prototyping, is one major strength of ProKEt. Primarily developed as a KBS UI development tool, ProKEt does not support the creation of KBs itself. Yet it offers extension points for seamlessly integrating two selected KA tools specifically regarding [d3web, n.d.] KBs: (1) KnowOF, a standard office based KA environment that uses spreadsheet- or word processor
based knowledge specifications; and (2) KnowWE [Baumeister et al., 2011], a semantic wiki for collaborative KA. The tight coupling with ProKEt then allows for directly reviewing the KB within a functional KBS artifact—which can be invoked by a mere button click within KnowOF or the wiki. The resulting, visual way of investigating the KB in a realistic context can drastically increase the interest of domain experts to actively participate in KA tasks.

1.2 Results

So far, several projects concerning knowledge-based documentation- and consultation systems proved, that both the encompassing development approach as well as the ProKEt toolset are able to meet their goals: To leverage user-centered KBS development with an increased focus on UI design and usability evaluation. The projects themselves, as well as the corresponding development activities and experiences, have already (partly) been described in former publications: [Freiberg et al., 2012] describes the development of two medical knowledge-based documentation systems, Mediastinitis Registry and EuraHS. In [Freiberg and Puppe, 2012a], the JuriSearch project is reported; this project targets at realizing a legal consultation portal that integrates several knowledge-based clarification consultation modules. Experiences during these projects further showed, that ProKEt with its seamlessly integrated KA extensions indeed enables expert users to support the KA process highly autonomously. Together with the practical application of the proposed encompassing agile development model, this led to a stronger user identification with the system, to the better compliance with their actual needs, and to less general (basically avoidable) usability flaws in the final artifacts.

Regarding specifically the novel Clarification KBS type, the JuriSearch project provided the chance for implementing and thoroughly evaluating a tailored instantiation of the Hierarchical Clarifier UI pattern. The resulting ITree style basically allows for a highly explorative usage and visual, tree-based interaction; further, it enables users to contribute their personal expertise to the problem solving process in autonomously choosing the abstraction level on which to answer questions. ITree further also supports the idea of learnability, i.e., to convey knowledge regarding the target domain to the user by simply using the system. Various evaluations showed promising results for ITree: Whereas its overall (UI and interaction related) perception still offers room for improvement, the achieved success rate was convincing (90–100 %) in the last evaluations. Further, also qualitative feedback confirmed the assumed characteristics and advantages of this KBS type.

ProKEt as KBSE tool further provided valuable support for realizing reference implementations of several of the KBS UI patterns, proposed in this thesis. Five selected variants have been assessed with regards to their usability and utility. Three pattern realizations—Box Questionnaire, Daily Questionnaire, and Strict Interview—excelled as appropriate also and especially for laymen- or one-time users in little- to medium complex domains. Hierarchical Interview and Hierarchical Clarifier, in contrast, seem best applicable in the context of experienced to expert users, especially regarding more comprehensive domains.

The proposed work thus contributes to KBSE research in providing an encompassing theoretical and practical approach to develop and evaluate (participative) KBS solutions—thereby particularly focussing on UI and usability aspects, and additionally also fostering user-centered development at various points.
1.3 Structure of the Thesis

This work encompasses three major parts. The first part describes the background and theoretical foundation of the proposed approach. In Chapter 2, we provide a delimitation of the general KBS concept, the introduction of the novel Clarification KBS type, and a discussion of related work for the research directions touched in this thesis. Subsequently, we propose the encompassing KBSE approach from the theoretical perspective in Chapter 3.

In the second part of this thesis, we discuss the practical aspects concerning encompassing KBSE. Therefore, in Chapter 4, we first introduce general presentation and configuration options for the key important KBS module—the core input module. Based thereupon, we propose a collection of four KBS core input UI patterns, that can be fine-tuned into 10 KBS UI pattern variants. In Chapter 5, we discuss basic options for representing the KBS context. Thereby we understand all core KBS UI modules except the core input—i.e., results presentation, the integration of auxiliary information, and the KBS justification. Afterwards, we introduce the tailored prototyping and knowledge systems engineering tool ProKEt in Chapter 6. Therefore, we subsume the (technical) capabilities of the tool and we look at how ProKEt supports the proposed, encompassing development approach. The practical part of this work is concluded by a comprehensive report of diverse evaluation activities and case studies in Chapter 7. Those encompass: Benchmarks regarding the tool ProKEt itself, and a summary of the application ProKEt and the encompassing development approach in actual KBS projects. The experiences regarding the realization and usability assessment of selected KBS UI patterns. And the iterative, evaluation-driven evolvement of ITree, a tailored clarification KBS type for the legal domain.

The third part of this thesis first subsumes the core aspects of the proposed work in Chapter 8. A discussion of the main contributions of the proposed work to current KBS research is provided in Chapter 9. An outlook to promising future work finally concludes this work in Chapter 10.

The Appendices of this work provide additional information on selected framing aspects. Appendix A introduces selected KBs used in this thesis. The results of the particularly targeted, extensive literature research, intended to gain insights regarding the integration of prototyping/UI/-usability activities in current KBS development, are summarized in Appendix B. In Appendix C, we provide exemplary task descriptions, problem statements, and concluding questionnaires that were used in the conducted evaluation studies. Appendix D subsumes renowned usability standards for quick reference. Finally, Appendix E lists all additional materials and sources as provided in a freely accessible online repository.
Chapter 2

Knowledge-based Systems Engineering Today

Knowledge-based systems (KBS) have been the topic of vivid research over the past years. Thus, there exist manifold definitions, as well as differing development methodologies and tools. This chapter first provides an introduction of the core concepts related to KBS in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, we propose a novel KBS paradigm: Clarification KBS, as a mashup of consultation and justification within a single artifact. We conclude this chapter with a discussion of the current state of the art of KBS engineering (KBSE) in Section 2.3.

2.1 KBS—Basic Concepts

The manifold KBS-related concepts and categorizations known today unfortunately often are used in an ambiguous manner. In the following, we define some basic notions related to KBS. Therewith, we delimitate our understanding of terms to those used in the literature, where necessary. We first cover basic aspects such as KBS core- and UI components (Section 2.1.1), common KBS use cases (Section 2.1.2), and a user type classification (Section 2.1.3). Then, we motivate the benefits of participative KBS by defining the participation aspect for KBS (Section 2.1.5) in more detail.

Regarding the software artifact itself, the terms most often used ambiguously with KBS are expert system (ES), decision support system (DSS), and recommender system (RS).

KBS basically are systems that use artificial intelligence (AI) to solve problems, e.g., [Akerkar and Sajja, 2010 Preface, p. XVII]. According to, e.g., [Kurbel, 1989; Puppe, 1993; Jackson, 1998; Akerkar and Sajja, 2010], ES basically can be seen as a particular subtype of KBS. This is due to their often stated objective to mimic the knowledge and the ability for drawing conclusions and making decisions of experts regarding restricted problem areas. We assent to this view as in turn also more generic types of KBS exist. For example, documentation KBS, see [Baumeister, 2004 p. 17]—those may use expert knowledge for implementing an ‘intelligent’ data input process, yet do not necessarily require decision-making ability.

DSS and RS, in contrast, only exhibit a loose relationship to KBS: They may include KBS modules/technologies, but basically follow fundamentally different objectives. DSS are complex, computer-based information systems that support business or organizational decision-making activities, c.f. [Akerkar and Sajja, 2010, p. 12]; they consist of several separate modules and interconnected software tools, each supporting specific tasks such as combining and retrieving raw data. RS mainly denote personalized information filtering systems that infer user preferences by
analyzing available user data, information about other users, as well as information about the environment, c.f. [Sebastia et al., 2009]; those are used mostly in an online business context.

### 2.1.1 KBS Core Collaboration Structure

Figure 2.1 depicts the major components of a KBS and their basic collaboration structure. This consists (mostly) with examples of both seminal basis literature and current works, e.g., [Kurbel, 1989] [Gottlob et al., 1990] [Puppe, 1993] [Akerkar and Sajja, 2010].

The knowledge base (KB) defines the respective domain- or expert knowledge. A KB basically consists of several knowledge classes. In this work we adhere to the view discussed in [Baumeister, 2004], that proposes four typical knowledge classes: Ontological knowledge, that mainly defines hierarchies of questions and solutions. Structural/inference knowledge for deriving and valuing interview objects (such as abstraction questions) and solutions, thus corresponding to the concept of derivation knowledge [Puppe, 1993]. Strategic knowledge for guiding the questioning sequence, thus corresponding to control knowledge [Puppe, 1993]. And support knowledge, that informally describes solutions, questions, and answers in more detail, thus partly corresponding to the auxiliary information concept in this work.

The KB generally is formalized via some kind of knowledge acquisition (KA) module: Either directly by the domain expert; or indirectly, i.e., with the additional support of a knowledge engineer. Therefore, specialist self-contained tools can be applied; examples are Prot´ég´e [Gen nari et al., 2003] or KnowWE [Baumeister et al., 2011]. Alternatively, KA facilities may also be directly integrated with the KBS itself; or with the respective development tool that is used for implementing the KBS front-end. The latter variant is realized by the KBSE tool ProKEt, introduced in this thesis (see Section 6). Optionally, a learning module can enable the KBS to update and adapt its KB according to previously performed sessions and respective results. Such functionality can either be added as explicit separate component, c.f. [Akerkar and Sajja, 2010], or it can be integrated with one of the other modules, c.f., [Kurbel, 1989] [Gottlob et al., 1990]. The realization thereof, however, denotes a comprehensive research branch on its own, thus a detailed reflection is out of scope of this work.

The UI basically is responsible for collecting the input. Input is either explicitly entered by (human) users. Or indirectly fed into the system, e.g., in the form of sensor data in the context of embedded KBS—i.e., KBS, that are completely integrated into the devices they operate with. In general, KBS core UI and framing UI functionality can be distinguished.

![Figure 2.1: KBS Core Components and their Collaboration Structure.](image-url)
The KBS core UI thereby encompasses all UI modules relevant for supporting the data input and results presentation tasks; that is, question and answer widgets, solution panel, etc. The framing UI functionality entails all remaining, potentially valuable features, such as multilingualism, session management, or user management. Based on the user input and the static KB contents, the inference core derives its results: New knowledge facts, or conclusions, which again are presented via the UI. The explanation module generates the relevant justifications regarding the actions and conclusions of the KBS—which again can be presented additionally in the UI. Justifications support reproducing and reviewing the KBS’s operation and conclusions, c.f., [Puppe, 1993; Altenkräger and Büttner, 1992]. Thus apart from leveraging the KBS validation task, justifications help to build trust in the KBS, enable users to learn something about the domain, and thus enhance the overall user experience.

Undoubtedly, the precise KB formalization and validation is a critical relevant task—which justifiably gains much attention in current research. Yet, due to its different responsibilities, we argue that the KBS UI is an equally important module. All the more due to the strong mutual interdependencies and mutual influences of KB and UI.

### 2.1.2 Basic Conceptualization of KBS UI Elements

The characteristic interaction with KBS can be subsumed as *answering questions*; that is, the KBS presents questions in a (more or less) defined sequence and users answer them with the goal to retrieve some result from the system. The KBS UI basically exists of up to four basic modules, each of which requires a distinct representation: Core input, results, justification, and auxiliary information.

- **The core input module**: Responsible for the main user-system interaction. It presents questions and answers and handles the corresponding actions such as redirecting the user request for setting values.

- **The results module**: Presents the results of the KBS session. Depending on the use case, see Section 2.1.3, we differentiate input data summaries and more comprehensive solution panel displays.

- **The justification presentation module**: Creates an optimally well comprehensible presentation regarding *how* the KBS deduced *which* results.

- **Auxiliary information**: Any additional information for further clarification and explanation of KBS![](image-url) interview items or the KBS state itself. Similar to context sensitive help, auxiliary information provides pointed help slices regarding specific interactions, widgets, or system states. Thereby, add-on information for questions can also account as kind of context sensitive help—i.e., help, to answer the question. Yet, auxiliary information goes beyond that basic concept by providing also additional relevant media, or means for enhancing the overall KBS experience, such as progress information.

Results-, justification presentation-, and auxiliary information modules can be subsumed as *KBS Context*. Depending on the particular application context, such context may additionally be provided but is not necessarily required in addition to the *KBS Core Input Module*. As contribution for the practical implementation of KBS, we suggest relevant presentation options for the KBS Core Input Module in Chapter 4 and for the KBS Context in Chapter 5. The theoretical fundament for this classification of presentation options is a conceptualization of the
characteristic base elements of (most) KBS UIs. This has already been subject to prior research, c.f., [Freiberg et al., 2012]. In the following, we refine and extend those concepts in more detail.

**KBS Core Input—Questions, Answers, Interview Objects**  We define the foundational interaction metaphor of a KBS as *answering questions*. Thus, for requesting the user input we define the most basic elements of a KBS UI as *questions* and corresponding *answer options*. In the further course, we address both also as *interview objects*.

Depending on the particular input data, certain fixed question types can be defined: *Choice questions* for selecting from one or several predefined answer choices. *Numerical questions* for entering numerical data. *Text questions* for textual data. And *time/date questions* for dates and points in time. Choice questions further divide into *one choice (OC)* questions, which allow to select only a single answer option; and *multiple choice (MC)* questions, that support the selection of multiple answers. A special case of choice questions are *binary choice* questions; i.e., questions with exactly two oppositional choices, such as yes/no or on/off.

**KBS Core Input (Flexible)—Abstraction- & Follow Up Questions**  Apart from standard questions, where the user actively provides input, KBS further also encompass the concept of *abstractions*. Those sometimes are also referred to as *symptom interpretations*. Abstractions are questions, that are automatically derived by the KBS, depending on specified input for previously answered questions. A prominent example is the calculation of the body mass index (BMI): There, an abstraction question *BMI* is automatically calculated by the KBS in case the user answers the questions *size* and *weight*.

The other characteristic, flexible concept are *follow up items*. Those are questions or entire questionnaires, that are not activated before defined other questions are answered in a certain way. An example is a questionnaire dealing with female health issues in a medical KBS; such a questionnaire can be specified as a follow up item of a question querying the gender of the user, and is presented only if the user answers this question with *female*.

**Structuring the Core Input Module**  Especially regarding larger KBs, it can be highly valuable to group interview objects topically and/or with respect to the most appropriate workflow. We refer to such groups as *questionnaires*, where each such questionnaire can contain one or many questions.

**KBS Results—Finding, Summary, Solution, Case, Justification**  Once the user has answered a question, we define the resulting question/answer pair as *finding*. Findings commonly occur within the formalized knowledge. For example, heuristic rules or set covering knowledge may define one or several findings as condition for performing a certain action such as rating a solution.

Regarding the results presentation, a KBS should at minimum provide some form of *input data summary*. This allows users to review the entered data as to whether any adaptions of the input is needed (in case this is supported by the system). A simple example is a listing of all entered findings. In many cases, however, the KBS objective is the derivation and rating of defined *solutions*. In a generalized manner, we define a *case* as the solutions (if any) of a certain KBS session with a particular KB along with the corresponding selected findings.
Oftentimes users are not only interested in the results themselves, but also in an explanation of their validity. There, justifications come into play. Justifications straighten out how the KBS derived its conclusions. They are generated by the explanation module, e.g., in the form of finding- or rule listings—see also Section 5.3. Thus, they support not only a mere understanding of the results of the KBS, but moreover foster the trust in the system and its (correct) operation.

**Framing KBS Features—Session-/User-/Language Management**

Apart from those core KBS UI concepts, further non-mandatory framing functionality exists that is often valuable for actually implementing KBS for productive use.

The first example is session management. This allows users to save, resume, and reload KBS sessions—i.e., corresponding data and results. Being able to flexibly use those features—just as required by the respective user—adheres to the principles of matching system and real world (2) and user control (3) as described by [Nielsen, 1994]. Another opportunity in this regard is, to apply further reasoning techniques, such as Case Based Reasoning, that require a collection of stored cases.

Whenever KBS are used not only by dedicated, single experts anymore, but potentially also by larger, diverse user groups, general user management mechanisms are profitable. On the one hand for ensuring a certain extent of data security, i.e., users are only able to view and modify their own, entered data. On the other hand, this also allows for offering tailored KBS views for distinct users—e.g., regarding the general UI type, the comprehensiveness of justifications, etc.

Another highly effective feature is a multilingualism framework that allows users, to switch between supported languages on the fly. This naturally fosters the correct usage, as users are more likely to understand questions and answer options correctly in their mother tongue. This supports the principles of matching system and real world (2), user control (3), and flexibility/efficiency (7), see [Nielsen, 1994], thus also fostering an overall more positive user experience.

**2.1.3 Common KBS Use Cases**

Regarding KBS usage, we differentiate between the following basic use cases: Consultation, documentation, debugging, embedded usage and information supply. The use cases documentation, embedded usage, and information supply adhere to the similarly named global system metaphors proposed in [Baumeister, 2004, p. 30 ff.]. Regarding the consultation use case, we extend that former definition by distinguishing a standard consultation and a clarification use case. The latter is the foundation for a novel KBS type introduced in Section 2.3. We further add the use case debugging to the collection; debugging basically requires tailored variants of consultation or documentation KBS for supporting interactive and visual KB assessment.

- **Consultation:** Basically, we assent to the definition of consultation KBS as provided in [Baumeister, 2004, p. 30 ff.]: A consultation KBS more or less guides through a questioning sequence. Based on the user-entered findings the KBS presents its results. We differentiate two subclasses that differ regarding the target solution characteristics and the basic deduction procedure: Standard consultation and clarification consultation.
  
  — **Standard Consultation:** The KBS starts with the assumption that all solutions can be derived likewise during the KBS session—no predefined target solution(s) exist. As result, none, one, or several solution(s) are rated by the system. This conforms to
the known reasoning paradigm *forward chaining* as defined for rule-based systems, e.g. [Russel and Norvig, 2010] Ch. 6. Examples are medical consultation or fault diagnosis; or all other contexts, where various different solutions may be derived or rated simultaneously.

— *Clarification Consultation:* Always only one single solution is the investigation target. That is, the KBS presents only those questions that in some way contribute to the selected clarification target. This corresponds to the reasoning paradigm *backward chaining*, e.g., e.g. [Russel and Norvig, 2010] Ch. 6] for rule-based systems. Clarification consultation is valuable in contexts where an already suspected solution needs to be investigated in-depth regarding all potentially contributing items. Thus, this use case suits well the testing part of any *hypothesize and test* setting.

**Documentation:** Assenting to the definition in [Baumeister, 2004] p. 30 ff., the major objective of documentation KBS is the support of high quality data acquisition. Contrasting to that former definition, we suggest that such KBS not necessarily require a comprehensively refined dialog control in the sense of strictly guiding the questioning sequence. Rather, particularly also free and explorative data entry are valuable. Often, users desire to enter their data in the order that fits their current context—e.g., availability of data, working environment, schedule, etc.—best. An example is the medical context, where e.g., operation data are to be collected in a structured manner. There, the respective data may not be available all at once; or it is not possible to enter it immediately as firstly the operation itself needs to be finished. Documentation and consultation KBS mainly differ in the type and extent of results presentation. Thus, they can often easily be adapted mutually, i.e., for the respective other use case, by simply adapting the respective results module(s).

**Debugging:** Another interesting use case for KBS—so far not reported in the literature—is to use them explicitly for *debugging* the KB. That is, to examine the correctness and completeness of the KB contents, as well as to validate the required derivation, indication, or abstraction knowledge—by using specifically configured KBS UI solutions. Both consultation- and documentation KBS can be easily extended to enable such a debugging mode: By simply displaying all interview objects simultaneously, independent from their particular indication state; yet, basically inactive objects, such as follow-up questions, should be highlighted in a clearly distinctive manner and should switch to an activated display style if, and only if, the corresponding question trigger was selected. Based on such a representation, both the completeness of the knowledge as well as the correctness of indication structures can be easily investigated.

Of course, there already exist tools and methodologies for assessing a KB both manually and visually, c.f., [Baumeister and Freiberg, 2010]. However, investigating the ‘raw’ formalized knowledge, as well as applying external tools that, e.g., support also KB visualization, can be tedious and may require additional efforts or (licensing) money. We do not demand to ban such tools from a knowledge engineer’s tool belt—they well provide great benefits. Yet, using a KBS implementation with only a slightly modified UI representation and a sophisticated explanation module is a direct, inexpensive, and efficient first step for KB assessment. In Section 4.3.3 for each described KBS UI pattern we also consider their applicability for the debugging use case.
2.1.4 KBS User Type Characterization

Typically, different user types are interested in (or overwhelmed by) different information, presentation, and interaction forms. Thus, when striving for increased user participation, delimiting user types and taking into account their diverse needs when developing KBS is an essential issue. Due to today’s omnipresence of computer technology, we assume that the greater part of users can handle basic GUIs pretty well. Specifically the younger generation additionally mostly is well familiar with using mobile UIs, such as for smartphones or tablets. In general, today’s key expectation towards an UI is an intuitive usage paradigm, requiring as little instructions and familiarization as possible. Categorizing users according to their UI proficiency or expectations thus is rather difficult. Yet there are two other aspects for a reasonable user classification users in the context of KBS: Usage frequency, and domain expertise.

a. Usage Frequency

Describes the average frequency with which users use the KBS. We differentiate one-time users and frequent users.

- **One-time users** are most likely to use the KBS only once and then never again. This is the case, e.g., with specifically tailored web recommendation systems for a narrowed context. Such users typically require and expect an overall highly intuitive, usable UI and interaction design, as well as prominently available start-up information or clear usage affordances when starting the KBS session. On the other hand, one-time users are most likely not to accept any required training or familiarization before being able to profitably use the system.

- **Frequent users** use the KBS regularly and thus can familiarize with the KBS’ design and interaction specifics successively. Thus, they are more likely to accept also more complex, comprehensive UI/interaction forms that require some familiarization or training. Therefore, however, also pointed instructions, and potentially also initial instructional trainings/tutorials, are essential. Examples for frequent users are staff in the service support domain that use a KBS for additional support on a regular (e.g., daily) basis.

b. Domain Expertise

According to their domain expertise, we distinguish laymen, experienced, and expert users.

- **Laymen** possess only little knowledge regarding the target domain. There, the major requirement is to integrate comprehensive auxiliary information regarding the interview objects. Examples are the clarification of special terms used in the question and answer texts. Such information optimally should be provided in a directly integrated or easily retrievable manner. In turn, laymen are more likely to accept longer KBS sessions as tradeoff for more extensive support. Also, laymen characteristically have only little understanding and/or interest regarding comprehensive (or formal) justifications of the results. Rather, they are content with a compact yet understandable subsumption. Such users basically are qualified for participating in the evaluation of a KBS, e.g., in the course of user studies. Yet, they are not able to actively participate in KA-related tasks, such as KB validation.
• **Experts** possess encompassing knowledge regarding the target domain. Examples are highly trained assistant medical doctors. They require efficient, more compact KBS solutions as they are typically not willing to accept longer KBS sessions. Also, experts do not primarily need general solution derivation systems as they most likely are able to suspect appropriate diagnoses themselves. Rather, they profit from verifying such suspicions by the KBS (second opinion system). Thus, Clarification KBS modules are especially suitable in this context. Those may particularly also contain comprehensive and specialized add-on information which most likely would overwhelm laymen users. Also, the KBS may provide more encompassing justifications, as experts also are likely to scrutinize the KBS results way more critically than laymen. Apart from consultation and providing a second opinion, another relevant use case in this context is the semi-automated documentation of (often critical) data. Domain experts can valuable contribute to formalizing and validating the KB, as well as to assessing the KBS (UI) during user studies.

• **Experienced Users** settle in between laymen and experts. They possess some knowledge regarding the target domain, yet not as encompassing as experts. Thus, they may well profit from quite comprehensive add-on information, yet a direct integration, beneficial for laymen, is no key requirement here. Also, experienced users may value the benefits of Clarification KBS in case they desire a second opinion regarding a suspected solution—either derived by a standard consultation module, or suspected by themselves. Yet, variants that use more intuitive UI/interaction forms, such as the hybrid patterns proposed in Section 4.3.5 ff., may be more appropriate than specialized, expert variants.

### 2.1.5 Towards Participative KBS

As motivated already in the beginning of this thesis, we particularly stress the importance—and benefits—of striving for more participative KBS solutions. In the following, we discuss some key aspects of participation, as well as the potential implications on the development process.

#### Defining Participation in the KBS Context

In general, a certain shift from 'perfect expert software' towards more user-oriented software can be observed, e.g., pursued in [Kajiyama and Satoh, 2014]. Thereby, increased user participation fore-mostly denominates a mutual supplementation and enrichment between the user and the software according to the user’s knowledge and capabilities. This typically implies to offer diverse ways of operating the system: Elaborate, yet more intuitive interaction, versus tailored (expert) shortcuts. One example concerns the refinement level of questions. Users with the corresponding (domain) knowledge may be able to shorten the interrogation by answering only more abstract, summarizing questions. Laymen, in contrast, may require more pointed, precise questions. There, KBS solutions that integrate several such questioning levels—and enable users to switch in-between at will—allow both user types to profit from the system. Another example is the provision of both a consultation facility for narrowing down potential solutions and a simple solution listing for direct selection. In that case, expert users, that already suspect certain solutions, can directly choose the desired solution for further in-depth investigation, e.g., by using a clarification module, see also Section 2.2. Non-experts, on the other hand, may first use the consultation module for receiving support in selecting appropriate solution candidates before then also switching to the clarification module.
More specifically, we define participative KBS to emphasize the following, non-functional requirements: *Transparency, configurability, quality,* and *evolvability.*

- **Transparency** refers to the ability of communicating all aspects to the user that are required for intuitively using the KBS and for understanding its results (and their derivation). This encompasses: (1) The clear indication of the system objective, of the required core interaction, and of functional abilities of the KBS. (2) Understandable system feedback as an immediate response to the provided user input, e.g. regarding the appropriate presentation/highlighting of questions and answers. And (3) also the explanatory capabilities, regarding both the explanation of specialist terms, the provision of further, required media, and the justification of the results.

- **Configurability** basically addresses two aspects in the context of participative KBS: On the one hand, a general user adaptability regarding diverse usage and user contexts. This encompasses, e.g., offering multilingualism features, or letting users fine-tune the granularity of solution justifications according to their needs and proficiency. Also, providing facilities for switching on-the-fly between a comprehensive debugging- and a standard usage view falls into that category. On the other hand, a characteristically high degree of exploration/user control. This refers to the extend and type of different ways of operation—induced, e.g., by expert shortcuts, as described above. Thus, configurability basically complies to the principle of *flexibility and efficiency of use* [Nielsen, 1993b]. Or the claim of Lidwell to adapt the system capabilities to the user's level of expertise [Lidwell et al., 2010, p. 64]. Furthermore, also the usability requirement *User Control* (e.g., [Nielsen, 1993b, p. 115ff.]), which demands that the user should be enabled to master the system and not be surprised by awkward (re)actions, is addressed implicitly in case a high degree of configurability is offered.

- An increased user participation naturally further demands for a high *quality* regarding the respectively provided contents and the functionality. This concerns the core input, i.e., the quality of the presented question/answer contents and of the core interaction. But it equally concerns the results and justification, i.e., the quality of the solution derivation mechanisms and of the explanation and justification of the derived solutions. There, also the mutual influence of KB and UI on each other comes into play: An ill-defined KB—e.g., that lacks the required explanations for special terms, or where the questioning sequence is illogical—can have devastating effects and render a KBS nearly unusable. Or at least cause a good amount of user frustration. Thus, even a sophisticated, thoroughly evaluated and refined UI may be rendered useless. The same is true the other way around: In case the KBS exhibits a counterintuitive, cumbersome presentation or core interaction, the best formalized KB may be useless as the KBS itself cannot be operated well.

- Participative KBS finally also need to be *evolvable* in the sense that they can be easily adapted according to maturing user expertise and resulting needs over time. This concerns the KB and the UI likewise. There, a basic separation of front-end and KB development, and the possibility to merge both components into functional KBS anytime easily, is highly beneficial. This is the motivation for introducing a corresponding separate-and-intertwine development paradigm (Section 3) and tools (see Section 6) in this work.
Participation Induces User-centered Processes  The concrete realization and appropriateness of those non-functional requirements strongly depends on the target users. Thus user-centered development becomes an important aspect to consider for participative KBS. On the one hand, this concerns the KB itself: Directly incorporating domain experts into KA enables the KBS developer to concentrate more on UI/usability related development tasks overall. And it further offers the chance for increasing the overall KB quality: Experts, once familiar with the KA process and tool, presumably can avoid diverse conceptual KB design errors that base on the mostly lacking domain knowledge of knowledge engineers. On the other hand, this also concerns front-end development and evaluation tasks—e.g., letting users participate more actively in requirements engineering or certain UI adaption processes.

A tight user incorporation further can lead to users feeling more connected, and thus positive, towards 'their' final KBS. In case users have been heard, have actively participated, and ideally frequently been able to evaluate (intermediate) solutions and provide feedback, chances are high that user requirements actually are met better. Especially highly evaluation-driven development helps to eliminate potential, yet previously not anticipated problems with the software. A positive attitude and a feeling of solidarity with the KBS, as well as the actual fulfillment of subjective (contextual, personal) requirements, can drastically increase the final acceptance of the system—as already also suggested by [Nurminen et al., 2003].

For increasing users’ motivating regarding a more active participation, it is essential to provide appropriate software solutions. Regarding knowledge formalization, we propose a standard office based KA environment (Section 6.2.3) that enables users to formalize knowledge in a well-known software context. This tool is seamlessly coupled to the tailored KBS engineering tool ProKEt (Section 6). The latter also allows for eased, effortless experimentation (in defined scopes), thus fostering the integration of users also in the UI related design process.

Browser-based Solutions for Participative KBS  Regarding the realization of (participative) KBS, we are convinced of the benefits of web-/browser-based applications. As confirmed by the encompassing literature review on recent KBS development practices, see Appendix B, the acceptance and distribution of browser-based KBS solutions generally increases. This is assumedly due to the growing maturity of corresponding technologies today. In the often specialist application contexts of KBS, the diverse (expert) target users typically exhibit equally diverse usage contexts, e.g., regarding the basic operation system. There, it is beneficial when KBS solutions can be implemented, maintained, and distributed platform-independently in a straightforward manner. This mostly is the case for remotely installed KBS that are accessed via the browser. Further, KBS artifacts commonly base fore-mostly on user-entered data, independent from whether that data is required for consultation or documentation tasks. Therefore, already several established UI/interaction forms for browser-based software exist, e.g., standard web forms. Those basically tend to be well-accepted by diverse user groups due to their general familiarity. This was confirmed by many domain expert users in several actual KBS projects in the past years.
2.2 Clarification KBS—A Novel Paradigm

The consultation and justification components of KBS are commonly still considered rather independently. This concerns both their responsibilities and their practical implementation and presentation. We introduce a differing point of view: We propose Clarification KBS as a novel mashup type of the KBS consultation and justification module. This constitutes an interesting alternative to standard KBS in various contexts. In the following, we first shortly discuss the basic idea of alternative KBS progression types. Afterwards, we specify the Clarification KBS type in more detail and we introduce its two general usage paradigms.

KBS Progression—Basic Considerations  Regarding rule-based systems, the two known reasoning paradigms forward chaining and backward chaining exist, c.f., [Puppe, 1993, p. 36 ff.], or [Russel and Norvig, 2010, pp. 276 ff.]. Based thereupon, we differentiate two alternative KBS progression forms: Forward consultation, and backward clarification.

Forward consultation starts with an empty solution set. That is, potentially all solutions contained in the KB can be derived equally well during the following session. Starting from defined init questions, a forward consultation KBS then potentially questions in all directions. The particular questioning sequence depends on the implemented indication mechanisms the questions.

In contrast, backward clarification is initialized with a certain target solution that is to be clarified in detail. Such a KBS then presents only all those questions that potentially contribute to the final state of the chosen target solution.

Clarification KBS Type  Clarification KBS blur the borders between consultation and justification modules by entirely uniting consultation and justification interaction and presentation in an all-in-one UI. They base on the backward clarification paradigm, as described above. Thus, always one single solution, the clarification target, is considered at a time. And all contributing questions, i.e., questions that potentially influence the target solution’s state either positively or negatively, are processed.

Clarification KBS basically correspond to the testing part in the hypothesize and test paradigm. Hypothesizing—i.e., narrowing down the solution space to probable solutions—is performed using forward consulting KBS types. Or by any other means for selecting a solution candidate, e.g. a simple interactive solution listing for experts. Then, for each selected solution a separate corresponding clarification KBS is invoked for its in-depth, interactive inspection or for providing the user with a second opinion.

Due to its mashup characteristic, the clarification KBS type can be initialized in two different ways: Justification-oriented, and Consultation-oriented. In the Justification-oriented variant, the solution already is derived with some value—e.g., as outcome of a preceding forward consultation process. The clarification KBS module itself then is initialized in a filled-in manner; that is, it presents the target solution and all contributing interview items, and highlights those findings, that are responsible for the currently investigated solution state. Such a presentation can further be enhanced as to visually represent the contribution of the knowledge items to the target solution. For example, by indicating the abstract rating value, or the precise score next to the findings. This enables an additional preview regarding the consequences on the target solution...
even without actively exploring the presentation any further. The main objective of this initialization variant is to provide a highly interactive justification view with exploration facilities; or to retrieve a summarized, second opinion, regarding the validity of the selected solution. In contrast, the consultation-oriented variant is initialized in an empty manner, i.e., the target solution possess no rating yet. In the hypothesize and test scenario, this can be valuable in case an expert selects the suspected solution from a plain list and then wants to clarify the confirmation (or exclusion) of the solution candidate entirely by the help of the KBS. Thus, the major objective here is to provide consultation that is limited to the targeted solution. Therefore, the clarification KBS again presents the solution and all contributing questions—yet initially in an entirely non-highlighted manner. However, enhancing answer options by an indication of their effect on the solution for offering already a non-interactive rough preview is equally feasible in this case.

Regarding the particular UI implementations, diverse possibilities exist for clarification KBS, similar as for standard consultation KBS. We present some basic, interesting variants in Section 4.3.4, pp. 65 ff., and in Section 4.3.5, pp. 67 ff.

### 2.3 KBS Engineering: Status Quo

Regarding an integrated tool or methodology for encompassing, user-centered KBSE as postulated in this work, to the best of our knowledge there exists no previous work to date. We separately discuss relevant publications that cover the aspects touched by our approach: Basic KBS engineering methodologies and tools, prototyping-based KBS development, KBS and their UI/interaction design, KBS (UI) patterns, and usability activities in KBS engineering.

We conducted an extensive literature review covering the years 2009–2014 for gaining a general overview regarding the latest practices in KBS engineering. This particularly concerned the application of prototyping strategies, KBS UI design, and usability activities. Therefore, foundational journals from the domain of KBS and ES, but also general AI journals, were researched for relevant publications. Of course, manifold publications regarding KBS implementations from earlier years exist—amongst many others [Milne and Nicol, 2000; Neumann et al., 2002; Huettig et al., 2004; Rahimi et al., 2007; Song et al., 2008]. Yet, design paradigms and development tools change rapidly nowadays, due to increasingly faster technology advances. Thus, we deliberately focussed on the recent six years for gaining topical insights. More detailed information regarding the review strategy, the summarized key insights, as well as an extensive listing of the identified publications are presented in Appendix B. The key findings are also discussed in the following sections, where we refer to that literature review as KBS Development Review.

#### 2.3.1 Basic KBSE Methodologies and Tools

Regarding general KBS engineering, there exist several tailored software tools and methodologies. Seminal work already suggested development shells for KBS, e.g., [Puppe, 1988, pp. 139ff.], [Kurbel, 1989, pp. 109ff.], or [Altenkrüger and Büttner, 1992, pp. 140ff.]. Examples for more recent tools are the KBS development environment Protégé [Gennari et al., 2003]; the expert system shell JavaDON [Tomic et al., 2006]; the semantic wiki KnowWE [Baumeister et al., 2011];
a development tool for web-based expert systems intended for non-AI-experts [Ruiz-Mezcua et al., 2011]; and specifically in the sub-domain of case-based reasoning (CBR), the tools myCBR and COLIBRI Studio [Roth-Berghofer et al., 2012].

However, in contrast to ProKEt (see Section 6), those tools mainly concentrate on fostering the KA task—i.e., design, creation, evolution and (partly) evaluation of the KB. The development of the framing KBS application including UI design and usability activities, in contrast, mostly is not explicitly supported. An exception denote the CBR-related tools myCBR and COLIBRI Studio, which in principle follow a similar direction as the proposed research: Developing the KB/case base separately from the KBS/case based system, and finally merging the separate artifacts. Thereby, myCBR is responsible for acquiring a case base—conforming to the ProKEt KA extension points, see Section 6.2.3 and COLIBRI Studio is used for developing the case-based application itself—thus relating to the tool ProKEt introduced in this work, see Section 6. Those CBR tools, however, differ from ProKEt as they do not provide a seamless coupling of both tools for fostering an entirely intertwined and thus highly efficient KB/UI development process.

For providing appropriate development methodologies, often process models from general software engineering have been reused and adapted for KBS. A historical overview, covering stage-based, industrial-strength, and formal KBSE models from 1982–2002, is provided by [Plant and Gamble, 2003]. Both [Kurbel, 1989, p. 9ff.] and [Akerkar and Saaja, 2010, p. 58ff.] provide suggestions regarding a KBS development methodology, corresponding process models, or required activities. As a prominent example in the KBS domain, the MIKE methodology, proposed by [Angele et al., 1998], integrates semiformal and formal specification, as well as prototyping activities. Yet, in contrast to the approach in this paper, no straight progression from prototypes to the final productive system is intended. Also, MIKE is quite formalized and comprehensive, and thus may be rather inappropriate for smaller projects, e.g., with limited resources in terms of time and money. The same accounts for COMMONKADS [Schreiber et al., 2000], that also considers prototyping as well as early implementation and evaluation activities as important development tasks, but similarly is a very elaborate, modeling-focussed methodology. In 2003, [Nurminen et al., 2003] already suggested agile techniques as one important factor for successful KBS development. Exemplary, agile approaches are the one of [Knublauch, 2002] that adapts Extreme Programming techniques, or the Agile Process Model [Baumeister, 2004]. Those agile models aim at providing more flexible and affordable means for (iterative) KBS development as opposed to aforementioned, extensively formalized methodologies.

In contrast to the development approach proposed in this thesis, those diverse KBSE methodologies again focus on KA. Consequently, they may in cases exploit prototyping-based activities regarding KB development but this still does not much regard the design and development of the UI. Also, those approaches mostly lack the integration of any usability evaluation activities for assessing the KBS as a whole—even though they well might suggest evaluation instruments regarding the KB itself.

As another trend, it can further be observed that KBS are increasingly developed for the web since years, c.f. [Grove, 2000]—i.e., as browser-based applications. This was also confirmed by the KBS Development Review. Thereby, KBS may be both integrated as (smaller) modules with websites, or denote complex web applications on their own. This development shift towards the web is probably due to numerous benefits of such applications. For web-based ES, both [Grove, 2000] and [Duan et al., 2005] already discussed such opportunities—e.g., portability,
availability across boundaries, online KA, straightforward user testing, or centrally controlled updating and maintenance—and challenges—such as internet speed bottleneck, or responsibility issues regarding management and maintenance. Still, according to the continual trend of moving KBS to the web, advantages seem to outweigh the downsides and challenges. Recent web-based KBS implementations are reported, e.g., by Chen et al., 2012; Kolhe et al., 2011; Zeng et al., 2012. Various more examples can be found in the detailed listing of the KBS Development Review in Appendix E and in the literature.

Already in her seminal work, McGraw, 1992 motivates, but does not practically provide, a methodology for KBS development, where UI and KBS development are tightly interwoven, and that further accommodates user involvement. Regarding specifically web-based ES, Dokas, 2003 more recently proposed an approach that merges separately developed ES modules with web site or web application components; there, we agree to the author’s note, that the development of those two basic KBS components can influence each other, c.f. Dokas, 2005, pp. 6–7. Those approaches basically resemble the intertwined development paradigm for KB and UI proposed in this thesis. In contrast, however, we further specifically postulate the ability to merge KB and UI components together effortlessly anytime for a straightforward investigation of their mutual effects.

With respect to tool support for developing web-based KBS, Grove, 2000 provided an overview of available software. Examples are the Java Expert System Shell (JESS), KB Agent, ExSys, or the XPertRule KBS shell. JESS as well as KB Agent seem to address fore-mostly the creation of rule-based KBs for business users. Regarding ExSys and XPertRule, not much information about their current development-, distribution-, and support state was available. This fosters the impression, that in the 90s up to the millennium, quite a boom in KBS-related development (and corresponding software) existed. Yet, that many of such solutions focussed on the KBS back-end and/or furthermore seem not to be supported/updated any more today. This was similarly perceived by Duan et al., 2005, p. 809, who stated that some web-based ES tools are commercially available, but no formal evaluation and comparison exists at the time of his writing. ProKEt with its KA extensions aims at closing this gap in offering support for the intertwined development of (browser-based) KBS UIs and the KB.

### 2.3.2 KBS Engineering and Prototyping

Regarding the design and development of interactive systems, (UI) prototyping has become an established method in various disciplines. Examples are general SE or HCl, c.f., Bäumer et al., 1996; Beaudouin-Lafon and Mackay, 2003; Arnowitz et al., 2006; Rogers, 2011. Main recognized advantages of prototyping are the potentially resulting efficiency and affordability. Those in turn allow for exploring the design space and generating ideas, and consequently foster early evaluation and comparison of alternatives. The flexibility of prototyping-based development further can ease dealing with changing base requirements or customer requests. Finally, prototypes provide a visual basis for discussion, thus supporting the communication between diverse people, such as designers, developers, end users, or managers. This can drastically reduce misunderstandings and thus foster a more accurate requirements specification.

In general SE, numerous common prototyping tools and methodologies have been proposed; examples are Bäumer et al., 1996; Beaudouin-Lafon and Mackay, 2003; Floyd, 1984; Lichter et al., 1993; McCurdy et al., 2006. Apart from that, particularly tailored approaches have proven
valuable in various specific contexts and domains: For example, tailored prototyping tools for
the development of cross-device general web UIs [Lin and Landay, 2008], of multimodal sys-
tems [McGee-Lennon et al., 2009], or for mobile device applications [Leichtenstern and André,
2010]. Specifically sketching originally was considered more of a low-fidelity, offline method.
There, however, [Kieffer et al., 2010] proposed a tool for sketching-based multi-fidelity pro-
totyping; their tool allows for transforming roughly drafted UIs automatically into computer-
based representations. Yet, in contrast to evolutionary prototyping in general, and the approach
in this paper particularly, no fully productive systems are produced by those approaches.

Nevertheless, those works confirm the general assumption, that prototyping tailored to a
specific application context can be a most valuable instrument for fostering the development
and success of the respective project and system. Also regarding KBSE, prototyping is suc-
cessfully applied for creating proof-of-concept implementations of the KBS vision, as reported,
e.g., in [Saadé et al., 2004; Sutton and Patkar, 2009; Ting et al., 2010; Afacan and Demirkan,
2011]. However, regarding the use of prototyping for experimenting efficiently with design al-
ternatives and for eventually evolving from initial prototypes to productive systems, still little
is published in the context of KBS.

In the early 1990s, [Waterman, 1993] described different stages of prototypes during KBS
development. Also, based on his survey of ES developers, [O’Leary Daniel E., 1991] suggested
various advantages of prototyping KBS: Support for requirements engineering (RE), potentially
more robust systems regarding the quality of the KB, and requiring less efforts than traditional
SE approaches. However, similar to most existing general KBSE methodologies and tools, those
sempirical works also focus on the KB and not on the entire KBS architecture or specifically its UI.
A more recent example from the KBS domain is the development of a mission critical expert
system [Bloom and Chung, 2001] by the means of rapid prototyping; this intended to support
a multiple steps approach for RE and UI design. There, however, prototypes served as require-
ments documentation exclusively, thus not being evolved into a productive system at any point
in time. In another project, evolutionary prototyping was applied for developing the intelli-
gent fish disease/health management system FIDSS [Xiaoshuan et al., 2009]. Yet again, those
authors focussed on the evolution of the KB rather than on designing the UI: Once general
UI requirements were decided on during the second development iteration, the UI mostly re-
mained unchanged. Thus the impression arises, that prototyping basically is well-accepted in
general SE as well as regarding the KB development. Yet, concerning KBS UIs, prototyping
still seems to be somewhat neglected, regardless of the various potential benefits that we are
strongly advocating in this work. This assumption was mostly supported by the KBS Develop-
ment Review (Appendix B). There, either no prototyping activities were reported at all; or they
resulted in some form of pilot systems. Yet, regarding iterative prototyping-driven development
or evolutionary prototyping, no specific publications were found.

Regarding the practical construction of UI prototypes, a vast array of HTML- and/or CSS-
based GUI builders exist. Examples are browser-based applications and frameworks, such as
jetstrap [Jetstrap (Drifty Co.), n.d.]; particular prototyping or wireframing desktop applica-
tions, e.g, Balsamiq Mockups [Balsamiq Studios, n.d.]; or even more general desktop graphic
design software that provide ready-to-use HTML mockup widgets or allow their definition,
such as OmniGraffle for Mac OS X [OmniGraffle The Omni Group, n.d.]. However, there is one
key difference between KBS and standard questioning software (both paper-based and on the
web): The concept of flexibly included follow up questions. Knowledge-based questioning ses-
sions characteristically are not a statically prescribed questioning sequence. Rather, potentially many interview items—such as follow-up or abstraction questions—are included dynamically only if they are useful in the given context. Consequently, when requiring a realistic impression of the target system, KBS UIs cannot be statically prototyped (optimally and entirely) with standard GUI builders such as above. This specifically regards highly complex KBs with comprehensive interview item interdependencies. There, tailored tools become necessary that allow for realistically mimicking also the characteristic, flexible KBS concepts—such as our proposed prototyping and KBSE tool ProKEt.

### 2.3.3 KBS Engineering, UI design, and Patterns

According to C. Alexander, patterns generally describe a recurring problem and suggest a reusable solution, c.f., [Alexander et al., 1978, p. X]. Since then, patterns have been transferred successfully from their original domain of architecture to various other disciplines, including computer science. There, apart from the probably most renowned software design patterns of Gamma et al. [Gamma et al., 1994], to date patterns have gained strong presence also in UI-, web-, and interaction design. Examples of the manifold publications include [Borchers, 2001; Graham, 2003; Tidwell, 2005], and many more collections are (partly freely) available on the web, e.g., [Laasko, n.d.; Erickson, n.d.; van Welie, n.d.].

Regarding the UI design of ES, Hendler, 1988 already published some first research efforts. Hendler’s work, however, mainly yielded more general suggestions regarding appropriate KBS interfaces and their development; as an example the system must be able to explain its behavior. Those are in some way comparable to general usability heuristics, e.g. as postulated by [Nielsen, 1994], thus no concrete UI design suggestions or even patterns are provided. Also back in 1992, McGraw pointed out the tendency that “[...]the user interface remains the least researched and developed”, [McGraw, 1992, p. 3]. Since then, some singular research efforts have been reported. For example in [Ruckert and Klein, 1996], who report optimizing a KBS UI, yet thereby focussing on the presentation of the explanatory component of the system. Or in [Puppe et al., 2006], who describe some basic UI variants that partly consent with the KBS UI patterns and basic UI styles in this work. Yet in general, the situation did not notably change since then.

The *KBS Development Review* supports that same impression: That today in most cases KBS UIs are still developed in a rather ad-hoc manner; i.e., not following any specific, systematic method, or being explicitly considered and integrated with the applied KBS/KB development process. Further, also no patterns or best practices seem to be (re)used or provided. This might be due to a general lack of scientific research and corresponding little publications regarding web-based ES and their development—which was already noted, e.g. by [Dokas, 2005, p. 2], [Duan et al., 2005, p. 800/810]. In general, the potential value of pattern application—e.g., enabling the reuse of proven solutions and avoiding common mistakes—is acknowledged in various domains. Regarding information retrieval systems and their interaction design, for example, respective efforts are reported in [Schmettow, 2006]. Also, UI related investigations are reported specifically for web-based case-based reasoning systems in [He et al., 2009], yet there, with the focus on presenting UI options for the context of case retrieval. The specification of suitable patterns for more general consultation or documentation KBS UIs, however, seems to have not been thoroughly investigated (or published) so far.
The KBS Development Review further suggests, that basically three major categories of UI styles for KBS are applied today: (1) **Form-based**, mapping to the Questionnaire pattern, c.f., Section 4.3.2 (2) **Interview-based**, mapping to the Interview pattern, see Section 4.3.3 and (3) **Visual/Interactive** UI styles.

**Form-based** UIs thereby denote more or less complex data entry forms, displaying several questions at once to the user before the next page is presented. This corresponds to the *multiple question dialog* [Mehrfragendialog] variant, described in [Puppe et al., 2000]. The KBS Development Review basically suggests, that currently most KBS UIs are implemented in a form-based manner. Thereby, sometimes the presented data entry forms are deliberately designed as to resemble existing, originally used paper-based forms. This is intended to enhance the ease of use of the system and for lowering the experts’ mental barrier to switch from paper-based to computer-based data entry—and thus, to foster the active usage of the KBS. Such examples mainly were found in medical contexts, where doctors are used to certain paper-based medical records due to their daily practice, see, e.g., [Ting et al., 2010].

**Interview-based** UIs, contrastingly, seem to be implemented less often. Thereby we mean UIs that present always only one single question to the user before switching to the next question. Optionally, this is augmented by auxiliary information such as additional explanations. Thus, such systems mimic a one-on-one interview, that is conducted between the system and the user. This corresponds to the basic variant *one question dialog* [Einfragedialog] proposed in [Puppe et al., 2000]. A recent implementation is reported, e.g., in [Sarma et al., 2010].

**Visual/Interactive** UI styles or metaphors seem to be implemented only in the case of very specialized applications. The interactively enhanced *folding dialog* [Klappdialog] introduced in [Puppe et al., 2000] basically falls into this category. Recent examples, found during the KBS Development Review, include:

A UI mashup using SketchUp as basic CAD package that is enhanced by a plugin that enables the representation and processing of knowledge via form-based message- and dialog boxes; this implementation further includes a semantic wiki for leveraging collaborative design tasks with the tool, see [Afacan and Demirkan, 2011]. A CAD-based mold base configuration/design ES, proposed by [Huang et al., 2009]; there, users are enabled to configure mold bases via entering relevant framing data using several web forms, to preview them by an integrated CAD-like presentation mechanism, and to order the resulting mold base directly via the application. And a financial prediction model system proposed by [Cho, 2010]; this system basically is implemented very similar to the existing SPSS module Clementine (meanwhile named IBM SPSS MODELER). That is, it offers an own, graphical model builder that allows for assembling the desired models entirely UI based: By dragging and dropping certain widgets, thus not requiring any programming or formal specification.

### 2.3.4 KBS Engineering and Usability/Evaluation

When it comes to usability, user experience, and evaluation-related activities in the context of KBS, respective efforts mostly only concern the development and assessment of the KB. One example, that reports some efforts of enhancing the overall user experience of case-based reasoning systems is [He, 2013]. However, the explicit integration of usability-related considerations
and evaluation activities especially with regards to the KBS UI in the KBS development cycle has not much been researched—or published—yet.

The KBS Development Review also confirms that assumption. Only few publications report the application of usability-related activities at all. Thereof, in two cases more implicit activities are reported: The development according to a thoroughly researched requirements specification—which in turn was based on interviewing the users before development start [Li et al., 2009]; and the implementation of the UI according to a metaphor chosen from the actual work-life of the users [Zeng et al., 2012]. Some other works—e.g. [Hasan and Isaac, 2011][Devraj and Jain, 2011]—report user tests or questionnaire-based interviews that took place after a (pilot) system had been put into use. Overall, this little consideration is a bit surprising, as today, subjective evaluation measures, such as user experience, perceived enjoyment, and usefulness, are gaining importance. This accounts both for general software- and website development, as well as specifically also for DSS, see [Ben-Zvi, 2012].

Quite recently, [Holzinger et al., 2011] highlighted the value of user-centered development in terms of tightly combining (various) prototyping approaches and usability evaluation activities. As examples, evaluation combinations such as thinking-aloud (TA) paper mock-up evaluation and video analysis, or field studies rated with the SUS scale [Brooke, 1996] are described. Named research does not specifically address the KBS domain. Yet the target system—a form of medical questionnaire—is basically similar to the Box Questionnaire KBS UI style as described in Section 4.3.2. Also, [Holzinger and Slany, 2006] reported positive experiences with their Extreme Usability (XU) approach that tightly integrates Extreme Programming and Usability Engineering. This basically resembles the approach proposed in this work, yet again it is not specifically targeted to the KBS domain. Further, [Leichtenstern and André, 2010] p. 94] termed user-centered prototyping tool as an all-in-one tool solution that enables developers to efficiently, effectively, and satisfactorily design, evaluate, and analyze developed artifacts—that according to their understanding should be based on evolutionary prototypes. In that sense, the tool ProKEt proposed in Chapter[s] accounts as user-centered KBS prototyping tool.

### 2.4 Synopsis

In this chapter, we have discussed the state of the art regarding KBSE: We have provided a delimitation of established KBS-related concepts and classifications. Based on that, we have motivated the benefits and provided a definition of participative KBS. And we proposed the innovative theoretical conception of Clarification KBS as justification-consultation mashup KBS type. Finally, we gave an overview concerning both seminal works and current research efforts regarding the research topics touched by the proposed approach: Basic KBS methodologies and tools, prototyping-based, UI-centered, pattern-based, and usability-aware development.

The development paradigm and practical tools, introduced in the rest of this thesis, basically found on the definitions and concepts provided in this chapter. Thereby, we specifically target participative, browser-based KBS solutions. In the further course of this work, for reasons of briefness those systems are simply referred to as knowledge-based system (KBS). In the next chapter, we introduce key activities, concerning mainly UI-/interaction design and usability, that are intended to enhance existing KBSE approaches. We demonstrate their flexible applicability by extending an agile development model for KBS.
Chapter 3

Encompassing, User-centered KBSE

As discussed previously, knowledge-based systems engineering (KBSE) mostly still lacks dedicated UI-, interaction design-, and usability activities. In this chapter, we propose an encompassing approach for leveraging this issue and for fostering a more user-centered development process. Therefore, in Section 3.1 we first summarize key activities that need to be considered more prominently when striving for encompassing KBSE. In Section 3.2 we then demonstrate their integration with an existing agile KBSE approach.

3.1 Key Activities for Encompassing KBSE

Regarding encompassing KBSE, we postulate to add the following key components to back-end focussed KBSE approaches:

- **Extensible Prototyping**: A tailored form of evolutionary prototyping; EP fosters an UI- and user-centered development process and the seamless integration of KA activities. In some cases \textit{lo-fi prototyping} can denote a valuable add-on.

- **KBS UI Patterns**: General specifications of proven KBS UI solutions that particularly foster reuse, a more precise RE, and serve as KBS showcase and decision aid.

- **Appropriate Usability Instruments**: Both implicit and explicit means for integrating usability-related activities seamlessly and effortlessly with KBSE processes.

In the following, we discuss those components in more detail. For living up to their full potential, we recommend their iterative application. As already diverse well-tried, mostly KA-centered KBSE development approaches exist, we do not describe yet another own, self-contained methodology. Rather, we demonstrate the integration of the proposed activities with a selected, agile approach in Section 3.2.

3.1.1 Extensible Prototyping

As also published previously, see [Freiberg et al., 2012, Freiberg and Puppe, 2012b], we define extensible prototyping as a \textit{tailed form of evolutionary online prototyping}. Online prototyping basically encompasses prototyping techniques that use software for creating the respective, typically rather mature artifacts. They contrast offline prototyping techniques, which do not make use of any software tools and usually result in throw-away prototypes, c.f. [Beaudouin-Lafon and Mackay, 2003, p. 1014].
**Throwaway Prototyping & Evolutionary Prototyping**  
Throwaway Prototyping, which is also termed **Rapid Prototyping** sometimes, creates prototypes for a specific purpose and discards them afterwards, c.f. [Beaudouin-Lafon and Mackay, 2003, p. 1014]. Thus, such prototypes are mostly deliberately created in a quick and dirty manner. Characteristic techniques are sketching or paper mock-ups. The resulting artifacts allow for evaluating more design alternatives, to explore ideas more freely, and iterating designs more often. Often, also only specific aspects of the target system are considered, which allows to gain more precise insights regarding the separate aspects. Main shortcoming of this approach is the often lost large amount of development time and efforts as the implementation of the final productive system is always started from scratch. Moreover, customers/users might be biased by the prototype solution and insist on integrating exactly that prototype with the final system—even if that was neither intended nor feasible.

**Evolutionary Prototyping**, in contrast, denotes a special form of **Iterative Prototyping** according to, e.g., [Beaudouin-Lafon and Mackay, 2003, p. 1009]. There, the developed prototype artifacts are continuously evolved into the final system. An advantage of this approach is the possibility to deliver (intermediate) working releases of the target system more quickly and thus more frequently. Consequently, the artifact can be assessed by actual users in the target context earlier. This again can lead to an increased user engagement and identification with the system. Also, an artifact, that is evaluated under realistic conditions by actual users, is more likely to meet the requirements and satisfy the users. Finally, the availability of prototype artifacts in general fosters the clear communication between developers and customers/users by providing a universal, visual language. A major downside of the evolutionary approach is the impracticability or even danger to evolve such prototypes—rarely completed, robust systems—into final productive systems, c.f. [Beaudouin–Lafon and Mackay, 2003, p. 1026]. Users may also have difficulties to criticize them in a reasonable manner as such artifacts are rather tangible, mature, and sometimes seemingly finished representations of (parts of) the final system. Further problems may arise as evolutionary prototypes and corresponding projects often base on rather vague specifications: The uncertainty regarding a schedule and/or the final artifact might foster the impression of wasted time and money. Also, it might be difficult to finally stop refining the artifact ‘yet a bit more’. Such potentially ever-changing requirements can involve the danger that the project turns into an endless (and in the worst case a failure) story (c.f. Xiaoshuan et al., 2009).

**Extensible Prototyping**  
Based on those considerations, we suggest **extensible prototyping**, a tailored form of online, evolutionary prototyping, as one of the key activities for encompassing KBSE. The main characteristic of an extensible prototype is its ability to be transformed into a productive KBS anytime without efforts. Therewith it contrasts mere evolutionary prototyping, where the process until reaching the final productive system state potentially can be lengthy. As motivated in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, KBS basically consist of a front-end (UI) and a back-end (KB), as well as of further framing functionality.

Based on treating those three key modules as separate units, we propose the **extensible prototyping strategy**, basing on three steps (EP 1–EP 3), as follows:

- **EP 1**: KBS Front-end Prototype (**mature and interactive**): Prototyping itself targets mainly the KBS front-end. Thus in this first step, the desired module(s) of the KBS UI, e.g., core
input module, are created. KB contents and KBS core interactions are mimicked by a reduced knowledge specification and a framework supporting the required interactions. The latter may partly be substituted by exemplary actions, as, e.g., actually setting a KB value is not feasible without the inclusion of a functional KB.

- **EP 2: KBS Core Prototype**: A functional KBS core prototype, i.e., without common framing functionality, is created: By merging the front-end prototype with a functional KB. Mimicked functionality from EP 1 is replaced by the actual mechanisms for handling the productive KB.

- **EP 3: Fully Functional KBS Solution**: The core prototype is turned into a fully functional productive KBS by additionally coupling it with common KBS framing functionality.

For supporting this approach practically, a tailored development tool becomes required. This naturally needs to support KBS UI prototyping in the first place. Also, mechanisms for easily adapting the artifacts, and offering a collection of (more and less) comprehensive UI widgets thereby is required. Also, such a tool needs to enable the seamless integration of the created prototypes and KB artifacts. Finally, also at least one default realization of each framing feature is required to ensure that the created KBS prototypes can finally be extended and deployed directly (or only with minimal additional efforts) for actual use. In Section 6, we introduce the tailored KBSE tool ProKEt, that fulfills those requirements. ProKEt further uses one single, specification file based mechanism for configuring both the KB to be used as well as the basic framing functionality; thus, ProKEt allows for performing the two extension steps simultaneously, if desired.

**Encompassing KBSE with Extensible Prototyping** Extensible prototyping firstly helps shifting the focus towards UI- and interaction design by stressing the prototyping / front-end development activities. Also, certain characteristic KBS features, e.g., value abstraction or indication mechanisms, are best understood by future users (i.e., typically non-KBS experts) if actually used. Thus, the anytime availability of interactive KBS artifacts fosters active user participation particularly already at the early development stages—e.g., in the form of joint RE sessions, live-adaption of the prototype with the customers, or early evaluation activities. Further, often prevailing doubts—whether the efforts of developing a KBS are worth regarding its future benefits—can be more easily dismantled by letting customers review a realistic demo system.

**Integrated Knowledge Acquisition** We regard a tight interconnection of KA and UI development activities a key aspect for encompassing KBSE, due to the already motivated mutual impact of KBS UI and KB on each other. Extensible prototyping basically postulates to merge KB and UI prototype at any desired point in time. This enables the simultaneous development and optimization of both parts, and the anytime investigation of their mutual influences. Also, this strongly supports active user participation in KA. There, domain experts are enabled to formalize knowledge mostly autonomously—even more strengthened by providing tailored KA tools—and to review the outcome directly in a functional KBS artifact. User participation regarding the KA task in turn bears the advantage, that this offers the KBS developer more time for refining or evaluating the KBS front-end or necessary framing functionality.
**Possible Add-on: Low-fidelity Prototyping**  Regarding more comprehensive or also more experimental projects, the available patterns and widgets provided by an extensible prototyping tool may not always fit optimally. There, the additional usage of low-fidelity (lo-fi) prototyping techniques can provide valuable benefits to the proposed approach. Those can foster more creativity-oriented thinking by allowing to sketch possible solutions more quickly than based on a prototyping tool. This may require to use a certain programming- or specification language and its corresponding restrictions. This also applies in cases, where an overall KBS metaphor fits the project requirements generally well, but some certain widgets require adaption or extension for the particular context. An example are standard drop-down widgets that may require to handle multiple choice input for a certain project. Thus, even though lo-fi prototypes alone do not suffice in the context of highly specialized, interactive KBS, they still can be a valuable add-on for specific situations.

Lo-fi prototyping [Rettig, 1994, p. 22] is generally related to the notion of offline prototyping [Beaudouin-Lafon and Mackay, 2003, pp. 1014 ff.]. It encompasses techniques for creating paper and pencil prototypes, sketches, or transparencies that visualize (parts of) the UI in an often deliberately simplistic, rough manner. During own projects, we so far applied paper- and computer-based sketching. One example is the evolution of the ITree (see also Section 4.3.4.a.) KBS UI style. Figure 7.7 p. 120 shows a seminal computer-based mockup of the general vision (I). This mockup was recreated and refined (visually) with the tool ProKEt (II). Based on various development iterations with the project partners, the final ITree style evolved (III).

### 3.1.2 Core Input KBS UI Patterns

As second key ingredient for encompassing KBSE we suggest tailored KBS UI patterns. Advantages of pattern-based development, that are commonly agreed on, encompass the circumvention of common implementation flaws by using proven solutions, and the opportunity to accelerate the overall development process. Thus, apart from establishing a basic quality of the KBS solution, the application of patterns can further free development time. This in turn can be used for targeted experimentation and (usability) evaluation activities. Thus the KBS quality can be further increased by tailoring it more specifically to users’ needs. Patterns thereby should be considered immediately at project start when gathering the main system requirements for envisioning a potentially suitable UI solution. Similar to prototyping, also patterns offer a means for enhancing the communication with customers and users by providing a more tangible, visual basis for discussion. Thus in turn, again also a more active user participation already at early project stages is fostered.

Basically, we recommend that such patterns not exclusively target the KBS UI itself, but also consider typical knowledge characteristics. For example, whether a distinct representation such as a heuristic decision tree (c.f., [Puppe, 2000]) is required. If such patterns further found on a set of key classification criteria for KBS, their clarity can notably increase. We introduce a set of usability-oriented KBS criteria below. Those were used as the foundation for classifying the KBS UI pattern collection later in Section 4.3.

**Usability-oriented KBS Classification Criteria**  Our proposition for encompassing KBSE also entails the consideration of usability issues. We propose tailored, usability-oriented KBS classification criteria on the one hand as a means for delimitating KBS solutions clearly against
each other in the form of KBS UI patterns. On the other hand, those criteria help to generally foster the awareness for usability-related properties of KBS solutions, and they support their formal assessment.

Diverse usability guidelines and standards are available today. Known examples are the heuristics of [Nielsen, 1994 Ch. 2], [Shneiderman and Plaisant, 2004], or the norm [ISO 9241–110, 2006]. However, those are all defined at a more general level as they are intended as unified rules applicable for diverse interactive software system types. Thus, those guidelines do not mirror relevant key characteristics of KBS precisely enough. See, e.g., our criterion of compactness below: Basically, this resembles to the general claim for aesthetic UI design as postulated in the 8th heuristic of [Nielsen, 1994]. Yet for KBS, we state the meaning more precisely as the number of interview items that are presented in the KBS UI.

In previous work, we proposed the usability stack [Freiberg et al., 2009] as a collection of usability criteria for KBS. Therefore, various established usability guidelines have been reviewed, partly unified, and prioritized with regards to their suitability for KBS. For defining the stack model, however, we still had kept them formulated at their more general level. Since then, our view on usability criteria for KBS was sharpened due to practical project experiences. Thus, with the stack model in mind, and further considering the requirements for participatory KBS, see Section 2.1.5 we worked out more refined, usability-oriented classification criteria for KBS:

1 **Compactness: How many interview items are typically presented simultaneously?**

   For example, the Daily Questionnaire style (c.f., Section 4.3.2b) displays a large number of questions at a time. Yet the clearly structured presentation allows users to process those items quite easily. Thus Daily accounts as a highly compact style.

2 **Comprehensibility: Does the KBS support users in understanding specialist, complex, or ambiguous KB contents, and in learning something about the domain?**

   For KBS, particularly also the understandability of the relevant KB contents is a key factor for success. Yet, especially in more proficient domains this often cannot be achieved easily or automatically, e.g., due to many specialist terms. Then, comprehensibility can be increased by adding comprehensive additional information and explanations to the interview item presentation. Apart from plain explanations, also some form of easily retrievable special terms lexicon (when hovering respective special texts) can be beneficial. Further alternatives encompass the presentation of questions in reasonable context (‘neighbor questions’), or the visual representation of inherent knowledge coherences. Also, the provision of different or adaptable justification views can valorize the comprehensibility of a KBS. Consequently, an increased comprehensibility can induce a certain skill-building ability.

3 **Descriptiveness: Does the KBS provides clues how the respective findings influence the final result of the KBS session?**

   It is further highly valuable to provide clues, how each finding (question & answer) influences the final result of the KBS session for fostering both comprehensibility and learnability. However, such clues are only reasonably applicable for KBS that target only a single solution, e.g., for the clarification use case—see Section 4.3.4 for some exemplary solutions for the Clarifier pattern variants.
4 **Efficiency**: How long does a characteristic KBS session take, and how many interview items need to be processed?

For KBS, efficiency denotes the average length of a session and/or the average estimated number of interview objects that need to be processed until a final result is reached. Efficiency generally can be increased by reasonable expert shortcuts, see item 5.

5 **Explorability (Participation)**: May users deviate from the suggested questioning sequence? Are expert shortcuts provided?

Often, KBS do not only define interview items and solutions, but also certain more or less strictly defined questioning sequences. Explorability addresses the level of freedom a user has to deviate from such prescribed sequences. For example, whether or not it is possible to switch to entirely different questions or questionnaires before having answered the currently active items. Also, this entails the aspect, whether a KBS offers expert shortcuts for more proficient users for finishing a session more efficiently.

6 **Intuition (usage)**: Does the KBS offer familiar presentation or interaction forms, or is it otherwise self-descriptive?

Due to the high relevance of correct data input, a KBS optimally is designed in an intuitively usable way—i.e., either highly familiar to users and/or highly self-descriptive. This might not always be possible; e.g., when the target user population is too diverse as to fulfill all their needs equally. In this case, a KBS should at least provide auxiliaries such as pointed instructions, inductive training (e.g., tutorials), as well as interactive affordances that hint at the required interaction(s).

7 **Screen Adaptability**: Describes whether the KBS UI easily adapts to varying screen sizes and/or resolutions.

For example, the overall perception of Hierarchical Clarifier UIs (Section 4.3.4a) can drastically decrease with decreasing screen sizes. Strict Interview (Section 4.3.3a), in contrast, in general is less vulnerable regarding screen/resolution variations.

8 **Transparency**: Does a KBS mediate its current state anytime in a clearly recognizable and comprehensible manner?

Thereby, the KBS state encompasses: The state of questions, i.e., yet to process, currently inactive, etc.; the state of answered items, i.e., the respectively provided or derived answer value; the state of results, e.g., whether there are any solutions derived/rated and with which current value; justifications regarding how the current state was reached, e.g., by providing the relevant formal background-knowledge; and finally, the current progress in the interrogation sequence, which can be visualized by appropriate progress information widgets (see also see Section 5.2.2).

9 **Well/clear Arrangement**: Does the KBS fulfill some general aesthetical requirements?

As aesthetics are basically a highly subjective matter, general recommendations are difficult to provide. Yet, actual KBS projects in the last years showed, that two basic criteria seem to influence the perception positively: A small average number of (virtual) lines, as well as a basic degree of symmetry.
3.1.3 Appropriate Usability Instruments

We propose the following set of activities and instruments for further fostering usability in the KBSE context: *Active user participation in development, iterative development, usability testing, querying, and log data evaluation.*

**Usability-fostering Activities (Implicit Usability Instruments)** Active user participation and iterative development *foster usability in an implicit manner.* Regarding the KBS front-end, an early user incorporation increases the chances that the basic system specification fits the user intentions and requirements optimally. An example is active user participation when defining the foundational system image and core requirements. This helps to avoid misunderstandings, frustration, increased development time and efforts later on, and to foster overall user satisfaction and usability. Increased user participation with respect to KA further minimizes the risk of creating a biased KB—e.g., due to a lack of expert knowledge of the knowledge engineer, or due to mistaken communication. There, (active) user incorporation can help to maximize the quality of the KB and thus, to enhance the overall KBS usability. We have already motivated active user participation a key aspect of encompassing KBSE and described, in what regards this is fostered by extensible prototyping.

Iterative development, on the other hand, per se offers the chance to spot and thus timely eliminate more implementation flaws than when applying a sequential development model with only one dedicated testing phase near to the end of the project. This is also suggested by renowned usability practitioners. As, e.g., [Nielsen, 1993a] puts it, “user interfaces should be designed iteratively in almost all cases because it is virtually impossible to design a user interface that has no usability problems from the start. Even the best usability experts cannot design perfect user interfaces in a single attempt, so a usability engineering lifecycle should be built around the concept of iteration”. There, extensible prototyping with its claim for the easy anytime production of KBS artifacts strongly fosters frequent iterations. Further, in the following Section 3.2, we describe the integration of the key activities for encompassing KBSE with an agile, and thus also highly iterative, KBS development model. Each of those iterations particularly also should integrate explicit usability activities as described in the following.

**Explicit Usability Instruments** As explicit usability instruments, we particularly found usability testing in conjunction with gathering qualitative user feedback and log data analysis valuable. Saying usability testing, we basically encompass both informal user studies as well as more formal, targeted usability experiments. One established instrument for gaining qualitative feedback during usability testing is the *thinking-aloud (TA)* approach. There test participants are asked to *use* the system while continuously verbalizing their thoughts as they process the UI, c.f. [Nielsen, 1993b]. Yet for our context, we regard TA only suitable in a restricted manner: Users typically find it harder to openly express their problems or concerns regarding a seemingly finished, mature system. This renders TA rather inappropriate for evaluating the highly mature extensible prototypes. However, the application of TA can become an interesting option when integrating lo-fi prototyping initially for envisioning entirely new solutions for the UI.

In our context, target users often are rather delicate subjects; examples are medical doctors or lawyers with typically little time and thus restricted availability. There, *remote evaluations* are generally favorable; i.e., making the test artifact available on a dedicated demo server which...
can be accessed by potential participants via the internet. This enables users to test the system in their most convenient (or in the best case: In the targeted) context whenever they have time and will to do so. This alone can increase the general interest in participating such an evaluation for named users.

For collecting qualitative feedback, first some form of anytime feedback mechanism can be highly valuable; this basically denotes some mechanism that allows the user to provide feedback to a denoted person in charge at any time during system usage. Further, also the integration of electronic surveys is a beneficial option. Those instruments denote a generally valuable and affordable means for gathering qualitative feedback from users, yet they can become a priceless add-on regarding remote evaluations, where feedback cannot be gained easily otherwise.

Finally, also in the context of KBS it can be insightful to analyze collected, tailored click log data—e.g., regarding the answered questions, the sequence thereof, the attained solution, etc. Such data can help reveal and better understand both problems with the KBS UI and the KB. For example, if a certain question is almost always skipped, it might be a hint that this question is not appropriately integrated in the questioning sequence. Alternatively, it could also indicate a formulation problem with the question/answers, or a lack of additional information.

Apart from their separate benefits, we especially experienced the joint investigation of log data, utility questionnaires, or success rate analysis with qualitative (free) feedback as most valuable. This is due to the fact, that often the former instruments alone can produce ambiguous results—see the potential reasons for a skipped question, described above. Additionally provided free feedback of users often can clarify the true reason(s) for certain results, thus rendering the overall insights more expressive.

For providing not only a mere collection of KBSE enhancements, we exemplarily describe the integration of the proposed ingredients with the Agile Process Model [Baumeister, 2004] in the following.

### 3.2 Encompassing, Agile Process Model (EAM)

In past projects, we experienced the Agile Process Model (APM) [Baumeister, 2004] as a favorable approach regarding pragmatic KBS development. However, the APM lacks an explicit integration of UI- and usability related activities—similar to many other renowned KBSE approaches. Therefore, we mashed up the APM with our proposed key activities for UI-, and usability-oriented KBSE. The result is an encompassing, more formal, user-centered KBSE approach: The Encompassing Agile Process Model (EAM).

A preliminary conception for extending the APM was already discussed in previous work, see [Freiberg et al., 2010, Freiberg et al., 2012]. The original APM specifies four phases: System Metaphor, Planning Game, Implementation, and Integration. Shortly summarized, System Metaphor constitutes the initial phase and is passed through once at project start. The remaining phases are traversed in a cyclic manner, starting with the Planning Game and ending with Integration, respectively. In Figure 3.3, the dotted boxes themselves visualize the original APM phases. The items within those boxes are the added ingredients as discussed subsequently.

In the System Metaphor phase, KBS developers, stakeholders, and experts specify the basic vision and aims of the KBS. [Baumeister, 2004] distinguishes a global and a local system metaphor: The global system metaphor describes the fundamental application class of the KBS,
such as consultation system, documentation system, information center, and embedded system. As KBS of the same basic class nevertheless can be equipped with diverse basic UI styles, it is crucial to define not only the application class but also a suitable UI metaphor in that phase. This can be done by viewing, comparing, and/or adapting existing patterns and front-end prototypes (extensible prototyping, step 1). Or by using lo-fi prototyping techniques for envisioning novel solutions. Interactive demo systems, if available with the respectively used toolkit, as well as sound patterns thereby foster discussions on a visual basis. This in turn minimizes misunderstandings, and particularly supports the communication about the KBS and its components. Thus, the definition and usage of the local system metaphor as defined by [Baumeister, 2004] is supported, and the early, active user participation is fostered.

Having defined the System Metaphor, the APM reaches its cyclic phase which begins with the Planning Game. There, scope and deadline for the respective next release are defined by exploring possible tasks, assembling them into working packages, and finally prioritizing and scheduling them with regards to implementation risks and importance/desirability. Deciding about those tasks is strongly supported by the anytime availability of interactive KBS prototypes. In the first pass, typically front-end or core KBS prototypes are used—once available, later on also core KBS prototypes or fully functional KBS artifacts are possible. Consequentially, the KBS UI/interactions can be explored and tested in a realistic manner. Based thereupon, both working packages regarding the UI (e.g., adapt the styling of comprehensive questionnaires) and the KB (e.g., include a whole new questionnaire branch in the KB and thus questioning sequence of the system) are defined. In certain cases, the scheduling and prioritizing can be further eased by conducting some usability checks—which at that stage may potentially...
be less formal; e.g., to what extent potential users will be able to understand, use, and like a new part of the UI. Here, instruments such as smaller-scaled user tests, interviews, or short surveys can be applied.

According to the respective outcome of the Planning Game, both the UI and the KB are adapted according to the scheduled tasks in the Implementation phase. The intertwined KB/UI development strategy of extensible prototyping thereby specifically enables the simultaneous modification of both parts, finally resulting in a KBS core prototype (extensible prototyping, step 2).

Once both the front-end prototype and the KB have been adjusted, the resulting KBS core prototype is merged with additional required framing functionality in the final Integration phase. This results in a fully functional, productive KBS (extensible prototyping, step 3). Both the KBS core prototype or the fully functional KBS artifact then can serve as the basis for the next cyclic pass of the APM—starting over again with the Planning Game. Regarding usability, the Integration phase offers the chance to reasonably conduct also more comprehensive evaluations based on the productive KBS. Examples are controlled experiments, or usability tests with large, representative user groups.

### 3.3 Synopsis

In this chapter, we proposed an approach for UI- and usability-oriented, user-centered KBSE. Therefore, we first defined key components for lifting common KBSE approaches to a more encompassing level: Extensible prototyping, KBS UI patterns, and suitable usability instruments. Those components foster active user participation and thus a more user-centered development regarding various aspects. Extensible prototyping firstly supports the active user participation in KA. The same accounts for an incorporation in RE and UI development tasks and can be additionally supported by tailored KBS UI patterns. Selected usability instruments, as well as the basic support for highly iterative development, finally enable and ease user participation regarding diverse evaluation/assessment activities. For demonstrating the flexible applicability of the proposed components, we demonstrated their integration with an existing agile KBSE. This resulted in a more formal, encompassing, user-centered development methodology for KBS: The Encompassing Agile Process Model (EAM).

A general downside of using patterns as well as software prototyping tools is, that those might hinder a entirely free, creative exploration of all options—due to naturally only supporting a portion of the potential design space. This is why we suggest to also include lo-fi prototyping techniques, where appropriate. Also, in the context of KBS basic system requirements often are quite similar; this rather advocates than refrains from the application of patterns and proven solutions. We further argue, that the overall advantages imposed by extensible prototyping and patterns in the KBSE context outweigh the named shortcomings—especially, when using a software tool that offers a reasonable amount of flexibility regarding an adaption or extension of the provided UI widget collection.

The next chapters deal with practical aspects of the proposed approach. In Chapters 4 and 5, we discuss basic presentation options and patterns for KBS UIs. Further, we present the tailored KBSE tool ProKEt in Chapter 6 and actual experiences with the approach in Section 7.
Part II

Applied Encompassing KBSE
Chapter 4

KBS Core Input Presentation

As suggested in Section 2.1.2, KBS exist of up to four UI modules, each of which requires a distinct representation: Core input, results, justification, and auxiliary information. Thereby, the core input module denotes the one essential module required for any KBS implementation—the remaining three modules can be summarized as optional KBS context (see also Chapter 5), the integration and configuration of which depends on the particular use case, user- and application context of the KBS.

In this chapter, we discuss presentation options for the core input module. Where appropriate, we indicate general usability- or UI design principles that served as the basis for certain design decisions. We begin by introducing general presentation dimensions and configuration options concerning the entire core input module in Section 4.1—e.g., whether and how to present non-indicated items. In Section 4.2, we give an overview of basic UI widgets for representing particular interview objects—e.g., radio buttons for choice questions. Thereby, we specifically focus on browser-based solutions due to the advantages they offer for the implementation and usage of participative KBS, see Section 2.1.5. Based on those presentation options, we suggest several KBS Core Input UI patterns that unite a distinct basic interaction style with an appropriate UI presentation in Section 4.3.

4.1 General Core Input Presentation Dimensions

The general presentation configuration options introduced in the following basically can be configured in a twofold manner: Globally—i.e., for the entire KBS UI core; or locally—i.e., for single questionnaires, questions, or answer options. This separate configurability offers the advantage of easily defining global settings that account for the major part of the KBS UI whilst single items can be tailored. Also, the presented configuration options are independent from the particular interview object type. An example is the configuration, whether to hide or show non-indicated interview objects—this basically is equal for all question types alike, such as numerical-, text- or choice questions. Table 4.1 summarizes the proposed core input presentation dimensions, their corresponding configuration options, and the respective application level. Figure 4.1 exemplifies several configuration options at the example of a Box Questionnaire implementation in ProKEt, and will be used for reference in the following sections.

a. Grouped View (global) This dimension applies only to presentation styles, where several to many questions are presented simultaneously. For the grouped view, related questions are assigned to topical display groups such as questionnaires—as opposed to displaying them
Figure 4.1: Questionnaire reference implementation with a german KB on statistical recommendation. It applies several general configuration described in detail on pp. 39ff.: Grouping in topical questionnaires, brown-blue coloring scheme, show non-indicated items (deactivated), 1-2-1-column configuration, default option Unbekannt [Unknown], interview object numbering (questions), fixed question width (due to column layout).
Table 4.1: General presentation dimensions for the KBS UI core input module. For each dimension, its respective configuration options as well as the application level (global or local) are provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presentation Dimension</th>
<th>Configuration Options</th>
<th>Applicability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Grouped View</td>
<td>enabled / disabled</td>
<td>global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Status Coloring Scheme</td>
<td>enabled / disabled</td>
<td>global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Non-indicated Questions</td>
<td>hide / show</td>
<td>global / local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Abstraction Questions</td>
<td>hide / show</td>
<td>global / local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Number of Columns</td>
<td>multiple (nr) / single</td>
<td>global / local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Default Answer Option</td>
<td>enabled / disabled</td>
<td>global / local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) Numbering</td>
<td>enabled / disabled</td>
<td>local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h) Fixed Width</td>
<td>enabled (width) / disabled</td>
<td>local</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

within one single form. Grouped display adheres to the principle of **Chunking**, which aims at “combining many units of information into a limited number of units or chunks, so that the information is easier to process and remember” c.f., [Lidwell et al., 2010] p. 40]. In this regard, groupings enhance the orientation of the user regarding the contents of the KB, due to the topical order and structuring of relevant and related items. This can prove especially helpful in cases of large KBs with hundreds of questions, or where several mutually excluding processing paths exist. On the other hand, in case there is an easily manageable number of total questions, an additional subdivision into groups might rather irritate users.

The reference implementation, shown in Figure 4.1 p. 40 applies a grouped view by assigning questions to basic topical questionnaires. In the figure, the initial group Entscheidungsbaumdialog statistische Methoden [Decision Tree Interview for statistical methods], and a part of the following group Hypothesen auf Unterschiede prüfen [Test hypotheses for differences] are presented.

**b. Status Mediation Coloring Schemes (global)** Regarding UI styles that present many to all interview items at once, often a mediation of the answering status is beneficial. That is, indicating which items have already been answered and which ones are still open. This can be realized easily and clearly by applying distinct coloring schemes. There, we suggest to use two to three different colors at most regarding the answering state mediation. This is based on to the general recommendation, to limit colors within UIs to five at maximum—e.g., [Lidwell et al., 2010] p. 48].

Basically, we propose the integration of **non-indicated/abstraction items** in the commonly known ‘deactivated’, i.e. greyed, style. This best conveys the intention that such KB items actually exist, yet that they are are currently not activated.

Regarding **answered questions**, we suggest to use rather unobtrusive color hues, that are able to group those answered items visually, yet that do not attract too much attention. Examples are grey to white hues, as used in the EuraHS final implementation—see Figure 7.6 on p. 117. This conforms to the recommendation in [Lidwell et al., 2010] p. 48] to use grey shades for unobtrusively grouping background/currently unused items. Also, the ProKET reference implementation of the Daily style uses a simple, grey-based coloring—answered questions either
are not colored at all (but printed in bold face) or are highlighted with a light grey. This, however, was rated controversially in the user studies in Spring 2014 (c.f., Section 7.3). Some users rated that unobtrusive coloring as very clear, clean, and supporting efficiency (by not distracting users), others stated the design as too unfriendly and too simplistic. Alternatively, lighter shades of brown can be suitable, in case a clearer distinction from deactivated items is desired, as brown basically accounts as trustworthy and neutral color. This was applied, e.g., in the Questionnaire reference implementation in ProKEt, c.f. Figure 4.1 on p. 40. In the KBS UI assessment, performed in Spring 2014 (see Section 7.3), that coloring was rated as clearly distinctive regarding the status mediation, a bit (yet not overly) colorful, and was perceived overall more friendly and beautiful than, e.g., the plainer Daily color scheme. Finally, we also already experimented with a lighter green hue for answered items. Here, the intention was to visually indicate answered questions as green—based on the assumption, that green (in our culture) mostly conveys the meaning OK/go on. This was greatly approved of by the domain experts/users in the Mediastinitis project, where this coloring scheme was and still is applied, c.f. Figure 7.5 on p. 113.

Regarding active yet unanswered questions, generally brighter, more saturated colors may be applied, c.f., [Lidwell et al., 2010, p. 48]. There, we basically made good experiences with a medium blue tone for still open questions. The selection of blue thereby again based on the assumed (psychological) effects of colors, where blue attributes as calming, trustworthy, professional, dependable, constant, secure, and potentially favored by both women and men. Thus, blue seemed an appropriate choice regarding diverse users in a professional, potentially stressful (medical) usage context as induced by the Mediastinitis (Figure 7.5 on p. 113) and EuraHS (Figure 7.6 on p. 117) projects.

Regarding active questions, another alternative can be interesting: To highlight the suggested next question differently from the remaining active questions as to indicate more clearly the proposed optimal interrogation sequence of the KBS. Therefore, we experimented with a combination of green (currently suggested next question) and yellow (remaining open questions). This adheres both to the recommendation to use an analogous scheme with adjacent colors on the color wheel, c.f., [Lidwell et al., 2010, p. 48]; and to the recommendation to use warm colors for indicating foreground (active, still relevant) questions. Using green for the next suggested question again bases on the assumed cultural meaning of green (Go on/Go). This scheme was exemplarily used for the first prototype in the Mediastinitis project, c.f., Figure 7.4 a, on p. 110. Yet, it was not pursued any further in actual projects, as the distinct highlighting of a suggested question so far was required neither in the Mediastinitis, nor in the EuraHS or the JuriSearch project—in all cases, the basic data input sequence is deliberately intended to be freely exploitative.

c. Hide/Show Non-Indicated Interview Objects (global / local)  Regarding non-indicated interview objects, i.e., that are not (yet) active on the questioning agenda because the corresponding preconditions have not been fulfilled, there exist two basic presentation options: To entirely hide them, until they are actually required—which is the default implementation for conversational UIs. Or to present them distinctly, for easing their differentiation from regular questions at one glance. Figure 4.1 shows an example where inactive objects are displayed grey (inactive, as also motivated in the previous section) and thus are easily spotted.
Depending on the application context, both options can provide particular advantages. Hiding non-indicated interview objects allows for focusing only on the currently important objects as the display is not cramped with many items that are potentially never required. This form of constrained presentation—c.f., [Lidwell et al., 2010, p. 60]—can help to preserve better orientation for the users, especially regarding rather large KBS. Additionally, in data collection systems that handle specific, critical input, such a presentation best avoids a corrupted input data set. On the other hand, when integrating a lot of follow up questions flexibly, the UI representation may constantly change as subsequent questions need to be moved on accordingly. This is especially problematic in multi-column displays, where questions might migrate over several columns. Such an inconsistent presentation form strongly contradicts Nielsen’s sixth heuristic—Recognition rather than recall [Nielsen, 1994]—as then users are hindered in recognizing the relevant next questions and are forced to ‘search’ them in other parts of the UI.

The other way around, showing all items at a time yet in distinct manners can be helpful in cases, where the user is required to have an encompassing overview of all items contained in the KB. One example is the debugging use case, c.f., Section 2.1.3. There, a clearly distinct representation of the special status of currently non-indicated questions adheres to the principle of Self-Descriptiveness, postulated, e.g., by the second heuristic of [Nielsen, 1994] or in the [ISO 9241–110, 2006]. This option naturally mostly is applicable for form style implementations, where many to all interview objects are presented simultaneously.

d. Hide/Show Abstraction Questions (global / local)  Similar to non-indicated interview objects, also abstraction questions may be shown anytime—again distinctly styled as to indicate their special state—or may be hidden until their value becomes derived during the session.

When hiding such questions, however, users may easily get confused regarding suddenly appearing questions with an already set value. This may easily outweigh the potential advantages of a constrained presentation as proposed by [Lidwell et al., 2010, p. 60]. Also, in case a lot of abstraction questions need to be integrated in that flexible manner, similar problems with an unsteady display may occur as described in the previous section.

Thus, indicating such questions—e.g., in a greyed manner as motivated before, or explicitly labeled as abstract/derived—helps to leverage the understanding of such items and therefore oftentimes provides the more beneficial option. This on the one hand increases a KBS’ Self-Descriptiveness, c.f., the second norm of the [ISO 9241–110, 2006]; and further it supports the above mentioned heuristic of Nielsen in fostering the recognition of objects that now remain in the same UI place.

As a final variant, abstraction questions can also be hidden entirely from the core input UI and displayed only in separate parts. Examples are, to present them within a solution panel, or in an input data summary (the latter variant was applied in the EuraHS project, see Section 7.1.3).

e. Single/Multiple Columns Presentation (global / local)  This option specifies, whether the respective UI elements use a single column presentation style for displaying contained interview objects, or whether they are spread over multiple columns. This can be applied both globally and locally. Globally, it specifies into how many columns each framing UI module is divided, i.e., UI frame, questionnaires, and questions alike. Locally, the columns configuration
applies only to the respectively defined element type. For example, on the question level, it specifies, how many questions are placed next to each other within a questionnaire. On the answer level, it specifies, how many columns are used to display answer options next to each other. Figure 4.1 p. 40 shows a 1-column (questionnaire level) / 2-column (question level) / 1-column (answer level) configuration. That is, up to two questions are rendered next to each other, yet answer options are listed only within one column top to bottom.

f. Default Answer Options (global / local) This property specifies default answer options that are added automatically to questions by the KBS UI—i.e., without having to explicitly alter the KB. The most prominent example probably is a default answer option unknown (see also Figure 4.1 p. 40). This is typically used and helpful in contexts, where users are likely not to know how to answer each and every question. The unknown option avoids that users get stuck with certain questions and have an alternative for carrying on and completing the KBS session. This in turn fosters the aspect of effectivity, e.g. stated in the first norm of the ISO 9241–110, 2006, as KBS sessions can be finished even in the case of incomplete knowledge. Yet the suitability has to be considered carefully, as also the risk exists, that users choose this comfortable option far too quickly. This potentially can obscure the entered data or complicating a reasonable results inference process. Another option, that has proven valuable so far is the option indifferent. Indifferent thereby is closely related to unknown, yet has a different semantic. Unknown basically can imply that the user either is indifferent regarding the options, or does not understand the option(s). Indifferent, in contrast, implies more clearly that the user has understood the options but deliberately does not want to chose any specific one.

Globally applied, a default answer option specifies, whether to show or suppress the respective option for all questions. This reduces the task to add this option manually for each item of the KB to adding one single property in the UI configuration. For productively used KBSs, we naturally advise to adapt the respective KB accordingly in the end, as any form of knowledge always should be contained in the KB. However, this property fosters the eased experimentation with different default options during the early development phases by reducing the otherwise required potentially huge but noneffective KA efforts for always altering the KB.

g. Interview Object Numbering (local) Especially regarding large KBs, the numbering of questionnaires or questions can result in a more ordered appearance and clearer structure of the UI. Numbering basically constitutes a form of Affordance—c.f., Lidwell et al., 2010 p. 22]—regarding the suggested or required sequence of processing questions. This in turn also increases the Self-Descriptiveness of a KBS, see ISO 9241–110, 2006 or Nielsen, 1994. Numbering is most feasible for questionnaires and questions. The framing UI typically is never numbered, and for answer options numbering likewise rarely is suitable. Figure 4.1 p. 40 shows an example where questions exhibit a continuous numbering yet questionnaires are unnumbered.

h. Fixed Interview Object Width (local) Depending on the actual wording of interview objects, it can be advisable to apply a certain, predefined width for their presentation in some cases. This can lead to more distinctly structured, clearer UI representations—especially in cases, where the wording of interview objects varies extensively (very short to extremely long texts). Regarding particularly those extremes, though, it also has to be considered that a fixed
width may automatically lead to wasted UI space—concerning all interview items with a shorter length than the specified value. Thus, it has to be evaluated carefully, whether the benefits of enhanced structuring outweigh the disadvantage of a lengthier, not optimally filled UI. This option is only feasible locally. Defining one common width for questionnaires, questions, and answers alike most probably can not lead to any reasonable (presentation) results.

The example implementation of the Daily pattern, applies a fixed width parameter regarding the questions, see Figure 4.4.a, p. 54. This is why answer option listings always begin in the same place left-justified. Yet, it does not apply a fixed width for answer options themselves. Thus the flat answer fields all exhibit varying widths but on the other hand fill the UI space in a highly compact manner.

### 4.2 Interview Object Presentation Options

Apart from those general presentation options introduced in the previous section, particularly questions can be represented by various UI widgets that depend on the respective target question- and input data type. Table 4.2 provides an overview of KBS question types, see also Section 2.1.2, and lists corresponding input data characteristics, and suitable widgets.

As Table 4.2 indicates, there exist various options for each KBS question type. Further, some of the widgets are applicable for more than one question type. The decision regarding the most appropriate representation thereby depends on the particular input data type and additionally: On whether it is mappable to alternative data representations. On basic constraints that may be imposed by the framing KBS UI pattern—e.g., Check List exhibits its strengths best, if all choices of choice questions are mappable to a fixed answer set. On constraints imposed by the KB contents—e.g., questions with many answer options may not be well presentable as radio button selects. Or on particular user preferences—e.g., certain users may prefer plain familiar widgets over either more space efficient or interaction efficient variants. Specifically such user-induced preferences should be considered carefully. This conforms to the Aesthetic-Usability Effect principle—c.f., [Lidwell et al., 2010] p. 20, that assumes that the (perceived) usability of the KBS automatically increases in case user preferences are complied with.

**(Binary) OC Questions** Probably the commonly best known representation for OC questions are radio buttons, see Figure 4.2.a. Some well established alternatives are listed in Table 4.2 and further are depicted in Figure 4.2 b-e: Flat and button toggle, drop-down/combo-box, spinner, and slider.

Further, Figure 4.2 j, sketches also image maps for realizing OC (or also MC) questions based on interactively clickable images. There, both the plain presentation of the image map is feasible—i.e., answering of questions corresponds to clicking areas in the image map. Alternatively, those can be extended by suitable widgets (depending on the question type: radio buttons or checkboxes) that likewise allow to select respective choices. Answering a question then corresponds to either selecting such an option or selecting an image map area likewise. In that case, once a selection has been set in one part, the respective counterpart is equally highlighted.

OC questions exhibit a further special case: Binary OC questions, i.e., questions, that provide only two distinct answer alternatives. Common examples are yes/no, or on/off. Those, of
### Table 4.2: Overview: KBS question types, characteristics of possible input data, and corresponding presentation alternatives (widgets).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KBS Question Type</th>
<th>Input Data</th>
<th>Widget(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| OC Question       | categorical → > 2 options | Radio Buttons (Fig. 4.2 a)  
                  |            | Flat/Button Toggle (Fig. 4.2 b)  
                  |            | Drop-down (Fig. 4.2 c)  
                  |            | Combo-box (Fig. 4.2 c)  
                  |            | Spinner (Fig. 4.2 d)  
                  |            | Slider (Fig. 4.2 e)  
                  |            | Image Map (Fig. 4.2 j)  
                  | exactly 2 options | Switch (Fig. 4.2 f)  
                  |            | all above (Fig. see above) |
| MC Question       | categorical → ≥ 2 options | Checkboxes (Fig. 4.2 g)  
                  |            | Flat Toggle (Fig. 4.2 b)  
                  |            | Image Map (Figure 4.2 j)  
                  |            | Tailored Drop-down (Figure 4.2 d) |
| Numerical/Date/Time Question | continuous, free maps choice set | Input/Text Field (Fig. 4.2 h)  
                  |            | Calendar Widgets (k)  
                  |            | see One Choice Widgets |
| Text Question     | free | Input/Text Field (Fig. 4.2 h)  
                  |            | Input/Text Area (Fig. 4.2 i)  
                  |            | see One Choice Widgets |

course, can be represented also by the general one choice widgets, as shown in Figure 4.2 a-d. Additionally, the distinct representation as a switch (c.f., Figure 4.2 f) is especially suitable as this denotes as an affordance (c.f., [Lidwell et al., 2010, p. 22]) that implicitly but intuitively hints at its intended meaning and usage by using the commonly known metaphor of switches. This further fulfills the Self-Descriptiveness criterion of the DIN EN ISO 9241-110 and Nielsen.

**MC Questions** Apart from their standard checkbox representation, shown in Figure 4.2 g, MC questions can also be visualized by some variants that were already proposed for OC questions. For example, flat/button toggle—c.f., Figure 4.2 b—and image map—c.f., Figure 4.2 j—both those widgets can be implemented easily as to accept more than one input option at a time. Similarly, also the standard drop-down widget can be configured for multiple option selection. Then, however, the base interaction of a simple selection click changes to selecting while pressing a dedicated key (oftentimes: STRG). Alternatively and with some more development effort, also the tailored implementation of a click-only MC drop-down widget, requiring no additional key pressing, is possible—e.g., using scripting languages such as JavaScript. Yet then, it has to be considered that such a non-standard implementation might irritate users, especially if the tailored- and the standard implementation resemble each other too strongly in their UI presentation. Particularly, this contradicts the principle to adhere to established standards, e.g., the fourth heuristic of [Nielsen, 1994] or the [ISO 9241-110, 2006]. For the same reason, even more established one choice widgets—e.g., radio buttons, spinner, sliders, or switches—should not be altered as to support multiple choice input, even if that may technically be feasible with some efforts.
Interview Object Presentation Options

Figure 4.2: Basic UI widgets for representing the most common question types as categorized in Section 2.12 and Table 4.2: (a) Radio Button (a); (b) Flat and Button Toggle (b); (c) Drop-down/Combo-box (c); (d) Spinner (d); (e) Slider (e); (f) Switch (f); (g) Check Box (g); (h) Text Field (h); (i) Text Area (i); (j) Image Question (j); (k) Calendar Widget (k); Calendar Input Variants Realized by base widgets (k2-k4).
Numerical & Date/Time Questions  The most basic representation for numerical-, date- or time questions is the standard input (field) widget—either singularly, or in a combined manner, see also Figure 4.2 h, k3, & k4. Further, also general choice question widgets, such as listed in Figure 4.2 a–f, can be applied in case the target input data is mappable onto a categorical data set. As example, for date questions with a constrained and fixed set of target input dates also a combined input using two drop-down fields is feasible, c.f., Figure 4.2 k2. Regarding particularly the input of date and time data, also comprehensive calendar widgets as sketched in Figure 4.2 k1 can be applied.

It has to be noted, that unconstrained input fields generally are the most error prone. Thus, of the depicted date input variations, Figure 4.2 k4 is the least restrictive and thus also the least secure regarding input correctness. In contrast, variations k1–k3 are more secure alternatives. However, also the generally less safe variants can be enhanced: For example, by placing clear, explanatory labels. Or by restricting the potential input technically on the software side—i.e., checking the input on the fly and displaying interactive warnings or hindering any further processing in case of assumedly faulty input. This allows for respecting the principle of avoiding erroneous input wherever possible, stated, e.g., by Nielsen's fifth heuristic, the fifth principle of the [ISO 9241–110, 2006], or by [Lidwell et al., 2010, p. 82].

Text Questions  Here, similar base conditions apply as for numerical, date, and time questions: In case the potential input can be mapped to a reasonable categorical choice set, the choice question widgets radio button, flat/button toggle, drop-down, combo-box, or spinner—see Figure 4.2 a–d—become further appropriate presentation forms. Again, those exhibit the additional benefit of helping to avoid typing/input errors. In cases, where text input is completely unpredictable, e.g., if users are asked to give additional personal comments/remarks, either standard text input fields or text areas can be used—c.f., Figure 4.2 h & i.

4.3 KBS Core Input UI Patterns

In this section, we introduce a collection of KBS UI patterns based on experiences in diverse research projects. Those patterns focus on distinct UI and interaction solutions for the core input module. The collection sub-divides into four main patterns, each with several variants: Questionnaire, Interview, Clarifier, and Clarifier Hybrid. Each main pattern exhibits a characteristic interaction type as foundation. Further, it specifies the general problem, solved by all its variants, and defines certain common key characteristics. The variants vary regarding the degree of realizing the usability-related KBS classification criteria (see Section 3.1.2) or regarding concrete UI realizations. Basically, the patterns build on the general presentation dimensions and particular interview objects presentation forms as proposed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

In the following, we first suggest a pattern template for specifying KBS UI patterns in a uniform, clear manner in Section 4.3.1. Also, we provide an encompassing delimitation of the proposed patterns for quick reference. In Sections 4.3.2 to 4.3.5, we then introduce the patterns in detail.
4.3.1 KBS UI Pattern Template & Quick Reference

a. KBS UI Pattern Template

For the specification of patterns, usually a pattern template is applied. Such a template consists of particular Sections, each characterizing a certain aspect of the pattern, and a defined sequence of those sections. Table 4.3 summarizes the template applied for the subsequently proposed KBS UI patterns. Thereby, always the main pattern with its common base characteristics is described first. The variants section of each pattern then is further sub-divided according to the table, defining some more fine-grained properties of each pattern variant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main Pattern</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem Statement</td>
<td>Subsumes the problem that is solved by this pattern—KBS classification criteria (see Section 3.1.2, pp. 30 ff.) are used for a clear delimitation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>Describes the general, characteristic (UI/interaction) solution all pattern variants apply for solving the problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variants</td>
<td>Variations of the main pattern, differing regarding the properties below.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern Variants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users</td>
<td>Characterizes the typical target users according to domain expertise and usage frequency; see also the User Type classification in Section 2.1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Summarizes relevant properties of suitable knowledge for that pattern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution Specifics</td>
<td>Additional characteristics regarding the UI and interaction realization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consequences</td>
<td>Delimitates the pattern against other patterns—based on the usability-related KBS classification criteria (see Section 3.1.2, pp. 30 ff.) for clarity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
<td>Compact subsumption and screenshot for a reference implementation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Basic template for specifying KBS UI patterns. The main pattern specifies several characteristics, see upper part of the table, that apply for all its variants. Pattern variants differ regarding some more fine-grained dimensions, as listed in the lower part of the table.

b. KBS UI Pattern Delimitation—Quick Reference

Table 4.4 provides an overview of the proposed KBS UI patterns and their delimitation. Thereby, the tailored, usability-related KBS classification criteria, introduced in Section 3.1.2, pp. 30 ff., are rated regarding the extent of their realization in the respective pattern, first. We distinguish the values high (h), medium (m), and low (l). In case, two such categories apply, both values are provided—e.g., mh for medium to high. Secondly, domain expertise (Expert.) and usage frequency (Freq.), c.f., Section 2.1.4 are taken into account as representative user characteristics. Values in parentheses generally indicate a restricted applicability. For example, Box Questionnaire generally is best suitable for laymen and experienced users. Experts, however, might prefer more efficient, compact, or interactive styles with certain expert shortcuts for consultation or documentation tasks. Hence they might consider a Box Questionnaire UI mostly regarding the debugging use case, which is why we classify this style suitable for experts in a restricted manner.

Basically, the listed delimitation values found on representative practical experiences with several of the patterns in past and actual KBS projects, as well as on our subjective estimation
Table 4.4: Core KBS UI patterns (with section reference): Encompassing delimitation according to tailored usability-related KBS classification criteria with extent of their realization (high/h–medium/m–low/l); two values such as lm mean a low to medium degree. Further, the user characteristics domain expertise (Expert.) and usage frequency (Freq.) are rated. Marks in parentheses indicate a restricted applicability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expert</th>
<th>Laymen</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>(X)</th>
<th>/</th>
<th>(X)</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exper.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freq.</td>
<td>One-time</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequent</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding their generalization. However, the KBS UI patterns evaluation studies (reported in detail in Section 7.3, pp. 134 ff.) already confirmed the general tendency for the assessed patterns Daily and Box Questionnaire, Strict and Hierarchical Interview, and Hierarchical Clarifier.

The table is intended as a short-hand guide for finding a suitable pattern for a given context or problem description based on the KBS usability criteria. For example, if a pattern is required that should be participative, descriptive, rather compact, and efficient, the Hierarchical Clarifier is the most appropriate candidate as it supports all three aspects with a rather high degree—as shown in Table 4.4, fourth last column.

4.3.2 Questionnaire Base Pattern

**Problem Statement:** The KBS should compactly display a greater part or the entire KB, providing a high level of transparency, and intuitive usage. Also, a certain explorability is desired, in the sense that the user may deviate from the suggested interrogation sequence. Auxiliaries, such as popup explanations, may increase the per default not inherent comprehensibility of the interview objects presentation.
**Solution:** The Questionnaire pattern implements an interaction- and UI design that resembles standard paper- or web-based questionnaire forms. Depending on the particular realization, many to all indicated interview objects are displayed simultaneously. Typically, the interview items are ordered in some form of grid-based layout. Questionnaire implementations may suggest (visually), but do not necessarily prescribe, any optimal interrogation sequence and thus foster explorative usage. Per default, forward knowledge is used. Questionnaire is quite universally applicable regarding documentation, consultation, and debugging tasks, given that the KBS presentation is configured accordingly: Documentation requires no solution panel whereas this is essential for consultation tasks; in debugging mode all interview objects are displayed regardless their indication state, thereby highlighting non-indicated items, e.g., in a greyed manner.

**Variants:** Box-, Daily-, and CheckList Questionnaire.

**a. Box Questionnaire**

**Users:** Laymen, experienced, (experts) | one-time, frequent.

**Knowledge:** Box Questionnaire is less critical to varying or extensive interview object texts than Daily pattern. In non-debugging mode, the more follow-up questions are contained, the less constant the presentation gets. This is due to the fact that—especially in multi-column views—preceding interview objects are moved further each time a new item is flexibly integrated. Also, this pattern is rather inappropriate for single-question indication- or strict hierarchical knowledge, such as heuristic decision trees [Puppe, 2000]. Then, it rather approximates conversational styles, and thus loses its original key characteristic and strength of presenting many items simultaneously. When used for debugging, however, Box Questionnaire is equally well applicable for all knowledge types.

**Solution Specifics:** Box Questionnaire closely adheres to the design of classical paper-based questionnaires. In case of multicolumn configurations, the basic reading direction is left-to-right and then top-to-bottom. Box Questionnaire majorly uses familiar question presentation forms—e.g., checkboxes and radio buttons for choice questions. This strengthens the resemblance to a paper-based questionnaire. The optimal interrogation flow may be (visually) suggested by applying distinct coloring schemes for answer status mediation, see also Section 4.1.4.1 pp.41 ff. Box Questionnaire works with heterogenous question types and basically allows for the inclusion of all types, see Section 4.2 pp.45 ff.

**Consequences:** Box Questionnaire is less compact but more clearly and regularly structured than Daily Questionnaire. This is caused by the presentation of each question within a self-contained framing box. Compactness may be increased by rendering a collection of similar questions with a Check List sub-module, see Figure 4.6 p. 57. Further, the more space consuming presentation reduces the overall efficiency and transparency—especially for comprehensive KBs, where the overview can get lost and a lot of scrolling may be required.
Example: Figure 4.3 [p.53] shows a Box Questionnaire implementation example for a plants recommendation system (in german, see Appendix A.2) — used in the consultation variant with integrated anytime solution panel (a). Distinct coloring underlines the current state of questions (answered=light brown/open=blue). Auxiliary information for interview objects is integrated by clickable info icons, here shown for the solutions (b). The respective auxiliary information is shown in separately opened info pages (c) and is invoked by clicking info-icons for the respective interview object. Solution justifications are displayed in a popup window (d) when clicking on the desired solution.

b. Daily Questionnaire

Users: Laymen, experienced, experts | one-time, frequent.

Knowledge: Best presentation results for rather short answer texts with not too much varying lengths. In non-debugging mode, the presentation becomes less constant the more follow up items are required to be integrated flexibly as preceding items consequently are moved. Also, in non-debugging mode this pattern is not suitable for single-question indication- or strict hierarchical knowledge, such as heuristic decision trees [Puppe, 2000]. Then, it losess its original strength of presenting many to all interview items simultaneously and thus rather approximates conversational styles. Yet when used for debugging, Daily Questionnaire is well applicable for all knowledge types.

Solution Specifics: The Daily variant presents questionnaires and their included questions as a column-wide, visual entity. This induces a basic resemblance to daily newspapers, especially in multi-column configurations. Adding to that impression is the flat, juxtaposed question presentation style. There, answer options are selectable by simply clicking the plain, listed text instead of using standard checkboxes or radio buttons. The already high base compactness of Daily is further enhanced by the possibility to collapse questionnaires that are already processed or not (yet) required. Thus, only the questionnaire name keeps displayed, but contained questions are hidden. This fosters the concentration on selected questions/questionnaires and a clearer, less cluttered UI impression. Regarding choice questions with a lot of answer options, the usage of drop-down widgets further increases compactness. Daily style can process heterogenous question types, and can in principle include all question types as introduced in Section 4.2 pp. 45 ff. As tradeoff, it may lose its key strength—compactness—with an increasing number of specialist widgets, such as image questions.

Consequences: Daily Questionnaire is one of the most compact styles, but it is less clearly structured than Box Questionnaire. As more overview is provided, less scrolling is required. The additional simplicity of the text-click interaction can induce a high efficiency of usage. This makes Daily Questionnaire also especially apt for debugging, where an overview of the greater part of the KB and an efficient processing of diverse interrogation paths is a key priority.

Example: Figure 4.4 [p.54] depicts a Daily implementation example with a statistical methods recommender KB (in german, see Appendix A.1). It shows a debugging (consultation) and two-column presentation variant with integrated anytime solution panel (a). Answered questions
Figure 4.3: Box Questionnaire reference implementation in ProKEt for a german plants recommendation system. See p.52 for a detailed description.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LöSungen:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logistische Regression (998)</td>
<td>(a)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entscheidungsbaum-Dialog statistische Methoden</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesen auf Zusammenhänge prüfen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wieviele Variablen liegen vor?</td>
<td>2 Variablen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skalierung der 2 Variablen?</td>
<td>Nominalskaliert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art des Zusammenhanges?</td>
<td>Zusammenhang zwischen den Variablen ungerichtet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skalierung der Variablen?</td>
<td>Alle Variablen nominalskaliert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messbarkeit der Variablen?</td>
<td>Alle Variablen messbar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesen auf Unterschiede prüfen</th>
<th>(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesen entdecken</th>
<th>(d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zielvorgabe?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bündelung/Reduktion von Variablen, bei mehreren gegebenen Variablen oder einer Korrelationsmatrix

Gruppierung von Personen oder Objekten, bei gegebenen Ähnlichkeiten zwischen Personen oder Objekten

Minimale Anzahl von Dimensionen, bei gegebenen Distanzen zwischen Personen oder Objekten
| Unbekannt |

Figure 4.4: Daily Questionnaire reference implementation, used with a statistical methods recommender KB in german. For details, see p.52.
are highlighted in bold face (b) and currently inactive objects are presented greyed (c). Further, foldable questionnaires (d)—per default initialized opened—are used for a more compact presentation.

**c. CheckList Questionnaire**

**Users:** Laymen, experienced, experts | one-time, frequent

**Knowledge:** All choice questions need to be mappable on a fixed answer set (homogenous questions). Further, KBs for CheckList preferably contain little to no follow up questions—the efficiency of CheckList decreases with increasing numbers of flexibly integrated interview objects and a resulting an unsteady UI display.

**Solution Specifics:** The CheckList Questionnaire imitates classical paper-based check lists. This is achieved by listing the questions in a compact, mostly fixed manner, each question followed by check field columns for each answer option, c.f., Figure 4.5. Answering a question then simply corresponds to ticking off the appropriate check field—and click repeatedly for deselecting again. CheckList works best with homogenous questions, thus the integration of further question types is not recommended.

**Consequences:** The highly compact and regularly structured appearance of CheckList fosters highly efficient data input: First, the simple base interaction always takes place in the same part of the UI. Second, users do not need to cater with how or what type of answer to provide—only, that they select the correct field. Due to its familiar presentation and interaction form, CheckList suits both laymen and experts well who require a highly efficient form of data input.

| Light diagnosis                                      | Yes | No | -?-
|------------------------------------------------------|-----|----|-----
| Is the anterior light working?                       | X   |    |     
| Is the rear light working?                           |     | X  |     
| Contact between the anterior light and wire?         |     |    | X   
| Contact between the anterior light and dynamo?       |     | X  |     
| Is the anterior light optically in good order?       |     |    | X   
| Contact between the rear light and wire?             |     |    |     
| Contact between the rear light and dynamo?           |     |    |     
| Is the rear light optically in good order?           |     |    |     
| Did the light disorder occur regularly?              |     |    |     

**Figure 4.5:** Exemplary sketch of CheckList Questionnaire for a bicycle fault detection KB. Fixed answers are Yes/No/Unknown(-?-) and correspond to check field columns on the righthand UI side.
It is, however, rather inappropriate for debugging tasks due to its knowledge-related restrictions. CheckList can serve as sub-module for other patterns if a question subset is mappable to fixed answers.

Example: Figure 4.5 shows a basic sketch of CheckList using exemplary questions from a bicycle fault detection KB. Questions map to fixed answers Yes/No/Unknown(–?-). Answers are displayed as check field columns on the righthand UI side and answering simply corresponds to ticking off the respective fields—similar as in paper-based check lists.

Figure 4.6 demonstrates a CheckList sub-module for a Box Questionnaire implementation. This demonstrates the highly compact appearance, which can strongly foster an eased, efficient data input regarding questions with similar answer sets.

4.3.3 Interview Base Pattern

Problem Statement: The KBS UI should be highly intuitive and comprehensible, thus specifically easing its usage for first-time users and domain laymen. For that context, compactness, descriptiveness, efficiency, and explorability can be neglected. Further, the core input UI does not need to be transparent in itself.

Solution: The Interview pattern imitates human conversations by presenting always a single question—or several related questions—at a time. Typically, the corresponding explanation(s) are integrated directly within the question presentation display or are easily retrievable (e.g., by hovering the question). Thus, auxiliary information are readily available anytime. The one by one presentation style basically follows a rather fixed data input sequence, not much supporting any explorability. Thus, Interview is applicable both for consultation or documentation tasks where a defined questioning sequence is a premise. Debugging, in contrast, is only partly feasible: The correctness of questioning sequences may be well investigated, yet in contrast, KB completeness or the overall structuring and comparison of different interrogation paths in parallel is not feasible. The basic lack of transparency can be alleviated partly by integrating auxiliaries such as an interview object history—listing the already processed interview items—and a progress information display. Section 5.2.2 shortly discusses different progress display types for KBS.

Variants: Strict-, Grouped-, and Hierarchical Interview, where Hierarchical Interview exhibits a very distinct own tree-based style.

a. Strict Interview

Users: Laymen, experienced | one-time, (frequent)

Knowledge: Especially regarding large KBs, carefully designed interrogation paths are necessary for only querying the relevant objects. Optimally, interview items are enriched by extensive auxiliary information, as those are automatically integrated for display.
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Soll die Pflanze essbar sein?
Soll die Pflanze bestimmte Heilwirkungen haben?
Soll die Pflanze speziell für Kinder geeignet sein?
Soll die Pflanze speziell für Haustiere geeignet sein?
Hatten Sie schon einmal allergische Reaktionen im Zusammenhang mit Pflanzen?

Egal Nein Ja

Figure 4.6: Sketch of CheckList-integrated as a sub-module (b) of Box Questionnaire (a), demonstrating its highly compact representation.
**Solution Specifics:** Strict Interview displays always only a single question at a time. The corresponding auxiliary information is automatically presented near the question/answer text as to reduce retrieval efforts, and to foster its direct comprehensibility. Also, Strict Interview follows a prescribed interrogation sequence. Thereby, it closely imitates one-by-one human conversations where interviewer and interviewee take exact turns in posing/answering questions. This is further underlined by the automated progression interaction: Once the user selects an answer, the next question is displayed automatically. In case more user control is desired or required, Interview can equally well include navigation buttons for enabling users to move from an answered question to the next question manually. As for all Interview variants, an interactive interview objects history and a progress display can enhance the transparency of this style.

**Consequences:** With its comprehensive single question presentation and the strict interrogation guidance, Strict Interview denotes a highly intuitive and comprehensible style especially for one-time users and/or domain laymen. In turn, this style is not compact, and consequently not very efficient to use, especially regarding lengthy interrogation sequences. Thus, it is particularly not suitable for large documentation systems where often more freedom regarding the interrogation sequence is required. The general lack of an encompassing KB overview renders Strict Interview inappropriate regarding debugging KB contents (e.g., completeness of the questions)—yet, it may be applied for debugging the questioning sequences.

**Example:** Figure 4.7 shows the ProKET reference implementation of Strict Interview. It uses a decision tree KB for statistical methods recommendation (in german, see Appendix A.1). The example shows the core data input module (a) that consists of the main question display with integrated auxiliary information display. Further, it offers a navigable interview objects history (b) and visual progress information (c). Navigation buttons allow for stepwise switching back and forth between answered questions (d). For not diverting users from the core input process, this example includes the solution display only at session end.

**b. Grouped Interview**

**Users:** Laymen, experienced, (experts) | one-time, frequent

**Knowledge:** Questions should be grouped, e.g., by topical questionnaires, as without groupings this style rather degrades to a form of Strict Interview. Auxiliary information regarding the interview items—either for each single question or for an entire group—are beneficial for automated integration.

**Solution Specifics:** Grouped Interview imitates more loose conversations by presenting always a group of related questions simultaneously. Thus, only the sequence of the groups is prescribed, whereas questions within a group can be explored and answered at will. Also, the default answering interaction offers more user-control: Selecting an answer does not automatically induce the presentation of the next question group but only a corresponding highlighting of the respective question/answer. For proceeding to the next question group, users need to navigate there manually using a dedicated navigation button, c.f., Figure 4.8. Yet again as a variant, Grouped Interview may be implemented as to present the next suitable group auto-
Figure 4.7: Strict Interview used with a decision tree KB for statistical methods recommendation in german. For a detailed description, see p. 58.
matically once the current group is entirely processed. The particular presentation resembles the framing UI of Strict Interview. The question groups can be included using multiple question styles, such as Questionnaire or Daily.

**Consequences:** Grouped Interview is less restrictive than Strict Interview and thus can result in a more efficient question processing—especially, if compact patterns are applied for presenting the question groups, such as Daily- or Check List Questionnaire. Also, Grouped Interview offers a bit more explorability regarding the interrogation sequence within the question groups. However, due to still displaying only parts of the KB—the groups—at once, Grouped Interview also is rather inappropriate regarding most debugging tasks. The other way around, the grouped presentation of this style renders it appropriate for contexts, where prescribed topical areas need to be processed in a certain sequence.

**Example:** Figure 4.8 p.61 sketches a Grouped Interview documentation UI. Each question group display consists of the name of the group and the presentation of the contained questions, here, rendered in Box Questionnaire style (a). An interview history provides a little context (b) by listing the processed groups, which can be expanded as to show the answer state of the contained questions. The overall progress is estimated by a progress bar widget (c). The example starts with the init group Common Route, and allows users to traverse the grouping sequence via the navigation buttons (d+e).

### c. Hierarchical Interview

**Users:** (Laymen), experienced, experts | (one-time), frequent

**Knowledge:** (Heuristic) Decision tree knowledge, e.g. [Puppe, 2000].

**Solution Specifics:** This variant offers an interactively navigable hierarchical UI. It presents answer items as clickable nodes of a tree representation that span one line of the UI, each. Corresponding question texts are omitted. This increases the compactness of this style. At the same time, it decreases users’ memory load as only answer texts have to be processed instead of question-answer pairs. Solutions are represented by (distinctly highlighted) nodes—found always at the deepest nesting levels. Thus, the resulting tree structure particularly mirrors the indication paths within the KB that lead from initial questions to the solution. A separate solution panel thus is no requirement as the justification of a solution can directly be 'read' visually from the tree path. However, a solution display can nevertheless provide value—e.g., in case a non-visual, more compact justification such as a finding list (see Section 5.3.1 a.) of the solution is desired. Or in case, users demand on-the-fly information regarding which solutions become excluded during the interrogation. Auxiliary information is presented in a dedicated, fixed side panel. Those can be triggered either by clicking info icons or by simply hovering the question node.

The basic interaction in Hierarchical Interview is the selection of the respectively suitable answer node. Once clicked, such a node expands the corresponding next node level, i.e., answer options of the next appropriate follow up question. This is simply repeated until automatically a solution node is reached. As a member of the Interview pattern family, Hierarchical Interview
Figure 4.8: Example sketch for a Grouped Interview UI for the medical documentation use case. See p. 60 for a detailed description.
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Figure 4.9: Hierarchical Interview—ProKEt reference implementation with a german statistical calculation KB german. For details, see p. 63

prescribes certain reasonable interrogation paths—leading from the initial answer options set to the solution nodes. Thereby, the single-question (i.e. here: single answer set) paradigm is adhered to by automatically closing branches that are currently not required. That is, if the user choses an alternative option on an upper level, formerly opened, non-related sub-branches are closed. Only the newly relevant branch remains displayed for reducing screen clutter and increasing clearness.

However, also a debugging variant of Hierarchical Interview is feasible that allows for comparatively exploring the interview items. Therefore, node states basically are never changed by the system. That is, opened branches remain open and collapsed branches remain collapsed until the user initiates a corresponding altering action. This enables users to open branches simultaneously—e.g., for directly comparing them. It has to be noted, that this variant provides less structure/guidance for the user, regarding the currently relevant path. Also, the screen is likely to get stuffed with nodes more quickly over time.

Consequences: In contrast to its Interview relatives, this hierarchical, space efficient tree style offers a higher compactness. Also, it exhibits skill-building ability as the coherences of interview objects are particularly visualized. In case auxiliary information is triggered by hovering the nodes, this style also offers a basic level of comprehensibility—yet not as high as Strict Interview with its automatically integrated information boxes. Also, Hierarchical Interview is not as intuitively usable as its two relatives, but in turn offers a (debugging) variant that fosters a higher explorability.
Example: Figure 4.9 p. 62 shows the reference implementation of Hierarchical Interview in ProKEt. It uses a statistical methods recommendation KB in german, see Appendix A.1 and is displayed in debugging mode—i.e., multiple branches can be opened simultaneously. Clickable nodes represent answers (a)—selecting a node expands the respective follow-up options. Auxiliary information are triggered by info icon click (b) and are displayed in the global information box (c). Solutions are also integrated in the tree as most deeply nested, distinctly styles nodes (d). Solution justification is visually represented by the expanded branches.

### 4.3.4 Clarifier Base Pattern

**Problem Statement:** A compact, transparent, descriptive, and optimally skill-building (by high comprehensibility) UI is required for a Clarifier KBS. Users should further be enabled to increase efficiency in contributing their personal knowledge—e.g., by using expert shortcuts regarding the interrogation sequence (explorability/participation). Intuitive usage is no key requirement.

**Solution:** Clarifier characteristically uses backward knowledge, see Section 2.2. Thus, it renders the solitary target solution and all contributing questions simultaneously and offers facilities to adapt answers for immediate investigation of the consequences. Clarifier KBS can be applied for the standard consultation- or the clarification consultation use case, c.f., Section 2.1.3

**Variants:** Hierarchical- and Form Add-on Clarifier.

#### a. Hierarchical Clarifier

**Users:** Experienced, experts | frequent

**Knowledge:** Hierarchical Clarifier exhibits its strengths optimally if the backward knowledge is refined over several abstraction levels. Thus, clarification consultation on diverse levels of expertise can be offered for lowering the hurdle of using KBS in highly expertise domains. Generally, also compactly formulated question/answer texts are favorable regarding an optimal display of the interactive tree style.

**Solution Specifics:** The basic presentation style of Hierarchical Clarifier is a single-line interactive tree style. In contrast to Hierarchical Interview, both the question and corresponding answers are rendered within the nodes. The default suggested question/answer presentation where answers are listed before the question, see Figure 4.10 may at first appear unusual. Yet, this enables the main answering interaction to take place in roughly the same part of the UI and thus helps to minimize interaction efforts. For alleviating problems with potentially too lengthy or too many answer options, drop-down widgets can be integrated for a more compact display. See, e.g., question *Conspicuous illness symptoms* in Figure 4.10. The target solution is presented as uppermost node of the tree, see Figure 4.10a. It is followed by the base node set, i.e., top-level questions (Figure 4.10 b) that contribute to the solution rating directly. Each question node again can be followed recursively by further questioning levels. Each such set of
child elements denotes a more fine-granular partition of its parent question (e.g., Figure 4.10 c), consisting of one or several questions. Thereby, the parent corresponds to the concept of an abstraction question and the children to those items relevant for deriving the abstraction value. Thus, questions are answered either directly; or implicitly, by expanding the refinement nodes and answering the corresponding child questions. Those answers then are propagated back to their parent elements. The control of choosing the most suitable answer/abstraction level is entirely left to the user and may be switched at will on the fly.

Descriptiveness can be further enhanced by node coloring: Abstract rating states are mapped to a certain color; question nodes (for current status mediation) and/or answer options (for providing a preview of the consequences) are colored according to their contribution to the target issue. In Figure 4.10 e.g., only the questions are colored according to their contribution to the solution due to the chosen answer. Therefore, a traffic lights scheme is used, mapping green to established, yellow to suggested, and red for excluded rating states. Overall descriptiveness can be further increased by visually representing also the node connections; i.e., the underlying knowledge that derives parent node values from their children. The ITree—i.e., specific instantiation example of Hierarchical Clarifier—in Figure 4.11 shows an example. Here, the derivation rule structures are indicated by WENN[IF], UND [AND], and ODER [OR] icons next to the respectively connected nodes. Additionally, dummy (i.e., empty) nodes exist, that serve as a meta-connection for visualizing also nested rules. A rule questionX IF questionA AND (questionB OR questionC), for example, would be represented by a parent node questionX, followed by a node questionA and a dummy node for the AND connection on the same level. The dummy node in turn is followed by two nodes for b and c, c.f. Figure 4.11 p. 66.

Auxiliary information, potentially extensive in the context of highly expertise domains, are integrated in a dedicated side panel by this pattern (c.f., Figure 4.10 d). For requesting their display, both clicking on dedicated icons and automated display, when hovering the question, is feasible.

**Consequences:** The rather space efficient presentation of Hierarchical clarifier creates a compact presentation. Its topical refinement structure, the particular answer status mediation by color coding, and the tight integration of (potentially extensive) auxiliary information add to its

---

**Figure 4.10:** Sketch of Hierarchical Clarifier on the issue, whether the pediatrician/hospital should be called when specified symptoms are observed with one’s child. For details, see pp. 63 ff.
overall descriptiveness and transparency. That way, Hierarchical Clarifier can be well applied in highly expertise contexts. Also, these properties support a high degree of comprehensibility, thus further fostering skill-building ability. In turn, Hierarchical Clarifier is not very intuitive to use neither regarding experts, nor laymen. However, the suitability of Hierarchical Clarifier depends more on the target users’ usage frequency than on their expertise: Whereas one-time users most likely do not profit much from this style, users that use the KBS more frequently may well be trained to familiarize with the system. Yet, the efficiency of Hierarchical Clarifier again strongly depends on the users’ expertise and the consequential recognition and usage of provided shortcuts.

**Example:** Figure 4.10 p. 64 sketches the basic Hierarchical Clarifier scheme. Schematic example of Hierarchical Clarifier—used for a rather flat abstraction structure in this case. The example clarifies the issue, whether the pediatrician/hospital should be called (a) when specified symptoms are observed with one’s child by in total four questions (b). Three of them can be further refined for clarity (c) and thus denote abstractions. Abstraction nodes are expanded by clicking on the triangle handle in the front. For example, question *Temperature*, can be refined by a numerical question querying the precisely measured value in degrees (Figure 4.10 c). Auxiliary information is integrated in a dedicated side panel (d) and is triggered by clicking info icons next to the question text.

A specific instantiation of Hierarchical Clarifier—the ITree, already reported in [Freiberg and Puppe, 2012a]—is depicted in Figure 4.11 p. 66. ITree uses mostly questions with the fixed answer range *Yes, no, uncertain*, and an option to withdraw the answer: The X button. The target solution (= most abstracted ‘question’) is presented as topmost node (a). This issue is rated by a certain set of (abstract) top level questions (b). Each such question is refined recursively by a set of more fine-granular questions. When users answer refinement questions, answers are propagated towards the top of the tree. The traffic lights coloring scheme visually conveys the implications of answer options and answered questions regarding the core issue. The final state of the core issue is summarized in the header (e). Auxiliary information is shown in the dedicated side panel (d). Adhering to the basic Hierarchical Clarifier pattern, ITree uses more or less compound rules for calculating the value abstractions. For mirroring those rules, the UI presents respective AND/OR connectors in front of each node. For representing complex nested rules, dummy nodes, as described conceptually for Hierarchical Clarifier, are used.

**b. Form Add-on Clarifier**

**Users:** (Laymen), experienced, experts | (one-time), frequent

**Knowledge:** Only limited by the constraints, that the base justification presentations impose on the backward knowledge regarding its comprehensiveness.

**Solution Specifics:** Minimalistic consultation widgets are added to static base justification presentations (see Section 5.3.1). Therefore, the interview objects in the justification are implemented as triggers that invoke compact popup consultation widgets as indicated in Figures 4.12 I & II. Those present all answer options and accordingly highlight already selected answers. Additionally, also the solution contributing value may be indicated (see examples). Users then can
Figure 4.11: ITree variant of Hierarchical Clarifier, as implemented in the JuriSearch project (see Section 7.1.4). For details, see page 65.
hypothesically explore the consequences of certain answers by investigating the answer popups; or by actually selecting other answer option(s). In the latter case, the value is set in the KBS session and the justification view is re-rendered, now including the newly selected finding and corresponding knowledge.

Consequences: Such flexibly explorable, familiarly styled consultation widgets in a compact presentation enable a basically more intuitive usage than Hierarchical Clarifier and thus are apt for a more diverse user range. Based on a solution justification, Form Add-on Clarifier further is well comprehensible, and when highlighting the answer consequences, it further is highly descriptive. The general popup interaction may be too inefficient for modifying/exploring large KBs, yet is perfectly suitable for investigating distinct cause–effect aspects.

Example: Figure 4.12 on p. 67 depicts two exemplary Form Add-on sketches: Based on a finding list justification (I), and based on a rule graph (II). Variant I displays the Form add-on for the question Type [Type] in Box Questionnaire style where the contributing value is indicated as precise number in parentheses. The option Cocktailbar [cocktail bar] had been originally selected during the KBS session. Thus, it is highlighted bold in the popup. The further ticked options have been selected subsequently in the clarification session. Variant II shows a OC popup in Daily style (a) with no indication regarding the solution contribution, and a Box style OC popup that indicates the (abstracted) contribution by color.

4.3.5 Clarifier Hybrid Patterns

Problem Description: A more intuitively usable and easily comprehensible UI representation for using clarification knowledge is desired.

Solution: Hybrid patterns merge intuitively, easily comprehensible UI patterns with clarification knowledge for enabling clarification also for one-time or laymen users. In contrast to pure Clarifiers, those hybrids only support the consultation targeted clarification variant, c.f., Section 2.2 on p. 19 well.

Variants: Clarifier Interview and Clarifier Questionnaire.
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a. Clari fier Interview

Users: Laymen, experienced, (experts) | one-time, (frequent)

Knowledge: Backward knowledge, i.e., targeting only one selected solution.

Solution Specifics: The basic UI solution is similar to Strict- or Grouped Interview, c.f., Sections 4.3.3.a. and 4.3.3.b.—with the major difference, that only targeted backward knowledge is processed sequentially. In case gradually refined knowledge is used, as for Hierarchical Clarifier, the respective refinement questions are inserted into the interrogation sequence as soon as they are invoked. For the Strict Interview variant, one refinement question after another is posed by the system. In contrast, the Grouped Clarifier Interview displays all refinement questions as one coherent group. Once all refinement questions are answered, the KBS automatically switches back to the previous abstraction level to continue the original interrogation. Additionally, Clarifier Interview can provide an extra button for leaving the refinement level without answering any or all questions there. For providing feedback regarding the current refinement level, a widget in the form of a Hierarchical Clarifier presentation can be added for presenting the rough questioning structure and marks the current state of the interrogation.

Consequences: The intuitively usable, better comprehensible UI supports also one-time users or laymen in using clarification modules. The tradeoff is, that efficiency, descriptiveness, compactness, and skill building ability are reduced in these variants as only a smaller portion of the KB—and respective coherences—are visible at a time. Thus, this style may be less attractive for trained/frequent users.

Example: Figure 4.13 p. 69 sketches a Grouped Clarifier Interview. The figure sketches the topmost (I) as well as the first refinement level (II) of such a KB. Each refinement level constitutes a display group (b). Each group display repeats the respective abstract parent question for context—which on the topmost level corresponds to the target solution (a), and on refinement levels to the abstract parent question. Refinement levels are indicated by an activated Level up button (Figure 4.13 g) for switching back to the parent level. The current answer states are highlighted directly within the adapted Check List display, see Figure 4.13 h. Further context is provided by an interview history widget (d) which in this case also indicates the final state of the solution/topmost question. Question groups are rendered in an adapted Check List style. Additionally, a column with switch widgets is added (c) which allows the navigation into a refinement level for a question (f).

b. Clarifier Questionnaire

Users: Laymen, experienced, experts | one-time, frequent.

Knowledge: Backward knowledge, i.e., targeting only a single solution.

Solution Specifics: The basic UI solution is similar as proposed for the Questionnaire variants, c.f., Sections 4.3.2.a. to 4.3.2.c.—with the major difference, that only targeted backward knowledge is presented. In the case of gradually refined knowledge, such a KBS extends the base
Figure 4.13: Example sketch for a Grouped Interview implementation for refinement clarification knowledge.
question presentation by the respective refinement questions flexibly once invoked—potentially grouped as coherent refinement questionnaire.

**Consequences:** Clarifier Questionnaire mostly exhibits the same advantages and downsides as Clarification Interview, see also Section 4.3.5. However, Clarifier Questionnaire provides an even more intuitive interaction regarding refinement knowledge that resembles the standard follow up question mechanism: Inserting such question(s) right in-place when triggered, and equally removing them as soon as the triggering question is changed (from the refine option to a normal answer). Yet, in the case of highly abstracted knowledge—as for example used with the ITree variants in the JuriSearch project, c.f., Section 7.1.4—the resulting UI presentation becomes rather unsteady, and users may loose tracks regarding the current level they operate on and which questions are to be answered when. Also in this case, a structural overview, that displays the rough questioning structure in an Hierarchical Clarifier resembling manner and marks the current state of the interrogation, can be highly valuable.

### 4.4 Synopsis

We motivated, that the core input module denotes the key essential module of any user input driven KBS. In this chapter, we introduced a collection of basic interaction styles and presentation configuration options for that module. Therefore, we proposed general input presentation dimensions that are applicable independently from specific question- or input data types—e.g., whether or not to number interview objects. On the other hand, we also summarized particular, question type dependent UI widgets, such as radio buttons.

Based thereupon, we defined an initial collection of four basic KBS UI patterns: Questionnaire, Interview, Clarifier, and Clarifier Hybrid. Each of those patterns further can be fine-tuned into several distinct variants. Each such variant then exhibits the same core properties as its base pattern, yet differs from other variants regarding more fine-grained aspects—e.g., the particular UI presentation. As a foundation for a clear delimitation and characterization of such patterns we used the set of tailored, usability-related KBS classification criteria (see Section 3.1.2).

The proposed UI and interaction styles are mainly experience-based. That is, the intention is not to provide an all-encompassing, universal, and finalized collection. Rather, we want to offer a starting point and inspirational source regarding KBS-related UI- and interaction design options as well as some reasonable KBS UI pattern templates. This equally accounts for the KBS UI Context presentation options, which are described in the following Chapter.
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KBS Context Presentation

Having discussed UI options and dedicated KBS UI patterns for the core input module in the previous chapter, we proceed by describing presentation options for the KBS context. As KBS context, we understand all core KBS aspects that require an own UI representation but that are not the KBS core input module itself. That is, the results, auxiliary information, and justification module.

In the following, we describe various forms of presenting the results of a KBS in Section 5.1. This ranges from plain input data summaries to more comprehensive and expressive solution display panels. In Section 5.2 we summarize different forms of integrating auxiliary information with a KBS UI. Finally, we consider presentation options for solution justification in Section 5.3.

5.1 KBS Results and Solution Presentation

Regarding the results of a KBS session, we distinguish two basic types dependent on the KBS use case (c.f., Section 2.1.3): For documentation systems, mostly more or less sophisticated summarizing presentations of the entered data suffice. We introduce some variants in Section 5.1.1. In contrast, consultation systems naturally require the display of derived solutions, typically in the form of a more expressive solution (presentation) panel. Configuration options thereof are presented in Section 5.1.2. Yet, depending on the particular application scenario, plain input data summaries can constitute a valuable, additional feature also of consultation KBSs.

5.1.1 KBS Input Data Summary Presentation

For presenting KBS input data summaries, we suggest three basic variants: Plain summary, visually enhanced summary, and statistically redacted data analysis.

a. Plain Summary

Plain summaries are the most basic form of presenting KBS input data. In the simplest variant only the entered findings are listed. Figure 5.1 a. p. 73 shows the plain summary as implemented in the EuraHS project (see also Section 7.1.3). Such a representation can be tweaked by indicating some more information regarding abstraction questions, the input sequence, and the input coherence.

- Abstraction questions: As those questions are not answered explicitly by the user but are derived by the KBS, it might be helpful in some cases to indicate that special status for
immediate recognition. For example, by using a slightly different presentation style. Or by summarizing such questions within a particular own section of the listing as depicted in Figure 5.1 a, p. 73. Abstractions.

- **Input sequence**: Plain finding listings can be sequenced either according to the original sequence as defined in the KB, shown in Figure 5.1 a, p. 73. Or according to the actual answering sequence of the user—which particularly in explorative KBS types can vary drastically from the original defined sequence.

- **Input coherence**: Especially in the case of rather extensive documentation systems, where large amounts of data need to be entered, an input session may not be finished at once but be spread over several separate input sessions. There, it might be valuable to indicate, which questions have been entered in which input session—e.g., by grouping the findings according to the entry date.

b. **(Visually) Enhanced Summary**

For increasing its comprehensiveness, firstly the plain summarizing listing as introduced in Section 5.1.1 a. can be enhanced by additional features, such as search/sorting facilities, or derivation justifications:

- Especially when large amount of input data are entered, search and sorting facilities can alleviate the task of quickly identifying specific items, such as particular questions.

- Justification facilities enable users to immediately investigate how a certain interview object—such as a follow up- or abstraction question—has been derived by the KBS. Such items, for example, can be distinctly highlighted and offer an explanation popup on click or mouseover.

Instead of finding lists, also generally more visual representation forms can be used. One example, is shown in Figure 5.1 b. Here, a grid-based presentation frame is used, that is filled only with selected input data. Those grids are oriented at paper-based forms, the users—in the presented case: Medical doctors—are familiar with from their daily routines. Thus, those compact visual summaries ease the perception of the most relevant information regarding particular framing conditions at a single glance.

c. **Statistically Redacted Analyses**

Statistically redacted analyses provide the most potential of presenting comprehensive data and corresponding interrelations. Therefore, the input data is first preprocessed by more or less complex statistical calculation methods—according to the requirements of the desired output—and subsequently made available to the user. As nearly unlimited possibilities of interesting analyses—and corresponding, reasonable presentation forms, such as spreadsheets, graphs, or other visuals—exist, a detailed description is out of the scope of this work. To give just an intuitive example, one such analysis could simply cover the mean value evaluation of all interview objects. This provides users with an overview, with which frequency choices of OC or MC questions were provided, or which is the mean value for a numerical question, etc.

An example of statistically enhanced results presentation was implemented in the EuraHS project (see also Section 7.1.3). There, the data analyst and representatives of the target users
(medical doctors) defined a collection of relevant statistical analyses. This collection is easily accessible in the EuraHS system, so the user can choose to investigate any such analysis anytime. The corresponding data processing is entirely done in the background. The user is finally provided with a downloadable spreadsheet containing the respective analysis results.

### 5.1.2 KBS Solution Panel Configuration Options

In the following, we present some foundational presentation dimensions that can be combined flexibly for fine tuning the appearance of dedicated solution panels. This covers exclusively options regarding the solutions themselves. Justifications, i.e., explanations why and how the KBS derived and rated the solutions, are discussed separately in Section 5.3.

Table 5.1 summarizes the suggested general presentation dimensions with corresponding display options for solution display. The most basic configuration—**Solution Range**—regards the amount of presented solutions.

- **Multiple Solutions**: More than one solution is presented simultaneously.
- **Single Solution**: Typically, the solution with the *best* rating is displayed. Yet, it is not always feasible to design the KB such that only a single solution is derived unambiguously. Thus, additional conventions are required how to decide for a *best* solution out of a set of equally rated items. Examples include:

![Figure 5.1](image-url): Two presentation options for summarizing KBS input data: Plain summary (a) and visually enhanced summary, grid-based implementation (b). Both examples are current implementations from the EuraHS project, see also Section 7.1.3.
The solution which attained the respective rating first.

The solution with the strongest rating coherence: A solution that received its entire rating by a single knowledge item—e.g., one single rule—is regarded more relevant than a solution that was derived by many different knowledge items (potentially, with weaker scorings).

The solution which covers the most symptoms: A solution that covers many different symptoms is rated more relevant than a solution derived only by one or two particular symptoms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presentation Dimension</th>
<th>Display Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solution Range</td>
<td>Single Solution — Multiple Solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both Multiple &amp; Single Solution</td>
<td>Final Display — Anytime Display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KBS Integration</td>
<td>Abstract Rating — Precise Rating — Full Rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating Granularity</td>
<td>Anytime All — None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary Information Integration</td>
<td>Anytime All — None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Solutions</td>
<td>Differential Diagnosis — Diagnosis of Exclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deduction Procedure</td>
<td>Show All — Show Specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution Granularity</td>
<td>Categorical — Alphabetical — Numerical — Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution Ordering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.1:** Basic solution presentation options. Solution Range, the most basic aspect, differentiates the number of solutions to be displayed. KBS Integration, Rating Granularity, and Auxiliary Information Integration can be applied to both Single Solution and Multiple Solutions display. Deduction Procedure, Solution Granularity, and Solution Ordering are only reasonable for multiple solutions display.

**Presentation Dimensions—Single & Multiple Solution Range**  The dimensions KBS Integration, Rating Granularity, and Auxiliary Information Integration can be applied both to single solution and multiple solution display.

KBS Integration refers to the point in time, when the solution panel is available to the user.

- **Final Display:** Solutions are shown not before the end of the KBS session. Providing the results only at session end is especially valuable for rather inexperienced users that need more support from the KBS overall. Those might be easily distracted by a steadily changing anytime solution panel, and thus profit better from concentrating exclusively on data entry first and exploring corresponding results afterwards.

- **Anytime Display:** The solution panel is displayed anytime during the session in a fixed UI part and presents solutions always with their most recent rating. This variant is especially valuable in case users want to explore the system more freely and require immediate results or at least tendencies. This is the case particularly in the debugging use case, where anytime feedback on the consequences of answering a question is a key demand. Anytime solution display is in principle applicable for all different KBS UI types; yet, Hierarchical Interview (Section 4.3.3.C.) denotes (partly) an exception. There, a final solution panel is not required at all as solutions are displayed directly within the core
UI as additional, distinct nodes. An anytime solution panel, however, can help in case users desire an anytime update regarding the remaining possible or entirely excluded solutions.

*Rating Granularity* addresses the precision for presenting the current state of a solution.

- **Precise Rating**: An exact number correspondent of the solution state that is computed internally by the KBS. For example, heuristic rules of [d3web, n.d.] KBs internally use fixed numerical values for adding up the rating (class) of each solution—e.g., the most positive abstract rating P7 maps to the numerical value of +999. The display of that precise number—alone, or within a *Full Rating* presentation, see below—is probably most interesting for knowledge engineers who use a KBS UI application for debugging the KB. That allows for investigating whether all rules apply the correct values to a solution state and thus lead to valid final ratings. Apart from that, also common users might prefer a precise number over abstract rating classes: The semantics of numbers (high, low, negative) are intuitively clear and thus probably always understandable. In contrast, the understandability of abstract rating categories, such as N5, depends on their particular naming, presentation, and explantation.

- **Abstract Rating**: The precise solution scores often are additionally mapped to an abstract category. The mapping for [d3web, n.d.] KBs encompasses the solution rating categories *established, suggested, excluded, or unclear*. Displaying such an abstract rating state can accelerate and ease the perception of the final results. There exist several ways for presenting abstract ratings: To explicitly name the category in textual form, or to exploit visual means. Examples for the latter are varying text size, using tailored background coloring, or adding icons for the categories—see also Figure 5.2, p. 76

- **Full Rating**: Combines both precise rating value and abstract rating category. This is shown in Figure 5.2, p. 76, where both circular icons represent the basic rating class, and the precise rating value is added in parentheses.

*Auxiliary Information Integration* refers to which add-on information are included in what way within the solution panel.

- **Anytime All**: Auxiliary information are made available directly from the solution panel at anytime. The implementation shown in Figure 5.2, p. 76, for example, provides the respective information when the info-icons next to a solution are clicked.

- **None**: In theory, it is also possible to provide none additional information. Yet, especially regarding complex KBS domains we recommend to provide the *anytime all* variant for solution presentation per default. Here, those are highly valuable for clarifying the meaning of the respective solution or of potential further action in more detail—and thus strongly add to the overall KBS comprehensibility.

*Presentation Dimensions—Multiple Solutions Only* For multiple solution display, also the additional presentation dimensions *Solution Granularity*, and *Solution Ordering* apply. *Solution Granularity* specifies the solution classes included in the presentation.

- **Show All** specifies, that all solutions—including those with rating state *unclear*—are to be included in the solution display, see Figure 5.2, p. 76
Figure 5.2: An exemplary solution panel configuration, ProKet reference implementation: Multiple solutions of all solution classes are shown in the anytime solution side panel. Each solution offers both an abstract rating (icon) and a precise score. Descending strict numerical ordering, i.e. also implicit categorical ordering of the solution listing, is applied. Integrated auxiliary information features use the anytime all variant: Additional information—e.g., explaining specialist terms—for solutions are retrieved via the info-icon.
Auxiliary Information Types

- **Show Specified** displays only the set of solutions that falls into the specified one or several categories. Such categories may be abstract, such as *established solutions only*, or precise numbers, such as *solution value ≥ 50*. Depending on the particular configuration, this option exhibits different semantics: On the one hand, displaying solutions that become rated positively during the session means, that those become potential candidates for the final solution(s). On the other hand, presenting those solutions that become excluded implies, that those become excluded from the set of potential final solution candidates. The latter variant can be included as anytime status update in the Hierarchical Interview UI style (Section 4.3.3) for indicating clearly that choosing a certain branch consequently excludes the displayed items.

Solution Ordering refers to the way solutions can be sequenced or grouped.

- **Numerical**: Solutions are ordered according to the precise rating value. The ordering sequence can be both ascending or descending. The descending variant, that presents the solution with the highest rating first, probably is the most common one. An example is shown in Figure 5.2, p. 76. This is due to the fact, that often, users naturally are interested in identifying the best solution(s) in terms of the highest score, which is easily achieved by a numerical, descending order.

- **Categorical**: Groups the displayed solutions by their abstract rating category, e.g., established/suggested/excluded/unclear. Again, the ordering sequence can be both descending (starting with *established solutions*) or ascending. As it might confuse users if a set of solutions, that are all rated by the same basic rating category, are displayed in an implicitly mixed-up manner (alphabetical- or scoring-based), it is highly advisable, to second-order the abstract categories: As one variant, simply the fact can be exploited that a strict numerical order leads to a score-based 'ordered categorical' display anyhow. Another mixed variant is *Cat-Alphabetical*, as described below.

- **Alphabetical**: Displays the solutions in alphabetical order. The sequence again can be both ascending (starting with 'A/a') or descending. This variant is appropriate, if users demand a rather fixed display. That is, if they do not want solution items to change their place during the interrogation and corresponding rating process. The latter is the normal case for numerical ordering, where solutions might be re-ordered after each entered interview item.

- **Cat-Alphabetical**: Displays the solutions basically grouped by their (abstract) rating state, but further orders each such group alphabetically. This form is appropriate, when users are not so much interested in precise rating values, but more in the abstract rating class, yet require to spot out solutions quickly based on their naming and thus demand an alphabetical sub-ordering.

5.2 Auxiliary Information Types

We propose two types of auxiliary information:

- **Local**: Enhancing the understandability of KBS core interview objects
- **Global**: Enhancing the entire KBS usage experience
5.2.1 Presenting Local Auxiliary Information

Several forms of auxiliary information can increase the understandability of core KBS interview objects, such as questions, answer options, or solutions. Regarding specifically solutions, this exclusively concerns additional information on the solution object itself, but not its justification (which is discussed in Section 5.3). The respective auxiliary information naturally is different for each interview object, depending on the particular content type. As example, one question might require an image for visual explanation whereas other questions can be sufficiently explained textually. In contrast, the display integration mode typically is equal for all interview objects of the same class. For example, popup display on mouseover for all questions, but popup display on mouse click for all solutions.

Auxiliary information types for core interview objects encompass:

- **Textual explanations**: Those are beneficial for better addressing the language of non-expert users in case many special terms are used. When integrated systematically for all special terms, this can result in an interactive lexicon. This not only can drastically enhance the correct understanding and usage of the KBS, but additionally foster the system’s learnability and skill-building ability.

- **Hyperlinks**: Integrating hyperlinks to dedicated webpages conforms to [Duan et al., 2005], who already stated that explanation can be enhanced by linking to further relevant internet sources.

- **Supporting Media**, including:
  - **Documents**: Those may contain further official or non-official information, and can be incorporated to be viewed in a static manner or be offered for download. As example, the legal consultation system implemented in the JuriSearch project (see Section 7.1.4) provides form templates for certain legal claims, both for immediate in-browser viewing and downloading.
  - **Visuals**: E.g., images, graphs etc. Sometimes, the integration of more comprehensive image questions may not be practicable. Then, particularly in highly specialist domains, such as medicine or engineering, the provision of a static image leastwise can help clarify answer options or solutions along with advice for further actions.
  - **Videos**: Those can provide information where static images do not suffice.

Auxiliary information display can be configured with respect to the particular integration form within the UI and its triggering mode.

- **Fixed display, show automatically**: As soon as any auxiliary information is available for an interview object, it gets displayed automatically in a dedicated, fixed part of the UI. This is used as the default variant in the reference implementation of the Strict Interview pattern, see Figure 4.2 p. 59.

- **Fixed display, show on request**: Auxiliary information is per default shown in a fixed, dedicated part of the UI if—and only if—requested by the user. The request can be triggered by click or mouseover (both, either on the interview object itself or a dedicated icon). The ITtree implementation, described in Section 4.3.4, uses a variant where hovering the question text triggers the auxiliary information presentation in a particular side panel,
see Figure 4.11 p. 66. Alternatively, the fixed display in this variant could also be faded in/out when triggered. Yet in contrast to popup display, here still only one single auxiliary information widget is used for presentation, whereas in popup display, each interview object ‘owns’ its own auxiliary information popup.

- **Popup display, show on request**: Similar to the above variant, the request is triggered by the user. Yet, the information is not presented in a dedicated, fixed part of the UI, but in a popup that is placed relatively to the corresponding triggering element. The Box Questionnaire implementation in the EuraHS project (see Section 2.1.3), for example, applies hovering dedicated icons as trigger for opening the corresponding popup. Yet, explicitly clicking info icons is equally well feasible as trigger, here. It has to be noted, that regarding popup display in general an automated display of auxiliary information is not reasonable. Then, all popups for each interview object would be displayed simultaneously, leading to an illegible, unintelligible, and probably non-usable UI.

→ Regarding the display of auxiliary information particularly for solution objects, the automated presentation in a fixed display field is best feasible for single solution configurations. An example is the solution panel style implemented for the ITree KBS, see Figure 4.11 p. 66. However, as soon as multiple solutions are derived (and presented) simultaneously, an automated insertion of auxiliary information within one single widget would lead to visual clutter and an unintelligible, and thus useless, presentation. Thus, in multiple solution configurations, the popup display variant that is triggered only on request is most appropriate.

Auxiliary information related to core interview objects are basically valuable for all KBS UI types alike. This is due to the fact, that most often several (equally reasonable) ways exist to name or explain objects, and chances are rather low that the form chosen by the KBS developer will satisfy all potential users likewise. There, auxiliary information serves as additional clarifier, fostering a better understanding of the meaning of the interview objects and thus increasing the KBS comprehensibility. In turn, this supports a more correct result of the KBS session, as users most likely answer more precisely the better they understand all corresponding items.

### 5.2.2 Presenting Global Auxiliary Information

Several forms of auxiliary information can help to enhance the entire user experience with a KBS UI. As some basic valuable features, we suggest **Interview Objects History, Interview Progress Info, Instructional Summary**, and **Interaction Affordances**.

**Interview Objects History**  A list of all currently processed interview objects. Such a history should not only plainly list the questions, but optimally the entire findings, i.e., questions together with the selected answer. That way, a quick overview is provided, not only with respect to which questions are answered but also in what way. At the same time, this can serve as a rough, anytime justification. A sample implementation of such a findings-based interview objects history can be viewed in Figure 4.7 c, p. 59. In case questionnaires or other groupings are used, those can be additionally displayed for clarity and overview.
In an interactive variant, the list entries can serve as back-links to the respective interview objects—valuable, e.g., in case the user notices an input mistake and quickly wants to navigate back to correct it. This can be highly beneficial especially for conversational UIs, such as the Interview pattern, where only a single question is shown at a time. The same accounts for Questionnaire- or hierarchical style implementations using comprehensive KBs, where the available UI space only can present a smaller portion of the KB.

**Interview Progress Info:** A textual and/or visual representation regarding the overall progress of the current KBS usage session.

Progress information is a valuable add-on for nearly any kind of KBS. An exception are entirely explorative KBS types, such as Hierarchical Clarifier (Section 4.3.4.1). There, fixed interrogation paths are deliberately not defined. Also, optimally many to all items can be investigated at a glance, thus also mirroring the input progress. Thus, an additional, explicit progress calculation is neither feasible nor required.

Regarding strict decision tree knowledge, the progress calculation is quite straightforward: It corresponds to all interview items that are not contained in or are dependent from the currently active questioning branch. In other cases, however, the appropriate progress estimation can be more intricate. This is due to the fact, that not necessarily clearly exclusive interrogation paths exist as in decision tree knowledge. For example, questions may exist, that potentially are follow-up questions of a question in a currently active branch—but that have nevertheless become deactivated (=irrelevant) due to already provided answers.

Two basic values are easily retrievable from a KBS: The number of already answered questions, and the number of all questions in the KB. Deriving the progress only based thereupon poses the problem, that oftentimes not all remaining (= non-answered) questions are required for finishing a session. Thus, the calculated progress based on answered items is often too low. In contrast, we suggest to approximate the KBS progress by adding up all answered questions with those questions, that currently definitely are irrelevant for the session.

This is formally expressed by the following formula:

\[
Q_{\text{processed}} = \frac{Q_{\text{answered}} + Q_{\text{nonindFUs}} + Q_{\text{contra}}}{Q_{\text{total KB}}}
\]  

(5.1)

where:

- \(Q_{\text{total KB}}\) \(\rightarrow\) The total number of all questions in the KB.
- \(Q_{\text{answered}}\) \(\rightarrow\) The number of all answered questions in the session so far.
- \(Q_{\text{nonindFUs}}\) \(\rightarrow\) The number of questions that are follow up questions of already answered questions but are not indicated (e.g., due to specific rules).
- \(Q_{\text{contra}}\) \(\rightarrow\) explicitly contra-indicated questions (e.g., explicitly deactivated by rules). In case questionnaires are used for grouping, this includes all questions of contra-indicated questionnaires except those questions have been directly indicated by further knowledge.

Figure 5.3 sketches some variants for displaying KBS progress information. Variant (a) displays only a single value: The plain number of already answered items. As already described, the number of answered questions can vary quite drastically from the actual progress, if answered questions exclude larger parts of the remaining KB. Thus, this straightforward solution is fea-
sible only in case the number of answered items is more relevant to the user than the relative overall progress. Alternatives (b) and (c) in contrast present both the number of answered items and the estimated overall progress, derived by formula \(5.1\).

A final factor regarding the appropriateness of any progress display are the user characteristics: Whether or not they accept only an entirely precise forecast, including the possibility that this value might decrease at some point—e.g., when large KB branches are re-activated by certain input that had been excluded beforehand. Or whether users prefer an approximated, yet potentially slightly inaccurate forecast that steadily increases.

![Figure 5.3: Progress information variants: Answered items only (a) and both answered items & estimated total progress (b & c).](image)

**Instructional Summary:** *A pointed explanation of the KBS’s usage and core functionality.*

The correct usage and data input is of core importance for achieving appropriate results with a KBS. There, the provision of an instructional summary, that explains the KBS target intention and its core features in a pointed, easy to understand manner, is essential. Regardless of whether a comprehensive, detailed documentation, tutorials, or other materials exist, such a summary should be easily and anytime accessible as a shorthand reference. This can be realized by including a corresponding button widget or link prominently into the main KBS UI, that can be clicked anytime during the KBS session and triggers such information. The first variant (button) was used in the ITree implementation, see, e.g., Figure 4.11 p. 66 *Hilfe [Help]-Button* on the upper right. Other reference implementations in this work include a dedicated link underneath the header, see, e.g., Figure 5.9 p. 91

**Interaction Affordances:** *Specific interactive presentation forms of what to do / where to click.*

In case, special UI representations are used or non-standard interactions are required, interaction affordances can lower the overall, particularly initial, hurdle of coping with the system. A good example is the Hierarchical Interview style—or likewise, the Hierarchical Clarifier. For one-time or first-time users, it might not be obvious that the presented lengthy nodes actually are clickable—which however denotes the key interaction for using those systems. There, a recognizable change of the mouse cursor can indicate this behavior in an unobtrusive but straightforward way. Similarly, the importance of the instructional summary can be highlighted by changing the respective link or button when hovering with the mouse and thus catching users’ attention.
5.3 KBS Justification Presentation

With an ever-growing complexity of KBS and their reasoning abilities, the seminal statement of [Hendler, 1988]—basically saying that an ES must not only present conclusions, but must also be able to explain how those were reached—is more relevant than ever. As summarized in Section 2.1, Figure 2.1 we also motivated a dedicated explanation module as a core part of a KBS. In the following, we refer to this as justification module, as to differentiate clearly from the plain auxiliary information explanations that may be integrated additionally for any interview object. A justification module provides the relevant information about how the current state of a KBS object was derived. Naturally, such information is relevant for solutions, yet it concerns follow up questions and abstraction questions/values likewise—i.e., every interview item or KBS state that is derived by the KBS in some way.

Traditionally, KBS modules are considered as rather self-contained units with separate responsibilities. That is, the core input module handles the data input interaction, a solution panel displays the currently derived solutions, and a justification module creates and presents justifications for desired solutions. Regarding basic justification presentation forms that are only invoked in the end of a session for rather static investigation, we present a selection of interesting variants in Section 5.3.1. Furthermore, we argue that users can strongly benefit from interactively enhanced justification presentation forms where they can immediately and easily investigate the consequences of changing selected input regarding the target solution. We discuss several such consultation-justification mash ups as interactive justification presentation forms in Section 5.3.2.

5.3.1 Static Base Justification Presentation

Verbalizations—i.e., a textual, more or less formal description of the relevant knowledge—are the most straightforward justification technique. Yet, with an increasing number of presented elements and corresponding interrelation complexity, more visual techniques denote equal, if not better, presentation variants.

Information Visualization for KBS Justification In general, information visualization is known to reveal insights regarding the represented data. Consequently, it supports discovery, decision making, and explanation, c.f., [Card et al., 1999, p. 6]. Chances are, that visualization can help to display large data sets in a more intuitively explorable manner, to ease the perception and the formation of a mental model of the data, and thus to foster its understanding. Therefore, we suggest that tailored, adapted visualization techniques offer a wonderful chance to enhance the understandability of KBS justifications.

Visualization has been successfully applied in several sub-disciplines of AI research. Most 'traditionally', it is used in the field of data analysis and data mining. Examples include the foundational works of [Tufte, 1986], or [Card et al., 1999]. More recent publications that apply visualization in practice include [Blanchard et al., 2007], or [Subasic and Berendt, 2010]. An approach for creating visualizations for rule bases has been proposed in [Zacharias, 2007]. Also, visualization has proven valuable for supporting the validation of KBs, see [Baumeister and Freiberg, 2010].
Regarding particularly the KBS justification presentation, however, visualization still is rather unexplored. Even though it is partly related to the above research efforts, a major difference concerns the fact, that KBS justifications are not solely intended for experts that develop and validate KBs. In point of fact, especially also end users with little domain knowledge can profit from justifications that explain the KBS’s way of operation—in case those are presented appropriately. Therefore, justification visualizations need to unite both the core, necessary information as well as an intuitively understandable, clear presentation.

In general, a vast diversity of techniques exists that can reasonably be adapted for justification presentation. Thus, an encompassing overview and categorization is out of scope of this work. Rather, we present a selection of some interesting techniques—evolved based on the requirements of actual projects—as a foundation and inspirational source. It has to be noted that the suitability of any justification presentation technique always also depends on the underlying knowledge formalism. Due to the focus of our research, the presentation forms proposed subsequently are mostly apt for rule-based or set covering knowledge.

Table 5.2 classifies the proposed static justification techniques regarding their basic type (textual or visual) and the suitable knowledge type (rule-based or set covering knowledge). Sections 5.3.1–5.3.5 then introduce the justification presentation techniques in more detail. Two more options, that can be applied for all presentation variants in this section, are discussed in the end of this section, p. 89 Static Justification Presentation—General Considerations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presentation Type</th>
<th>Knowledge Type</th>
<th>Textual</th>
<th>Visual</th>
<th>Rule-based</th>
<th>Set Covering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Finding List</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Rule Verbalization</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. FS Tree</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>(X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Justification TreeMap</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>(X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Rule Graph</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Overview: Static justification presentation techniques.

a. Finding List (Textual)

The most simple yet intuitively understandable form of justification presentation probably is a finding list. The plain variant simply lists all findings related to the respective solution rating. Such an example is shown in Figure 5.4 p. 84 which sketches the reference implementation of finding lists in ProKEt. A general header (a) underlines the current state of the justified solution. Therefore, it lists the solution as well as its abstract and precise rating. The justification itself repeats the solution shortly again (b) before all relevant findings as contained in the KB are listed (c). The example shows findings based on the set covering knowledge from [d3web, n.d.] which implements diagnostic scores as defined in [Puppe, 2000] p. 10. Assembling a finding list based on rules is equally feasible. Therefore, relevant findings simply need to be extracted from the contributing rules in a preprocessing step.
As default variant—depicted in Figure 5.4—we propose to include all potentially contributing findings, and to highlight those findings that were selected and thus actually contributed to the investigated rating in bold face. As one general alternative, it is also possible to list exclusively those findings, that currently contribute to the solution and omit non-selected but potentially contributing items completely. A third variant is to display all findings that are contained in the KB and to highlight the actually contributing ones. As such a latter listing can easily grow complex and lengthy in larger KBS, additionally the potentially contributing items may be marked separately.

The presentation can be further enhanced by adding some information regarding how the respective findings contribute to the solution. This can be indicated textually, by adding corresponding icons, or background-coloring of the finding. Depending on the underlying knowledge, potentially even further information can be integrated: For example, when working with covering knowledge from the [3web, n.d.] toolkit, also the relative importance i.e. weighting of a finding regarding the solution could be included. Or information whether a finding is sufficient to exclude or establish a solution.

Figure 5.4: Finding list example of ProKEt, based on covering knowledge: The header (a) displays basic information regarding solution and rating. All findings potentially related to the solution are listed (c), the ones that contributed to the current solution state are highlighted in bold print.

Further, also the integration of either the abstract, or the precise solution rating value, or both, denotes a presentation option. And finally, Finding Lists can vary regarding whether or not they apply an indented presentation of abstraction sources—i.e., those findings that firstly derive an intermediate (abstraction) question which in turn contributes to the investigated solution. Figure 5.4 d, shows an example, where the finding Entfernung Parkplätze in Metern = 200 [distance to parking space in meters = 200] derives the abstraction value Entfernung Parkplätze = nah [distance to parking space = nearby]; thus, the abstraction source—the former question—is indented.

b. Rule Verbalization (Textual)

Another textual presentation form, originally created for rule-based knowledge but also adaptable to other knowledge types, is the rather straightforward textual rule verbalization. Rules
are presented either exactly as formalized in the KB or in a slightly adapted, more intuitively readable manner. Thereby, it is possible to start by listing the rule action—e.g., rating of the respective interview object—and to list the corresponding rule condition(s) afterwards, c.f., Figure 5.5. This assigns a bit more weight to the rule action part, thus highlighting, what actually is the outcome of that rule. However, the other way round—starting with the conditions and adding the consequential action at the end—is equally well possible, see Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5 sketches basic presentation options: The header part again displays basis information—the name of the solution, its abstract rating, as well as its precise rating score. In the simple base variant, the section beneath provides only a reduced verbalization of the rules (Figure 5.5 b). This mainly corresponds to a rule-based finding list, see also previous sections, when equipped with additional information (in this case, the rule action). However, for supporting also expert users or knowledge engineers optimally (e.g., in validating the KB), also a more verbose presentation of the rules—e.g., strictly mirroring their actual syntax as defined in the KB—may be required.

As general alternatives, similar considerations as for the Finding List apply: Either only actually contributing rules an be listed for a quick, compact justification. Alternatively, also potentially contributing but currently not yet selected rules may be included, e.g. required, when using the rule verbalization as foundation for a Form Add-on Clarifier KBS UI. And finally, potentially also the display of the remaining rules, which do not and will never contribute to the solution is possible. For clarity, currently non-contributing (or also never-contributing) rules may be grouped in separate section(s), shown in Figure 5.5 c. Also, such sections should allow its interactive removal/integration on user request, e.g., by clicking a button or similar.

Glücksklee wurde als verdächtigt hergeleitet (Gesamt-Score: 19)

Weitere Regeln (nicht gefeuert):

Figure 5.5: Rule verbalization example in ProKEt. It consists of a header with basic information regarding the solution and its rating (a), a reduced rule verbalization (b), and a listing of all remaining, currently non-contributing rules (c). The source/reason for derived items is displayed indented (d).

Further, rule verbalizations can be fine-tuned regarding: The Rating Granularity concerning both the presented solution and its state, yet concerning also the rule action presentation. Here, all variants—exact score, abstract rating or full rating—are equally well feasible. Similarly to the finding list, also the rule verbalization can indicate abstraction questions a bit more prominently for an immediate recognition of to their special status. One possibility is sketched in
Figure 5.3 d, where the abstract question Pflegeaufwand [need of care] is derived automatically by the question Gießaufwand [watering intensity], displayed a bit indented.

Apart from naturally fitting rule-based knowledge, it is possible to generate rule verbalizations also based on other knowledge types, such as set covering models: By extracting the relevant corresponding KB objects—solutions and findings—from the knowledge representation and assembling own rule verbalization formulations.

c. FSTree Display (Visual)

The first proposition for a more visual justification presentation is to exploit the file system (FS) tree metaphor: Solutions then correspond to top-level folders and findings, as well as intermediate solutions, become their subfolder correspondents. This is sketched in Figure 5.6, where Influenza and Cold are a solution and an intermediate solution node, and the remaining nodes represent findings. Basic presentation options include: The usage of background coloring, icons, or text (as in Figure 5.6) for indicating the solution's state. Different base renderings of solution objects vs. findings for eased visual differentiation. And Indentation—similar to the previous justification variants—for representing abstraction/derivation relationship.

Further options for rule-based knowledge are: Coloring the branches as to indicate the action type and corresponding value. See Figure 5.6, where the branch that represents the derivation rule for Cold is colored green as it rates Cold as established. Additionally either adding exact numbers—as in Figure 5.6—or the abstract rating in text form to the branches for a clearer differentiation is possible. And finally for compound rules, adding the connector type between the findings contained in that rule denotes an option. For example, the first rule represented in Figure 5.6 is a compound rule where all conditions must apply (connected by AND). However, regarding covering knowledge, the latter branch decoration naturally is not feasible due to missing information. Yet there, the findings might be additionally enhanced by information of the relative importance regarding the solution. Thus basically, FSTrees are applicable to all kinds of knowledge, that allow for extracting (rated) solution objects as well as findings—only the possibilities regarding the fine granular display options may vary a bit as explained.

d. Justification TreeMap (Visual)

TreeMaps [Shneiderman, 1998] are a well-known visualization technique today. [TrecMap Shneiderman, n.d.] provides an interesting historical overview of their development up to 2013. A TreeMap most basically represents hierarchical relationships. A prominent example is the visualization of a computer's hard disk usage. Thereby, a frame/outer slice represents a container object—such as a folder on a computer's file system—and slices within that container repre-
sent its *content*—corresponding to sub-folders and files within the container folder. Further, normally the size of items is mirrored by the relative size of the slices.

We propose to assemble a TreeMap for justification presentation as follows: The outermost frame represents the final top-level solution. Slices within those outer frames represent either (final) findings or derived interview objects. Figure 5.7a, sketches the TreeMap display for a single solution, using popup display for further clarifying derived items. In the example, the intermediate solution *Cold*, that contributes to the main solution *Flu*, is rendered in a clickable manner. Thus, when clicked its justification is displayed in an own TreeMap popup (Figure 5.7a.1). In contrast, Figure 5.7b, shows a sketched prototype for the statical display of multiple solutions—here, *Flu*, and *Migraine*. Flu, in turn is derived by an intermediate solution *Cold*, and two further findings. The display in example (b) is entirely static, i.e., the recursive justification for *Cold* is integrated directly within the main TreeMap. In both examples, the abstract solution state is indicated by the background color of the TreeMap slice—*Flu* (established) is colored green, *Cold* (suggested) is colored yellow, and *Migraine* (excluded) is colored red. Additionally, the precise score of the solutions is provided in parentheses for reasons of clarity.

---

**Figure 5.7:** Two sketches of TreeMap solution justifications: (a) explains the solution *Flu*, derived by two findings and one intermediate solution *Cold*. The recursive justification for *Cold* is shown in an interactive popup (a.1). In (b), the two solutions *Flu* and *Migraine* are justified in a static manner. Thus, the recursive justification of *Cold* is presented directly integrated in the main TreeMap.

Further options for enhancing comprehensibility include: Varying the *Rating Granularity* for displaying solutions and derived/abstract questions, i.e., presenting the abstract rating, the precise value, or both. Indicating the particular rule type in case compound rules exist. For example, in Figure 5.7a, the bold borders between the findings that contribute to *Flu* indicate, that this is a compound AND-rule, where all contained findings are required for deriving the solution. In contrast, normal borders as between the findings of the TreeMap for *Cold* indicate a compound OR-rule. In case covering knowledge is visualized, also information such as relative importance of a finding regarding the solution, or whether one single finding suffices, may be integrated in a TreeMap—e.g., within the findings’ slices.

As implied above, TreeMaps are feasible both for rule-based and scoring knowledge, or any other knowledge type where respective KBS objects and knowledge-based actions can be extracted.
e. Rule-Graph (Visual)

Rule-graphs are a visualization specifically suitable for rule-based knowledge. The Derivation Graph as one possible implementation of a rule-graph visualization has already been subject to prior research. We refer to [Baumeister and Freiberg, 2010 pp. 9 ff.] for detailed information.

Rule-graphs contain distinguishable nodes for interview objects, i.e., solutions and findings, and optionally for connector objects. The latter represent which connection a compound rule provides (AND / OR / NOT connection). Then, arcs are drawn between finding nodes and the target solution, or, depending on the particular presentation style, between findings and respective connector nodes. Slightly different rule-graph schemes are depicted in Figure 5.8 a–c, visualizing the derivation of the solution Flu by two compound rules. The compound AND-rule further contains an intermediate solution, Cold. The second rule is a compound OR rule; i.e., as soon as one of the two connected conditions is true, that rule fires. Further, one condition is negated and thus represented by a NOT-connection; i.e., such a condition evaluates to true if the final finding does not apply. Variant (a) sketches an interactive display, that means, clicking on the Cold-node brings up a separate graph display, depicting the derivation path of the solution Cold, see Figure 5.8 a.1. In contrast, variants (b) and (c) base on a static presentation where all intermediate paths/objects are entirely integrated.

Figure 5.8: Rule-Graph sketch that visualizes two (compound) rules that rate the solution Flu interactively. Variant (a) is the most comprehensive presentation, also explicitly integrating rule connector nodes. Variant (b) as a more compact alternative uses distinct bow connections between the arcs for the rule connection representation. Variant (c) is the most condensed presentation and provides mostly a structural overview. This latter variant reveals details—e.g., solution/findings name/value—only on request, such as displaying an information popup when hovering with the mouse.

Basic styling options for rule-graphs encompass: Distinguishable rendering for solution-, finding-, and connector nodes (or, in the compact variants, connector arcs, see below). Indicating abstract rating states of solutions by background coloring (c.f., Figure 5.8). In the example, the solution Flu is derived as established and thus colored green, whereas the solution Cold is
derived as suggested, and thus colored yellow. Decorating the rule-representing arcs by abstract or exact rating values as to indicate the rule action. For example, see Figure 5.8 a & b, where the represented rules add a positive value (P5 & P6) to the main solution Flu. And indicating the rule action additionally or exclusively by arc coloring.

As Figure 5.8 indicates, several levels of elaborateness can be chosen for the presentation. Variant (a) depicts the most comprehensive one, with separate nodes for compound rules connectors and all required information such as interview item texts, ratings, etc. This variant is the most space intensive one, yet it contains all information—except, potentially, recursive derivation paths—directly within the core presentation. Variants (b) and (c), in contrast, are more compact by indicating the rule type only by a distinct additional bow that connects all finding arcs that belong to the compound rule: Solid bow = AND, dotted bow = OR. The NOT-connection (borrowed from the representation of NOT-switches in plugging diagrams) is represented by a black dot. Variant (c) is the most compact presentation variant due to only slightly indicating interview items, ratings for derived objects, and connection types. On the one hand, this emphasizes the overall structure of the presented knowledge. Thus, also more complex interconnection structures can be well presented by this variant in an entirely integrated presentation, i.e., without using popups. The downside, however, is that interview items are not immediately recognizable, as no solution finding text is provided directly, but only when requested, e.g. when hovering the respective node.

**Static Justification Presentation—General Considerations**

With regards to the static presentation techniques presented in this section, there are two more general configuration options that can be considered for all presented alternatives: Direct/Popup Integration of (recursive) derivation knowledge, and Flexible Presentation Switching.

Generally, the intermediate justifications of derived knowledge items can be integrated directly in the main presentation—most examples in the preceding section sketched this case. Thereby, one can consider further whether to show them anytime like all other items. Or to integrate them in the respective suitable place of the main display once a triggering item is clicked. The advantage of the former variant is, that all relevant items for a justification are contained in a single display. The downside, on the other hand, is that in case of more comprehensive justifications a direct integration may render the entire presentation too complex and hard to perceive. Alternatively, such part-justifications also can be displayed separately—e.g., opening them within a popup- or new window. This, however, bears the main disadvantage, that in the case of repeatedly interconnected part-justifications, many new popups may open up which also disturbs the main presentation and the general understandability of the respective coherences. Overall, we regard finding list, rule verbalization, and FSTree as generally more suitable for directly integrating derived items as those present more items in a more compact manner. In turn, the proposed TreeMap variant seems the least appropriate candidate for static direct integration, especially with comprehensively nested and interconnected derivation paths. This is due to the fact, that such justification TreeMaps integrate lots of additional information—in contrast to the original TreeMap visualization—and thus easily can grow too complex as to intuitively convey all necessary information.

An alternative general display option is, to enable users to switch the particular presentation type. For example, the presentation may basically include all contributing knowledge items but highlight the currently inactive items distinctly as sketched in Figure 5.5 p. 85. Yet if desired,
users can deactivate/hide those additional, non-contributing items for more clarity. Thus, users that are potentially interested in more deeply exploring the coherences of the KB, such as experienced users or domain experts, are per default enabled to do so. Laymen, however, that might be overwhelmed or annoyed by this comprehensive presentation, can switch to the simple view.

### 5.3.2 Interactive Justification Presentation

In the last section, we discussed static base justification presentation forms. Static thereby refers to the fact, that those presentations only mirror the current justification of a solution, but allow no further input interaction. However, users oftentimes do not simply want to review a static justification, but moreover wish to adapt answers for quickly exploring the corresponding consequences on the solution. Therefore, we propose consultation-justification mashups as exciting opportunity for rendering highly interactive KBS justification forms.

One simple idea for a rather loosely connected mash up, described in Section\(\text{5.3.2 a.}\), is to provide interactive back-links from within the justification presentation back into the core KBS UI. Alternatively, the novel Clarification KBS type, introduced in Section\(\text{2.2}\), denotes an alternative and way more comprehensive option for realizing highly interactive justification-consultation mashups. We summarize its usage as interactive clarification element in Section\(\text{5.3.2 b.}\).

#### a. Interactive Back-link into the Core Input UI

The first simple yet already effective interactivity enhancement is to provide targeted back-links from the justification presentation to the core input UI. The idea is, to design question and answer options in the justification as tailored links. When clicked, such a link directly switches back to the respective KBS UI, automatically moving the clicked object into the viewport of the user. For highly compact UI types, such as the Daily style (c.f., Section\(\text{4.3.2 b.}\)), simply highlighting the corresponding question can already suffice. Alternatively, also an automated scrolling mechanism can be realized, that centers the relevant part of the UI—which may be additionally highlighted—on the screen. This is especially valuable in less compact UI styles, such as (comprehensive) Box Questionnaire- (c.f., Section\(\text{4.3.2 a.}\)) or Interview (c.f., Section\(\text{4.3.3 a.}\)) implementations as to ease the immediate recognition of the altered interview object.

The main advantage of back-linking is the flexibility regarding further consultative exploration. As users thereby switch back into the original KBS UI, additionally to the highlighted question naturally all other KB items are also available and can be further investigated at will. At the same time, this entire back-switch also induces the main downside: Therewith, the originally investigated justification view is closed and thus the focus—regarding the solution that was originally clarified—is lost. This can be alleviated by suitably highlighting not only the respective question, but furthermore also the originally inspected solution once the back-switch has been performed. Figure\(\text{5.9}\) sketches back-linking for a Daily KBS UI implementation. There, the user originally inspected the solution Logistische Regression [Logistic Regression] and wanted to explore changes regarding the question Wieviele Variablen liegen vor? [How many variables]. Thus, as the figure indicates, once the user clicks on that item in the justification view (a), the core UI is re-rendered. Both the originally justified solution as well as the selected object are highlighted, thus reminding users of their original intention. Back-linking is suitable
Figure 5.9: Interactive justification—back-linking. Clicking the question *Wie viele Variablen liegen vor? [How many variables?]* in the justification popup display (a) brings back up the core KBS UI—in this case, Daily style. Thereby it highlights the selected item (b) for instant recognition.
regarding all base justification presentation forms described earlier in Section 5.3.1. Therefore, only the rendering of the interview objects needs to be adapted as to integrate the link-style with additional switch back functionality. Basically, we assume this extension to exhibit the most benefits when used in combination with a UI type that displays many to all questions in a compact manner intended for explorative usage—such as the Questionnaire KBS UI variants proposed in Section 4.3.2.

b. Clarification KBS with Justification Focus

Apart from back-linking, the usage of the novel Clarification KBS type (introduced in Section 2.2) denotes the more sophisticated possibility for interactive justification presentation. Thereby, only the justification-oriented initialization variant, as also described in Section 2.2 is appropriate. Starting point in this case is an already derived and rated solution for which the Clarification KBS is invoked as justification module—i.e., it highlights contributing, potentially contributing but not selected, and non-relevant answer options accordingly. Due to the inherent interactivity of clarification KBS, users then can freely continue to explore alternative answer options in the further course—and investigate the results regarding the target issue, respectively. As the pattern collection demonstrates, in general various KBS UI types are feasible for Clarification KBS. Main requirement for using them in a justification-focused way is a compact presentation of optimally all (or a greater part) of the relevant questions and answers within the clarification presentation. This supports and eases a reasonable overview and exploration. Thus, suitable patterns for the use case sketched here encompass the Hierarchical Clarifier and the hybrid variant Clarifier Questionnaire. Regarding Form Add-on, its feasibility for using it as justification-focused module depends on the chosen, underlying static base justification presentation and on the size/complexity of the KB: In case the base justification is able to include all relevant knowledge items for the target solution, it can—together with appropriate Form Add-on widgets—well be used as justification module. Clarifier Interview, is not at all suitable here, as it presents only one single question at a time, thus not providing any reasonable justification view at all.

5.4 Synopsis

In this chapter, we discussed KBS context presentation options, encompassing the results, auxiliary information, and justification modules. Regarding the display of KBS results, we distinguished pure summarizing presentations and more comprehensive solution display panels. We also elaborated possibilities, how to integrate auxiliary information for various KBS components: For single interview objects, and for globally useful widgets. Concerning justification, we finally proposed both static and interactive variants. Also the KBS context presentation collection arose mainly due to practical project requirements. Thus it is not intended to constitute an exhausting, finalized collection, but rather an initial library of inspirational ideas.

Having presented conceptions regarding the presentation of both KBS core input and KBS context, we next introduce the tailored KBSE tool ProKEt in Chapter 6. ProKEt supports the realization of KBS adhering to the suggested development approach and presentation options.
Chapter 6

ProKEt—Tailored & Encompassing KBS Engineering

It is not sufficient, to approach the river wishing to catch some fish. One also needs to bring a suitable fishnet.

Similarly, it is not sufficient to only plan for encompassing KBSE in theory—also appropriate tool support is required. This is especially due to the already motivated fact, that KBS UI layouts typically cannot be easily designed optimally using standard GUI builders. Rather, tailored interaction forms and design options need to be considered—e.g., for appropriately taking into account the flexible presentation and integration of non-indicated- or abstraction questions.

In this chapter, we introduce ProKEt, a tailored prototyping and knowledge systems engineering tool. It is targeted towards the development of participatory, browser-based KBS. Thereby, it specifically supports the previously introduced key components for encompassing KBSE. Preliminary research on ProKEt was already published in Freiberg and Puppe, 2013, Freiberg et al., 2012b, Freiberg et al., 2010.

In Section 6.1, we first provide a brief summary of the technical details of ProKEt, as well as of its artifacts. Section 6.2 then explains in what regards ProKEt supports encompassing KBSE activities. As motivated in Chapter 3, this entails extensible prototyping, template/pattern-based development, KA extension points for intertwined UI and KA development, and usability activities.

6.1 ProKEt—Technical Introduction & Artifacts

The ProKEt Framework The web application framework ProKEt integrates Java as back-end language for coupling the web application front-end with the KB and reasoning framework. Thus, ProKEt can be used on any computer with a current functional Java installation. It is optimally used from within an IDE such as Netbeans Oracle, n.d. or Eclipse, n.d. Those support not only the management of complex programming projects, but also provide fundamental for web-based development. For actually using the ProKEt artifacts (details see below), additionally a web server environment supporting Servlet-based web applications is required, such as Tomcat, n.d. The tool is developed as open source project and can be obtained from ProKEt, n.d.
ProKEt Artifacts  KBS developed with ProKEt most generally are Servlet-based web applications. In the following, we refer to them as *ProKEt artifacts*. ProKEt supports the creation of both pure prototypes and fully functional KBS. Both types of artifacts equal in their basic framework and build on the same base technologies. Yet, they differ with respect to their knowledge representation, and potentially, some specific properties. Figure 6.1 summarizes the main architecture of ProKEt artifacts. Based on a browser (i.e., user) request, Servlets residing on the application server assemble and/or adapt the respective KBS artifact. Those artifacts are composed of (modular) HTML templates that are defined using the [StringTemplate, n.d. technique. The specific look and feel of the UI, as defined in the ProKEt UISpecs, is fine-tuned via [W3C CSS, n.d.]. Interactivity is provided by [W3Schools JavaScript, n.d. ] / [jQuery Foundation, n.d.]. Examples are answer value submission, updating the UI display regarding the current question/solution states, handling multilingualism, etc. To avoid multiple re-rendering of the entire system, [W3Schools AJAX, n.d.] techniques are applied for processing only the relevant parts of the artifact. This allows for an overall smoother responsiveness of the system. In case, a productive KB is integrated with the extensible prototypes, those can originate from the KnowOF tool (see Section 6.2.3.a.), or from KnowWE [Baumeister et al., 2011].

Pure Prototypes  Pure prototypes mainly intend to serve the quick and dirty assessment, whether one of the supported basic KBS styles is potentially suitable for a given context. They are, however, not directly extensible into functional systems, and thus do not directly support the extensible prototyping use case. Yet, as once developed templates and styles are reused in ProKEt also for extensible prototypes, developing pure prototypes and corresponding widgets/stylings implicitly supports also the capabilities of extensible prototyping. Details on pure prototyping can be found in [Freiberg et al., 2012].
**Extensible Prototypes** In contrast to their pure prototype relatives, extensible prototypes are deliberately intended for the extensible prototyping use case. That is, for directly, quickly, and effortlessly extending them into functional KBS core prototypes and fully-fledged productive KBS, respectively. The corresponding extensible prototyping process is described in more detail in Section 3.1.1.

Regarding the knowledge representation, extensible prototypes integrate functional d3web KBs. Thereby, d3web supports the specification of the terminology and required reasoning mechanisms. Additionally, it allows for defining auxiliary information, such as additional expository texts for interview objects, images, documents, etc. Currently, the d3web toolkit is the only supported KB specification format. However, d3web has grown to an extensive knowledge engineering toolset over the years, that supports various knowledge representations, such as (production) rules, decision trees, or set covering knowledge, along with the correspondingly required reasoners. Thus, it provides a sound basis for vast application scenarios that we found sufficient for realizing all the different KBS visions we had in mind so far.

### 6.2 ProKEt—An Encompassing KBSE Tool

The following sections elaborate, in what regards ProKEt practically supports extensible prototyping, pattern-based development, intertwined KB & UI development, and usability activities—the key components for lifting KBSE approaches to a more encompassing level.

#### 6.2.1 Extensible Prototyping

As proposed in Section 3.1.1 extensible prototyping bases on the creation of a mature and interactive front-end core KBS prototype and two extension steps, for adding both the productive KB and framing functionality. This is explicitly supported by ProKEt.

**Basic specification format** Extensible prototyping in ProKEt strongly founa the ProKEt UI Specification file (UISpecs, in the following). The <dialogOpts> tag, see Figure 6.2 a, specifies global KBS options, i.e., properties that are not specifically UI-related, but relevant to the future KBS as a whole. Those options mostly correspond to KBS framing functionality.

The tags <globalUIOptsopt> and <localUIOptsopt> define UI-related configuration options, corresponding to the core KBS UI. Global UI options thereby concern the UI presentation of the entire KBS, e.g., the basic UI type. Also, question- or answer-related options, that are to be used as a global default, are defined here, e.g., a default 3-column style. Local UI options, in contrast, denote specific options only for the defined individual KBS UI component(s), i.e., they overwrite the global default UI property. Thus, ProKEt offers a powerful inheritance and substitution mechanism for UI options.

The <dataOpts> tag specifies the KB to be used, as shown in Figure 6.2 c. Finally, also the ProKEt usability extension (PUE, see Section 6.2.4) is configured within the UISpecs, using the <ueOptsopt>-tag (see Figure 6.2 d). The UE thereby does not support extensible prototyping itself directly; rather, it denotes the add-on for integrated usability-support, postulated as third key component of encompassing KBSE.
Figure 6.2: Extensible Prototyping with ProKEt: Using an adapted specification that integrates a d3web KB as data source (c). General framing properties are specified in the dialogOpts tag (a). Question-specific properties can be defined globally, i.e., for all questions likewise, or locally, i.e., for specified questions (b). Additionally, the ProKEt usability extension is configured via the ueOpts (d).

Extensible Prototyping—Practically Applied with ProKEt The three extensible prototyping steps, introduced in Section 5.1.1 are supported by ProKEt as follows:

- **EP1—KBS Front-end Prototype:** Realizing extensible prototypes in ProKEt requires a functional d3web KB and an UISpecs. Thereby, ProKEt deviates slightly from the prescription, that in EP1 creates a pure front-end prototype. However, several default KBs are offered by ProKEt out of the box, so there is no need for catering with KA at all initially—which again conforms to EP1. For adapting the front-end prototype, ProKEt offers diverse options, discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.2. Regarding EP1, mainly property-based configuration using the UISpecs, and an extension of style- or template files is suitable.

- **EP2—KBS Core Prototype:** Transforming a front-end prototype into a KBS core prototype, only requires the addition of the desired KB by defining the KB in the dataOpts part of the UISpecs. When not using a ProKEt KA extension, the KB has to be inserted in a specified ProKEt folder so it is found at runtime. When using the ProKEt KA extensions, this is not necessary as the KB then is automatically deployed correctly with the KBS UI artifact. At runtime, the required contents are directly fetched from the KB and mapped to the corresponding UI elements.

- **EP3—Fully Functional KBS:** Migrating from a functional KBS core prototype to a fully fledged KBS solution then only requires the definition of global dialog properties for specifying the desired framing functionality. Examples are an instructional text, the languages to be supported, or the general KBS header. Those properties all are defined via the dialogOpts tag of the UISpecs.

As both adaptions needed for the extension steps are defined in the same single KBS UI specification, ProKEt equally well enables a direct progression from front-end prototype to fully-fledged system.
6.2.2 Pattern-based UI Development

In Section 3.1.2 we motivated the (re)use of proven KBS UI solutions in the form of both modular widget-based and system-wide patterns as second key ingredient for encompassing KBSE. A basic collection of core KBS UI patterns was introduced in Section 4.3 and the most relevant ones—according to their application in actual projects—are supported by ProKEt out of the box.

Patterns are implemented in ProKEt by using the **StringTemplate, n.d.** technique. This allows for a highly modular definition of both the framing pattern (UI) structure and singular widgets such as certain button variants. Thus, fine-grained widget templates can be assembled as to gradually form more and more complex widgets, which finally are integrated in the framing pattern template.

Figure 6.3 illustrates the modular, nested template definition: The template frame for the Questionnaire pattern is shown in Figure 6.3 a, Questionnaire.st. This contains—amongst other elements—a button for opening a dialog for saving KBS cases/sessions. The template for that button is shown in Figure 6.3 b, CaseSaveButton.st, and the template for the dialog widget itself in Figure 6.3 c, SaveDialog.st. The basic framing template then defines extension points. Those are addressed either by StringTemplate itself—resembling a function call, e.g., $CaseSaveButton()$—or by Java-based renderers that fill property definitions such as $children$ in Figure 6.3 d. The button template then in turn contains the extension point for the save case dialog widget.
Adapting and extending the base solutions  ProKEt offers several mechanisms for configuring or extending the available pattern realizations. With respect to the adaption efforts and (programming) expertise those operate on various different levels.

- **UISpecs Properties:** The simplest variant is to use predefined UI configuration options of ProKEt by adding them in the UISpecs. For extensible prototypes, those mostly comply to those described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

- **StringTemplate Restructuring/Combination:** StringTemplate files define the basic HTML structure of the KBS and the contained widgets. An example is, whether the KBS contains a solution display panel or not, and where this is to be placed. Thus, general modifications of the structure, i.e., widget sequence, of a pattern can be achieved by adapting the respective StringTemplate files. Thereby, the modular StringTemplate specification and assembly as illustrated above strongly fosters the (re)use of already existing templates, as well as the easy integration of new modules.

- **CSS Restyling:** Fine-grained styling issues, such as particular color schemes or spacing, are defined via CSS. Thereby, ProKEt provides default styles for each pattern as to offer examples for at least one feasible UI representation. Thus, for fine-tuning a given pattern styling, one can either adjust existing CSS files or, preferably, introduce new style files that overwrite default styles and include them simply as property in the UISpecs.

- **Sophisticated Code-base Extensions:** The most comprehensive form of extension is the implementation of entirely new patterns. This mostly also induces the introduction of corresponding new templates, functionality, and renderers, or of additional general UISpecs configuration options. This variant naturally requires an adaption of the ProKEt code base.

### 6.2.3 Knowledge Acquisition Extension Points

Regarding the realization of productive KBS artifacts, ProKEt specifically works with d3web KBs and supports their KA. By KA, we mean the specification and evaluation of the KB itself. As motivated beforehand, ProKEt itself fore-mostly focusses on KBS UI design and usability evaluation support as to promote the relevance and tighter integration of those activities in KBSE. However, for fostering the novel intertwined KB–UI development paradigm, ProKEt further provides for the seamless and effortless integration of KA activities: By offering extension points, that allow for easily and tightly coupling (external) KA tools with ProKEt. One such tool is the KA environment KnowOF that processes specifically formatted standard office files into d3web KBs, see Section 6.2.3 a. Another tool is the semantic wiki KnowWE [Baumeister et al., 2011] for collaborative KB development, see Section 6.2.3 b. That way, ProKEt bundles all necessary activities in one toolset. This in turn strongly fosters the intertwined KB & UI development and immediate review of both aspects simultaneously without much additional efforts.

#### a. KnowOF—Standard Office-based KA

As already argued in Section 2.1.5, the active participation of domain experts in the KA process highly beneficial. Experiences from ongoing projects showed, that domain experts—as, e.g.,
medical doctors, or legal specialists—often refrain from learning to handle specialist KA tools. Rather, they demand to use their familiar standard software as condition for any participation efforts. Excel and Word are two established standard office tools applied in various domains. Using those for KA, domain experts still need to learn a specific knowledge definition markup which is to be used for defining the office documents. Yet now, experts can create the required documents in their familiar environments. This drastically reduces the barrier of active KA participation. Further, reviewing such a KB in a functional KBS UI requires as little as a single button click in KnowOF. This offers an even more intuitive way for checking and refining the KB. Which in turn increases the trust towards the correctness/quality of the KB, the trust in the tool itself, as well as in the own ability to handle such a tool.

The current implementation state of KnowOF (in german) is depicted in Figure 6.4. Its key functionality is the upload of standard office files and their transformation into KBs, see Figure 6.4 Wissensbasis hochladen [Upload Knowledge Base]. Additionally, KnowOF offers some user and KB management features, c.f., the lower half of the figure.

For the upload, the desired document needs to be specified, as well as optionally media files for auxiliary information—e.g., images, or encompassing archive files such as ZIP (a). Once those contents are parsed, KnowOF displays the status—success or failure—prominently in the header (b). It then allows for investigating a KB parse report which lists, e.g., parse errors as well as the formal KnowWE syntax for representing the knowledge (c). In the case of parsing success, the KB can be tested with the parser-generated UI configuration or one of the further provided default KBS UI variants (d), and—if approved of—can be stored in the KB repository (e). For storing the KBs, KnowOF offers both a default common repository as well as the possibility to group KBs, e.g., topically (f). The latter can be helpful in larger projects, where different KA teams need to specify many different KBs, but where one team is not interested into or allowed to access the work of the other team. The contents of the current KB repository/group are listed in the bottom part of the UI. There, also further KBS UI types can be chosen (g) for testing the KB in alternative UI layouts. Here, enabled by the direct coupling of KnowOF and ProKEt, the chosen KB and the selected KBS UI are always assembled into a functional KBS on the fly. This allows for immediate testing of both newly uploaded and existing KBs from the repository with alternative KBS UI variants in a straightforward manner. Also, the presumably most suitable KBS UI type can be fixed for the respective KB (h). Finally, KBs can also be removed from the repository (i).

Currently, KnowOF provides support for Microsoft Excel and Word. Thereby, the Excel variant offers a higher diversity regarding the target knowledge type, e.g., rule-based or set covering knowledge. Word, in contrast, is mainly used for specifying tailored hierarchical refinement knowledge as used, for example, by the ITree KBS UI.

KnowOF—Excel-based KA

Regarding Excel-based KA, a flexibly adaptable reference specification template builds the foundation. This defines on the one hand the structure of the KA spreadsheet, i.e., what to enter in which columns. On the other hand, the syntax regarding certain fixed properties, such as the short-hand for the question type. That way, the particular properties and appearance of the Excel input format are easily adaptable for diverse users. Examples include changing the sequence or the descriptive header of the columns. This possibility to tailor the input format strongly fosters user satisfaction and active participation in the process. Also, such a tailored specification format can reduce KA errors whilst increas-
Figure 6.4: Current state of the standard office KA tool KnowOF (in german), providing functionality for uploading, managing, and testing KBs with specified UI variants. For details, see pp. [99] ff.
ing efficiency and reducing efforts and costs. This renders Excel-based KA a highly flexible, universally applicable and beneficial KA method in diverse contexts.

Once an Excel-based knowledge specification is uploaded into KnowOF, the corresponding parse tools are invoked. The verifier EXUP first checks the spreadsheet knowledge specification against the reference specification regarding syntactical correctness. In case errors are found, the parse and upload process is cancelled and an error report is assembled. KnowOF then displays the failure status and makes the report available in the UI. In case no errors are found, EXUP creates an intermediate representation using the comma separated value file format (.csv). Based thereupon, the semantical parser SEMPA first creates a text file that adheres to the general KnowWE formalization syntax. Then, the KnowWE headless app—basically, a KnowWE instance that requires no wiki/UI but runs in the background—is invoked and compiles a d3web KB. Also, SEMPA creates a ProKEt UI specification file layout.xml in case UI-related configuration options were provided in the spreadsheet. This parser-provided ProKEt UI specification then is set as the default layout specification for the initial review of the KB in KnowOF, c.f., Figure 6.4. However, it is also possible to directly transfer the parsed KB to the repository and investigate it using other, predefined layout specifications, e.g., for the Questionnaire or Daily style.

KnowOF—Word-based KA of Hierarchical Knowledge

Word-based KA was originally requested during the JuriSearch project (see also Section 7.1.4). There, the experts were eager to participate in the KA task, yet they demanded to be able to use Microsoft Word. Thus, Word-based KA was particularly tailored towards knowledge for the ITree KBS UI style, required in JuriSearch—that is, hierarchical clarification knowledge that potentially can be abstracted over several levels and corresponding value propagation mechanisms that are realized by certain rules. Therefore, the built-in structuring view of Word allows for intuitively mirroring the hierarchical (abstraction) relations between questions and their refining child-questions. However, apart from that project, the demand for Word-based KA was not as strong as for Excel-based KA. Also, as described above, the Excel-based solution offers a great general flexibility regarding most diverse knowledge types. Thus, Word-based KA was not further generalized and therefore still addresses exclusively ITree clarification knowledge.

Basically, Word-based KA is similar to the Excel-based variant regarding its internal transformation. The core difference is, that it is less flexible regarding the input format adaption. That means, the Word-parser also checks the input document against certain characteristics, yet those are fixed and not easily—i.e., not without adapting the entire parser—extensible. Further, the explicit intermediate .csv representation is missing. That means, the Word-parser firstly performs the syntax check. In the case of failure, the process is cancelled and an error report is generated and made available via KnowOF. In the case of success, the Word-parser directly generates the text-based KnowWE syntax file which is then used by the KnowWE headless app to generate a d3web KB. This again is available via KnowOF, can be transferred to the repository, and then be investigated using the predefined ITree KBS UI style.

b. ProKEt–KnowWE Coupling

Due to the highly flexible KA options, regular quality checks, and a lively developer community, the semantic wiki KnowWE occurred as a natural alternative to KnowOF. For details on basic
KA with KnowWE, see [Baumeister et al., 2011]. Conforming to the demand for intertwined KB and UI development, also a seamless integration mechanism between the KnowWE wiki and ProKEt was investigated in the course of the EuraHS project (see also Section 7.1.3). Therefore, KnowWE was extended as to provide a direct deploy feature. There, clicking a deploy-button induces the compilation of the KB from the specified current KnowWE contents. Then, the resulting KB is directly merged with a—previously specified—ProKEt KBS front-end prototype which resides on the same server. Thus, experts can formalize the required knowledge in KnowWE, and—by one simple click—investigate the KB within their desired target UI representation directly and effortlessly.

The direct coupling and thus live preview feature basically was well approved of during the EuraHS project. The domain expert responsible for KA stated that it was much easier to review the potentially highly comprehensive EuraHS KBs within the target KBS UI than based on the KnowWE markup format (basically: Specifically formatted text). Yet, despite an extensive KA workshop we had conducted with the expert for familiarizing with KnowWE, diverse problems kept being reported continuously. This manifested our assumption, that oftentimes the hurdle of learning a new formalization language in an entirely new, unknown environment (such as KnowWE, compared to Excel) is too high and has a rather obstructive effect on the KA process. Thus, even if the EuraHS expert finally managed to mostly autonomously perform KA with KnowWE after some training and workshops, the KnowWE–ProKEt coupling was not yet further generalized. This decision further based on the experiences, that so far Excel-based KA with KnowOF was better accepted and adopted in all other KBSE projects. Thus, in contrast to KnowOF—that allows for parsing KBs and reviewing them within various ProKEt artifacts in a generalized manner—the KnowWE–ProKEt coupling needs to be setup and adapted manually in a project- and target UI specific way if it is to be used for other projects.

Subsumed, we regard both KA extensions of ProKEt as basically highly beneficial. Yet, with respect to a highly autonomous participation of the domain expert, that requires as little additional support by the KBS developer as possible, the standard office based variants seem more appropriate. In case office tools are not desired, however, and especially when a dedicated knowledge engineer can be incorporated and trained in using KnowWE, also the wiki-based KA offers a valuable alternative.

6.2.4 The ProKEt Usability Extension (PUE)

Regarding usability evaluation in general, there exists a vast range of software to date. Examples are tools for collecting and evaluating click-log data or qualitative, e.g., questionnaire-based, data. Such tools are provided both as stand-alone software solutions and as online services. However, most of them need to be installed, configured, or integrated with the website or program to be inspected with at least some additional efforts. Often, also specific additional software or frameworks become required. Finally, many such tools—specifically more comprehensive commercial software or services—also plainly cost (lots of) money. Therefore, ProKEt explicitly and seamlessly integrates selected usability evaluation mechanisms, particularly tailored to the KBS context. Those features can be activated for any ProKEt artifact by simply adding the desired properties to their XML specification. As there are no further installation or other efforts required, this renders the application of usability activities at any point in time
a straightforward, affordable task. ProKEt thereby provides the means for both implicitly and explicitly supporting usability.

**a. Implicit usability support**

Many potential usability flaws can be detected and eliminated by simply applying an iterative development process. As described previously in Section 3.2, this is supported by specifically fostering the development activities according to the EAM, based on extensible prototyping.

**b. Explicit Usability Support**

Explicit usability support implies the application of denoted usability evaluation techniques as provided by the PUE. This encompasses quantitative and qualitative data collection mechanisms with ProKEt artifacts. All collected usability data—quantitative as well as qualitative—is gathered as a JSON-based log file for an eased further processing by the PUE analysis module or by manual inspection. Further, the log file data can be exported into a CSV file format. This enables, for example, an eased import of the data into more comprehensive, external statistical tools or spreadsheet programs for further inspection/analysis.

**Quantitative Data Collection**  
Quantitative data is collected by a tailored click logging mechanism that captures all keyboard action relevant in the context of a KBS session. Those encompass potentially interesting, global actions, such as session management actions. Mainly, however, all activities related to characteristic KBS elements and interactions, e.g., answering a question, are logged with the corresponding timestamp. In the case of consultation sessions, further the respective results of the session are logged, e.g., the proposed diagnose(s).

**Qualitative Data Collection**  
The PUE further offers the integration of (usability) questionnaires as well as of an anytime feedback mechanism for collecting qualitative data.

Questionnaires thereby can be configured either as an additional button or link that opens the corresponding survey on click. Or as to display the questionnaire automatically right after the session has been completed by the user. Corresponding query form widgets are again implemented based on the StringTemplate mechanism. Thus, also such user query forms are easily exchangeable or adaptable for different needs. As examples of standard usability questionnaires, ProKEt currently offers the System Usability Scale/SUS [Brooke, 1996] and the NASA Task Load Index/NASA TLX [Hart, 2006] as out of the box available templates. Also, some more tailored questionnaires are included that were designed to specifically fit the needs of certain KBS case studies—e.g., as performed during the JuriSearch project (see also Section 7.1.4).

Additionally, also an anytime feedback mechanism for collecting informal user feedback regarding any desired aspect(s) of the KBS anytime during a KBS session is available. In ProKEt, this is per default implemented as a specific web form for entering respective feedback. That form is invoked by a dedicated button and sends the entered feedback data to a previously defined mail address—e.g., of the developer or main evaluator.
ProKEt Basic Data Analysis Module  Apart from collecting several forms of evaluation data, the PUE also seamlessly integrates a simple data analysis module. This calculates selected usability measures automatically based on the quantitative data collected during ProKEt evaluation sessions. Examples are metrics as average task duration, success rate, or number of unused widgets, as introduced by various usability experts, such as Bevan and Macleod, 1994, Constantine and Lockwood, 1999, Nielsen, 1993a. Those metrics are in parts slightly adapted as to fit the specific requirements of KBS. For example, *success* is defined as correctly derived solution compared to the reference/test case in the context of consultation systems. A listing of the currently supported metrics and their calculation formulae is provided with the ProKEt documentation.

6.3 Encompassing KBSE with ProKEt—Synopsis

In this Chapter, we introduced the tailored prototyping and knowledge systems engineering tool ProKEt. Apart from its technical framework, we explained in what regards ProKEt specifically supports the key activities of encompassing KBSE as proposed earlier in Section 3. Namely: Extensible prototyping, pattern-based development, intertwined development of KB and UI, and denoted usability activities. ProKEt offers a sound, fundamental collection of readily available KBS UI styles and basic UI configuration options out of the box. On the other hand, ProKEt is easily extensible regarding several levels of (programming) expertise and efforts.

Having conceptualized diverse UI presentation options and core KBS UI patterns, and having presented the corresponding development tool ProKEt, we conclude the practical part of this work by reporting the evaluation of both the approach and the tool in the next Chapter.
Chapter 7

Evaluation

The evaluation of the proposed research subdivides into three parts, according to the main contributions of this work. First, we discuss the benefits of the tailored KBSE tool ProKEt in Section 7.1. Therefore, we estimate some general benchmarks. Additionally, we report experiences of applying both ProKEt and the proposed agile encompassing process model (EAM), motivated in Section 3.2 in several current KBS projects.

For the ITree UI style, as a specific instantiation of the novel Hierarchical Clarifier pattern, we report the key evaluation activities and the corresponding results, as well as the consequential evolution of ITree itself in Section 7.2.

Apart from ITree, we further have evaluated reference implementations of a selected set of the KBS UI patterns proposed in this book. There, we investigated their overall UI/interaction design and usability, and also their utility and suitability regarding several application contexts. The results thereof are reported in Section 7.3.

In Appendix C of this work, we provide exemplary material for the discussed evaluations. The entire materials, consisting of all applied questionnaires, problem descriptions, task descriptions, and the unabridged tables containing the findings and statistical measures, are made available free of charge on the publication server of the online version of this thesis. The respective link as well as an overview of those materials is provided in Appendix E.

7.1 Evaluation Part I—KBSE with ProKEt

The first part of the evaluation concerns the benefits of using ProKEt as tailored KBSE tool. Therefore, we estimate some development benchmarks in Section 7.1.1 using selected seminal KBS projects as reference implementations.

Further, in Sections 7.1.2–7.1.4, we report three case studies that required the development of tailored KBS solutions: Mediastinitis, EuraHS, and JuriSearch. Those already also have been introduced in previous publications, see Freiberg et al., 2012 Freiberg and Puppe, 2012a. We discuss the detailed course of each project with a focus on which activities regarding the EAM have been performed. As it can be recognized, the focus of activities has shifted in the reported projects. This is attributed to the fact, that all projects were started at other points in time and thus the proposed research and tool were evolved differently.
7.1.1 General Benchmark Estimation for ProKEt

For providing some benchmarks regarding ProKEt-based KBSE, we compare reference values of selected KBS solutions, developed formerly by our group, with the estimated values when implementing comparable solutions with ProKEt today. We investigated: A Legal Consultation Web Application (Figure 7.1); Dialog2 (Figure 7.2); and a Statistical Folding Dialog, (Figure 7.3). Where possible, we interviewed the former developers or other persons tightly involved and/or familiar with the project, directly. For assessing the benchmarks, we focussed on the core data input-, results-, and explanation presentation facilities. That is, we deliberately excluded efforts concerning the framing functionality, such as particularly tailored case- or KB management functionality, as well as KA itself. We felt, that this could have easily blurred the overall benchmarks as those tasks exhibit too much potential for variations. It further has to be noted, that those seminal benchmarks denote estimations only. This is due to the fact, that the projects mostly were not precisely documented regarding their development efforts, tasks, or time—e.g., in man hours. Also, the development was mostly specifically targeted for a certain domain or usage context in all cases. This consequently resulted in a rather specific, monolithic implementations without the potential of reuse. Regarding the ProKEt benchmarks, those are based on its current development state and available functionalities (June/2014).

Table 7.1 summarizes the key benchmarks for each system in its seminal implementation (prev) and the current estimation based on ProKEt. This regards: The average time in person hours (ph) of implementing and re-implementing the KBS, respectively. The relative ease of adaption and maintenance on a scale from 1 (very easy) to 6 (very hard). And the optimally required expertise for performing adaptions or continuous maintenance (B = beginner, E = expert).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Legal (Fig 7.1)</th>
<th>Dialog2 (Fig 7.2)</th>
<th>Folding (Fig 7.3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prev</td>
<td>ProKEt</td>
<td>Prev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Average time</td>
<td>300ph</td>
<td>100/sph</td>
<td>320 ph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ease of adaption</td>
<td>5–6</td>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>4–6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Benchmark comparison of seminal self-contained (Prev) versus ProKEt-based (ProKEt) KBSE for three reference KBS.

First, an increased efficiency regarding ProKEt-based KBSE can be seen (Benchmark 1). Main reason is the strong support for reusing existing solutions in the form of singular and complexly nested UI modules.
Figure 7.1: Legal web consultation KBS (in german), seminal version; basically conforming to the *Grouped Interview* variant (Section 4.3.3 [pp. 58 ff.]). One question or a question group is displayed at a time (a). Solutions are shown anytime on the right (b). An integrated interview item navigation and -history panel are offered (c).

![Legal web consultation KBS](image)

Figure 7.2: Dialog2 consultation KBS (in german), resulting from a master’s thesis [Krawczyk, 2007]. Basically similar to the legal consultation KBS (Figure 7.1), yet using more recent Java Server Faces technologies.

![Dialog2 consultation KBS](image)
Vergleich von Messreihen mit quantitativen Merkmalen (z.B. Menge von Patienten, bei denen jeweils der Blutdruck, Größe, oder Gewicht usw. gemessen wurde)

(a) Es gibt eine Messreihe für eine Gruppe (z.B. Vergleich einer Gruppe mit einem Normwert)

(b) Es gibt zwei Messreihen für zwei Gruppen (z.B. Vergleich einer Gruppe mit einer anderen Gruppe, z.B. einer Kontrollgruppe)

Zwei ungepaarten Messreihen (z.B. zwei Messungen unter unterschiedlichen Bedingungen wurden an denselben Versuchsobjekten durchgeführt)

Zwei geplante Messreihen (z.B. zwei Messungen, die an unterschiedlichen Versuchsobjekten durchgeführt wurden)

Großer Umfang der ungepaarten Messreihe (mindestens 30)

Kleiner Umfang der ungepaarten Messreihe (unter 30)

Vergleich von Zählarten, die auf kategorialen Merkmalen beruhen (z.B. Anzahl der Patienten, bei denen der Blutdruck usw. größer als ein Schwellwert ist, d.h. Anzahl von Patienten mit normalem bzw. zu hohem Blutdruck)

Figure 7.3: Folding Dialog for statistical calculation recommendation (in german)—seminal interactive prototype. This implementation basically corresponds to the Hierarchical Interview pattern (Section 4.3.3, pp. 50 ff.). Question nodes are expanded by clicking the folder icons (a), solutions thus are reached at an inner tree levels (b) automatically.

This further induces the way more positively estimated efforts for adapting and maintaining ProKET-based KBS solutions (Benchmark 2). Especially beneficial is the fact, that ProKET already supports a collection of diverse interesting KBS UI patterns along with simple to comprehensive possibilities of their fine-tuning and adaption/extension. Admittedly, when realizing an entirely novel KBS type, or not yet available framing functionality, the initial efforts increase also for ProKET. Then, naturally, the tool first has to be extended itself. Yet, regarding each further, similar implementation, where those extensions then can be (re)used, the increase in efficiency and ease of development accumulates quickly (see, e.g., the EuraHS project, Section 7.1, pp. 14 ff.). This strongly contrasts the remarks of the interviewed former developers, who rather dissuaded from reviving and/or adapting the seminal systems today at all—due to partly outdated technologies, and due to rather weak, not easily extensible application architectures. That fine-tuning of ProKET artifacts on diverse levels also leads to the improvement regarding the required developer expertise (Benchmark 3). In contrast, all interviewed developers of the former KBS stated the need for expert developers, due to the overall complexity and little modularity of those projects.

For justifying specifically Benchmark 1, average KBSE time, we now summarize the main tasks for re-implementing each system with ProKET in more detail. The legal consultation web application (Figure 7.1) and the Dialog2 web application (Figure 7.2) basically are quite similar. Both systems integrate a self-contained d3web KB into the consultation application UI. Thereby, the legal web application is constrained to a fixed set of predefined KBs for which it is also optimized. In contrast, Dialog2 basically allows for loading arbitrary KBs. Both implementations comply to the Grouped Interview pattern variant (Section 4.3.3 b). They always retrieve and display only the single next active question, c.f., Figure 7.1 or questionnaire/group, c.f., Figure 7.2. Both KBS offer an interview item- and a solution-based navigation panel on the left. When clicking on an interview item, the KBS displays the respectively chosen item(s) in the centered core input module for immediate processing—and thus allows users to deviate from the suggested interrogation sequence. Clicking on a solution in turn brings up the current explanation for the solution. The interview item navigation also denotes a form of interview history, as questions there are highlighted according to their answer status. Yet, this is a rather
simple variant thereof, as only questions and not the particular answers are listed. Finally, both implementations integrate an anytime solution panel on the right-hand side.

For re-implementing those systems, we estimate a ProKET-based value of about 100 and 5 person hours (ph), respectively. The first value relates to the fact, that ProKET currently offers a ready-to-use solution for strict single-question interview KBS, but not yet fully supports the described grouped interview style. Thus, the tool would have to be expanded with respect to suitable HTML templates, renderers, specific interactions, and style adaptions first, thus inducing the (initially) high number of hours. Also, widgets for the interview item and solution navigation menus are not yet available and require some additional work. In contrast, a solution panel implementation, that can be configured for anytime display by property, is already available in ProKET out of the box and can easily be integrated. However, once the Grouped Interview pattern variant and the navigation widgets are fully integrated with ProKET, re-implementing a similar system would require far less efforts. We estimate about 5ph, as in this case several more configuration options—e.g., number of columns, anytime solution display, detail configuration of the solution/explanation presentation, etc.—need to be considered than, e.g., for a re-implementation of the Folding Dialog.

Regarding the statistical Folding Dialog, the ProKET-based average time benchmark is very low, as the corresponding base pattern Hierarchical Interview (Section 4.3.3.C, pp. 60 ff.) is already fully supported by the tool. Thus, the creation of another instance of that system is as simple as defining the respective (new) KB. Concerning the UI, at most little efforts would be required. Examples could be a further fine-tuning of the presentation style, used icons, coloring, etc.

7.1.2 Mediastinitis—Intelligent Medical Documentation

General Information Mediastinitis [Mediastinitis DGTHG, n.d.] is a German national project started in 2011. The goal of the project is to improve patient care in the cardiac medical context. Therefore, data of patients, that are affected by a wound healing process disorder after a cardiac surgery in 26 participating clinics in Germany, are collected into a central database. At regular distances—currently, once a year—that data is statistically evaluated for developing appropriate future treatment strategies.

The data is collected by the medical doctors themselves, which poses several important objectives: Data entry needs to be straightforward, smooth, and efficient. Flexibly resuming a data entry session—e.g., previously discontinued due to probable interruptions during stressful daily medical routine—is mandatory. Ensuring a high data quality regarding correctness and completeness is another key requirement as future treatment strategies are developed based on the data analyses. The basic development activities conformed to the proposed EAM (Section 3.2 pp. 34 ff.). Yet, this excluded usability-related activities, which at that point in time were neither integrated into the development model, nor fully supported by in ProKET.

Course of the Project—Front-End Prototyping A medical doctor, who was both reference person of the project as well as future end-user of the system, created a preliminary knowledge specification: A rather informal spreadsheet listing of an exemplary test question set. Based thereupon, three initial KBS prototypes were developed, as shown in Figure 7.4. Those basically all denoted variants of the Questionnaire base pattern.
**Preoperative Data (Initial OP)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Data</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age of Patient</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Operative Data (Initial OP)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Operative Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COPD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunosuppressive Therapies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes Mellitus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Postoperative Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of Stay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of EK's intraop.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of FFP's postop.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Operative Time**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Operative Time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clamping Time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anesthesia Duration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Laboratory Values**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HbA1c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney Function</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum Urea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Physical Measurements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Operative Procedures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aortic Valve Surgery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CABG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 7.4: The three initial prototypes of the Mediastinitis-Registry (in German): One-column Box Questionnaire style (a), three-column Box Questionnaire style (b), three-column Daily Questionnaire style (c).*
The first prototype, Figure 7.4 a, is a Box Questionnaire (Section 4.3.2 a) variant in an entire single-column style. That is, with regards to both the global UI frame as well as to the questionnaire/question configuration. This results in a strict top-down listing, resembling to paper-based questionnaires. Status mediation in this variant is provided by a distinctive coloring scheme: Gray for answered questions, green for the current active question, and yellow for yet unanswered questions. This adheres to our proposition regarding suitable coloring schemes for KBS status mediation support, see Section 4.1, pp. 39. Further, non-indicated items are hidden per default and only inserted into the interrogation sequence once activated. Abstraction questions, in contrast, are displayed anytime, yet distinctly greyed for highlighting their state. This prototype did not use any default answer option. However, the strict one-column style led to a lot of wasted UI space, see Figure 7.4 a, question COPD—especially considering today’s increasing monitor sizes and display resolutions. Consequentially, the overall UI grew very lengthy. This required lots of scrolling and decreased the overall compactness. That in turn reduced the overall status mediation ability of the KBS, which again deteriorated the self-descriptiveness of the system.

Status mediation and self-descriptiveness, however, are generally postulated as important usability characteristics of a system, e.g., by Nielsen, 1994 (1st heuristic) or the ISO 9241-110, 2006) (norm 2). Therefore, we experimented with a more space efficient variant of Box Questionnaire for the second prototype: A three-column style regarding both questionnaires and questions. That is, three questions per questionnaire, and three answer options per question in a row, as shown in Figure 7.4 b. This seemed especially feasible as most questions contained only two to three answers at maximum. Some particular questions with more than three answer options were represented by drop-down lists, thus additionally saving display space, see Figure 7.4 b, question Diabetes mellitus: ja in the center of the figure. Overall, this led to a very consistent and structured appearance, as all choice questions either displayed three options, or a drop-down widget—thus conforming to Lidwell et al., 2010 p. 56] who see both aesthetic and functional consistency as important usability fostering characteristics. Also, a different coloring scheme was applied, now only indicating already answered (white) and still remaining (blue) questions, excluding the highlighting of the currently active question. This mainly intended to reduce the extraneous cognitive load of users, c.f., Whitenton, 2013], by removing the distinction between the next suggested and further remaining questions—unnecessary in Questionnaire anyhow where users deliberately are free to answer questions in any desired sequence. Another reason was to simply experiment with an overall more decent coloring scheme, yet still adhering to suitable KBS coloring schemes as proposed in Section 4.1, p. 39. Further, a default answer alternative unknown [unbekannt] was added in this prototype, see Figure 7.4 b. Regarding non-indicated- and abstraction items, the previous configuration was preserved.

As a third alternative for an even more effective exploitation of available UI space, we experimented with a three-column Daily variant (Section 4.3.2 b.), as depicted in Figure 7.4 c. That resulted in three questionnaire columns next to each other, which in this case was feasible as all the question and answer texts were rather short. Questions were displayed in the juxtaposed, flat Daily manner. The applied alignment of question/answer elements thereby supported a better, visual structure, as suggested by Lidwell et al., 2010 p. 24]. Again, a different coloring scheme was tested, adhering to the suggestions of Lidwell [Lidwell et al., 2010 p. 48]. This encompassed indicating answered questions (grey, for unobtrusively grouping done items),
the currently active question (yellow, for highlighting the active one with a warm, foreground color), and leaving not yet processed questions completely uncolored (again for reducing overall cognitive load). Indication- and abstraction questions were handled as in the other two variants.

Experimenting with those three different UI alternatives was greatly facilitated by ProKEt: Once the initial prototype was specified with respect to its knowledge, configuring the pattern presentation—e.g., regarding the number of columns—was as easy as changing the corresponding UI properties for the prototype in ProKEt. The three prototypes finally were made available on a demo-server, where they were reviewed by the expert—by actively using them for entering exemplary patient data. In the end, the three-column Box Questionnaire variant—Figure 7.4 b—was decided to match the requirements best. With the determination of the KBS use case documentation and the basic KBS UI pattern (3-column) Questionnaire, the System Metaphor according to our definition in Section 3.2 was completely specified.

Course of the Project—Extensible Prototyping Based on the chosen prototype, iterative extensible prototyping began—corresponding to the cyclic part of the EAM (see Section 3.2). In the first iteration, the initial informal knowledge specification was formalized into a d3web KB using the semantic wiki KnowWE [Baumeister et al., 2011]. Regarding the UI, the main request were basic session- and user management facilities—to that date not yet contained in the ProKEt toolkit as ready-to-use framing functionality. Thus, as a first step, button dummy widgets were added to the dialog header (c.f. Figure 7.5 a) as to make an initial proposition where and how to integrate those features without having to fully implement the entire mechanisms. Those dummies demonstrated a basic look and feel regarding the button triggers and the corresponding dialog windows, yet they still were dysfunctional. The developed KB and UI solution were then merged, and the resulting core KBS prototype was made available on the server to be reviewed by the expert again.

In the second iteration, we experimented with omitting the default unknown option again. Also, non-indicated questions were adapted to be displayed in an anytime greyed manner (c.f., Figure 7.5 b)—for avoiding an oftentimes changing UI when flexibly integrating follow-up questions, and thus for preserving more presentation constancy. Concerning the KB, also a more extensive refactoring was requested: On the one hand, it was extended by additional questions and questionnaires, as well as by auxiliary information for various elements (e.g., Figure 7.5 c); other, already existent, parts of the KB were renamed or restructured.

Hereafter, several more development cycles followed, during which both UI and KB were further refined step by step. The UI-related tasks consisted of gradually implementing and extending the session-/user management mechanisms and corresponding widgets, of fine-tuning the grid-based styling of further experimenting with the color scheme, and finally of completely hiding not yet indicated questions instead of displaying them in a disabled manner. Regarding the KB, mostly a reformulation of existing content or an adaption of the questioning sequence was required. As before, each iteration was finished by creating a new version of the productive KB, installing it on the server, and requesting the expert review.

The final implementation of the Mediastinitis-Registry is presented in Figure 7.5. The core dialog consists of diverse question types: Textual-, numerical-, date-, OC-, and MC questions. Each question is rendered as one coherent box of the dialog grid (Figure 7.5 c), which applies a three-/two-column style (question-/answer-based). Regarding the coloring scheme for sta-
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![Figure 7.5: Final implementation of the Mediastinitis-Registry (in german)—see pp. 112 ff., for a detailed description.](image-url)
In the past, the experts demanded an adaptation of the proposed blue-white scheme of the second prototype: By coloring answered questions in a light green hue. This might be not optimal theoretically, c.f. [Lidwell et al., 2010, p. 48], as a darker blue and a light green do not well conform to any of the proposed, aesthetic color combinations. However, it was explicitly demanded by the experts, thus in accordance with the aesthetic-usability effect, see [Lidwell et al., 2010, p. 20], we complied to the experts wishes according to their perception of aesthetic colors. Questionnaires provide additional structuring (Figure 7.5 b). In contrast to the foundational prototype (Figure 7.4 b), the answer alternative *unbekannt* [unknown] was finally omitted. Additional functionality regarding session- and user management was fully implemented and is available via button widgets (Figure 7.5 a) placed prominently in an always visible header part of the UI. Non-indicated questions are per default displayed in a greyed manner as to indicate their special status (Figure 7.5 d)—those become activated, and thus displayed in standard style—as soon as the respective triggering questions are answered. Regarding specific questions, auxiliary information in the form of explanatory text is available via an icon trigger, that opens an overlying popup for displaying named information, or integrated directly next to the respective object (Figure 7.5 e).

Mediastinitis has been successfully used in practice for more than two years at the time of this writing. Also, since about late 2012, its implementation has not changed much anymore—except minor, general updates due to basic ProKEt updates. Once a year, typically at the beginning, a statistical base analysis is generated regarding the average answer distributions for all questions. That is, the frequency each choice of choice questions is chosen, the average values for numerical questions, and so on. This is presented and discussed at a national congress on cardiac medicine.

### 7.1.3 EurAHS—Intelligent Medical Documentation

**General Information** [EurAHS, n.d.] is a project cooperation with the European Hernia Society (EHS). Its main goal is to improve patient care and increase knowledge regarding the practice of abdominal wall hernia surgery. Therefore, relevant data are collected and statistically evaluated as to gain insights regarding hernia surgery practice in the participating mostly European countries. Similarly to the Mediastinitis-Registry—see previous section—the data are entered by the medical doctors and other medical staff themselves, thus posing the same, basic requirements: Straightforward, smooth, and efficient data entry, easily resumable data entry sessions due to likely interruptions, and assurance of a high data quality regarding correctness and completeness. Compared to Mediastinitis, however, there were some additional requirements.

- **Image Questions:** Questions that display an image with clickable areas that correspond to the answer alternatives. Those were anticipated particularly beneficial in the medical context where answers can often be stated more precisely by an appropriate image than by plain text.

- **Input Summaries:** For enhancing the overall KBS status mediation regarding already entered data, both plain finding lists, and more compact grid-based, visual tables were requested. The latter adhered to tabular forms, the medical doctors also used (paper-based, offline) in their daily routine.
• **Extended Auxiliary Information:** Apart from plain pop-ups with textual explanations, also the pop-up display of images, tables, or PDF files was demanded.

• **Multilingualism:** For EuraHS as a European-wide project, the availability of diverse languages was another key requirement. It was decided, that this should concern only the core dialog contents, i.e., question, answer, and auxiliary information texts. Framing UI elements—such as a Save button—should be entirely kept in English as we assumed that such base functionalities and corresponding widget labels would be easily understood by all participating nationalities.

• **Follow-up Reminder Mechanism:** Notifying users that a defined timespan, e.g., one year, has passed since last entering data in the respective case. Then, users can add further data that had not been relevant in the previous session(s)—e.g., regarding follow-up examinations of the healing process.

• **Dynamic KBS Features:** In EuraHS, the indication mechanisms are much more complex when compared to Mediastinitis. EuraHS basically consists of multiple fundamental examination paths—routes—that differ regarding the core topic. Those are activated by answering a dedicated starting question (i.e., question indication). Each route in turn contains several topically related questionnaires. This mechanism ensures a basic reduction of the displayed questions to only the relevant set.

• **Two-level concept:** Required for all routes, the level concept mainly affects the number of questions included in the respective questionnaires. Thereby, the short level is intended to persuade also doctors with little spare time to participate in the clinical studies based on EuraHS by entering their operation data.

**EuraHS Prototype and Front-End Prototyping** EuraHS basically resembled Mediastinitis in many aspects: Concerning the base application type (documentation KBS) or its usage context/target users (in the hospital during or after operations, used by medical staff). As the familiar Box Questionnaire pattern had proven valuable for Mediastinitis, this naturally was our first proposition also for EuraHS. Thus, we adapted a prototype, that basically was very similar to the second Mediastinitis prototype (blue-white coloring scheme, default unknown answer option), with regards to initial exemplary data and presented this to the corresponding expert. Again, this was a medical doctor and future user of the system. Having actively tested the prototype on a dedicated demo-server, the proposed solution was agreed on as suitable foundation. This settled the same basic UI style (Box-Questionnaire) and KBS type (documentation KBS)—and with it, the System Metaphor—as in Mediastinitis.

**Course of the Project—Extensible Prototyping** In the first, following development cycle, again an initial version of the d3web KB was created by manually transferring the semi-formal Word specification into KnowWE [Baumeister et al., 2011]. Thereby, only a small part of the first route was included for testing reasons. Also the level concept was skipped temporarily as to get a working version of the system with some real knowledge—and thus a realistic impression of the future system—as soon as possible. Additionally, some minor requests regarding the UI were already considered. For example, omitting the unknown answer option and listing the answer alternatives of questions vertically. The resulting productive KBS was updated
on the demo server for expert review. The feedback once more positively confirmed the suitability of the targeted KBS. In the next iteration, the KB was expanded as to fully cover the first route of the system. Further, the header of the system was adapted as to include additionally required button widgets, e.g., regarding the follow-up reminder mechanism. Image questions still were only roughly mimicked by displaying the desired image next to a multiple choice question. That way, the future appearance of image questions could be demonstrated without having to fully implement the mechanisms instantly. After renewed confirmation by the expert, image questions were fully implemented in the next iteration. Also, there was some fine-tuning of the UI. Examples are the continuous numbering of questionnaires and questions, the styling/arrangement of the buttons in the header, the inclusion of a logo and of flag icons for the future multilingualism feature, and a display for the current route and level within the header. In subsequent iterations, also the mentioned header widgets—e.g., for displaying the summaries, the follow-up reminder, and for linking to a statistics evaluation submodule—were entirely implemented. Further, the KB was gradually extended as to cover the remaining routes as well as the two-level concept.

In the further course of the project, a dedicated project manager was inaugurated. Apart from organizational stuff, she was mainly intended to support further KA tasks and to evaluate and cross check the respectively updated KBS. Thus, we offered her a two-days workshop at our institute where she was taught basic KA with KnowWE. Furthermore, we implemented a direct coupling between the EuraHS KnowWE instance (containing exclusively the EuraHS KB) and ProKEt. This allowed for transferring an updated KB directly into the EuraHS KBS front-end implementation by simply clicking a button within the wiki. That way, the project manager was provided valuable tools for refining the KB mostly autonomously. This mainly included adaptions such as: Renaming questions, altering the question order, introducing auxiliary information texts, or specifying the language counterparts for the KB. Regarding highly complex KB issues—e.g., re-structuring the levels mechanism—we still provided knowledge engineering support. Yet overall, the active involvement of the project manager allowed us to mainly concentrate on UI refinement and implementation of additional software features (e.g., encrypted login). This consequently led to a more efficient, overall development process.

The current state of the EuraHS documentation system is depicted in Figure 7.6. The KBS exhibits a basic similarity to Mediastinitis, applying also the Box Questionnaire pattern. In contrast, it uses the originally proposed blue-white coloring scheme that was basically motivated in Section 4.1, a default answer option unknown, and a one column style for answer options. The latter was mostly due to the overall lengthier answer texts in EuraHS, which did not render well with a multi-column style for answers. The header additionally consists of widgets for presenting the more comprehensive framing functionality widgets (summary, statistics, session management, follow up, see Figure 7.6 f) and multilingualism support (Figure 7.6 g). Regarding the core dialog, questionnaires (Figure 7.6 a) are used for grouping related questions (e.g., Other risk factors in the figure). Thereby, up to at most three questions—each contained in a framing box along with their answer alternatives (Figure 7.6 b)—are displayed in one row of the questionnaire, adhering to the three-/single-column (question/answers) style. For offering more overview and orientation, questionnaires and questions are numbered continuously. Abstraction questions are displayed anytime greyed (Figure 7.6 c), and non-indicated objects remain hidden until particularly activated by indication knowledge. In addition to the basic question types—textual, numeric, date, one choice, multiple choice—also image questions are
Figure 7.6: EuraHS, current state—for a detailed description, see pp. 116 ff.
realized (Figure 7.6 d). Those allow for either selecting the clickable image regions or for selecting the choices out of the list next to the image. Also, both the requested compact grid view (Figure 7.6 h—Grid Summary) and a plain findings listing were realized as summary widgets. Auxiliary information is included via automatically triggered popups when hovering the infoicons (Figure 7.6 e).

EuraHS is an ongoing, highly active project. In May 2012, a launch symposium was given for officially introducing the EuraHS system to the European Hernia Medical Community (and thus, future users). So far, both in 2013 and in 2014, two dedicated clinical studies were started—the class of 2013/2014. Thus adaptions of the system now are only been undertaken very carefully on the live server, as to avoid any incidents or system faults that may obscure the results of the current study. Also, we have set up an identical test server for continuing the development in a safe manner.

Currently, the KB is expanded quite extensively again as to broaden the topics covered by the registry and thus to attract even more end-users. This in turn can help to render any derived statistics and evaluation of the entered data even more meaningful. Therefore, the KA method is switched from the wiki KnowWE towards the spreadsheet-based parse tool KnowOF. Thus, the (trained) project manager is enabled to actively support KA; however, now also interested medical doctors themselves who most likely are familiar with spreadsheet software are enabled to perform basic KA tasks. Regarding those additional KB modules, we further investigate the suitability of a tailored Daily Questionnaire UI. Another request is the timely extension of the multilingualism support, also with the goal to open the registry for additional potential users within Europe (and beyond). So far, EuraHS supports English, French, German, Spanish, Polish, and Italian; Portuguese and Dutch are under development at the time of this writing, and several more languages such as Czech and Chinese are requested. Other issues are the realization of a more secure data encryption (based on anonymized storage of the entered cases), or the further refinement and extension of the summaries.

7.1.4 JuriSearch—Legal Clarification Consultation

General Information In early 2012, the JuriSearch project was initiated as a cooperation between the University of Würzburg and the RenoStar legal counseling corporation. The project is partly founded by the Free State of Bavaria. JuriSearch aims at building a web-based consultation framework for the legal domain. Potential target users are diverse. Examples include legal laymen, searching for a basic understanding/estimation of their case; fresh lawyers that seek for guidance regarding legal (sub)domain(s) that are not their special field of work; or trained legal service support staff that want to quickly estimate legal cases regarding the appropriateness of further steps and potential profitability. Thus, a careful and universal UI/interaction design—in the sense of satisfying a diverse user group—and a high level of usability were prime important factors.

The envisioned internet platform intends to provide an entrance module that supports interested users in locating and specifying the respective concrete legal topic—e.g., by offering topical listings, or mind maps. As each such legal topic in itself is rather comprehensive, separate clarification modules for each topic are provided. JuriSearch thereby covers manifold legal (sub-)domains, e.g., the right of cancellation, the law of tenancy, or the social laws.
**Front-End Prototyping and the Final JuriSearch Prototype**  

The RenoStar partners basically were open to novel approaches regarding UI and interaction design. Thus, this project offered the opportunity to investigate the realization, applicability, and usability of our novel vision of clarification KBS, as the intended KBS modules specifically targeted single solutions. Therefore, a particular instantiation of the Hierarchical Clarifier (c.f., Section 4.3.4.a.) base pattern—the ITree variant—was developed. Based on some prior sketches and mock-ups and while continuously extending ProKEt regarding the respectively required renderers, a first prototype was developed. Figure 7.1 shows both the initial, computer-based mock-up (I) as well as the first ProKEt prototype (II). The knowledge at that time consisted of some more or less invented questions—the specification of the real juristic knowledge with its complex interrelations denoted the main project contribution of RenoStar.

This first prototype was demonstrated in an initial kick-off meeting. After discussing several possibilities for refining and extending such a system, the prototype was approved of as an appropriate solution for the intended purpose. However, it was also suggested, to evaluate whether actual users would be able to easily understand and use such a (firstly rather unfamiliar) UI type. As potential alternative, an Interview type UI was proposed for evaluation. Thus, a second solution, employing the hybrid Clarification Interview base style (c.f., Section 4.3.5.a.), was implemented as an interactive prototype with ProKEt. Two evaluation studies later—one comparing ITree and the Interview type (see Section 7.2.1 pp. 123 ff.), and one regarding two different ITree variants (see Section 7.2.2 pp. 128 ff.) in spring 2012—it was decided to stick with the novel ITree conception.

As a matter of fact, the tailored realization of the ITree clarifier required a particular knowledge representation: Questions with fixed answer sets yes, no, and uncertain; and specific rules for ensuring the correct value propagation from child- to parent questions. Thus, we first experimented with appropriately formalizing such knowledge in dyweb yet without integrating those test KBs with the prototype at that point. Therefore, the first development iterations mainly concerned a refinement and extension of the base UI. Examples include:

- Reworking the basic styling, e.g., design, labeling, coloring, and size of buttons and icons.
- Adding a dedicated, fixed side panel for displaying auxiliary information. This was one key aspect, as in a comprehensive context such as the legal domain, the availability of extensive additional information is crucial.
- Adapting the presentation of the core issue rating/justification: First, this was represented solely by the topmost tree node and corresponding coloring, c.f., Figure 7.7 II. Gradually, it received a more prominent representation in a clearly recognizable top panel which was redesigned several times up to the current state, depicted in Figure 7.7 IIIc.

Regarding KA, which was accounted the major responsibility of the legal experts during that project, a familiar software tool was strongly requested. Thus, both the XML-based ProKEt prototype specification as well as wiki-based KA approaches opted out. Therefore, we thought of a standard office representation based on Microsoft Word that made strong use of the built-in structuring/indexing view of Word for representing the hierarchical relationships in the KB (parent/abstract questions vs. their children/refinement questions). Additionally, a tailored parser was implemented that firstly created a ProKEt front-end prototype specification. Then during the course of several iterations, RenoStar staff sent us the formalized Word-files. As the completely integrated upload and parse tool was not yet available we then parsed those files.
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Figure 7.7: Evolution of the ITree clarification KBS, a tailored instantiation of the Hierarchical Clarifier base pattern (Section 4.3.4) developed during the JuriSeach project. Lo-fi prototype in the form of a computer mock-up (I), extensible prototype created with ProKEt (II) using invented questions, and current (Mai 2014) productive system (III) including a correct, comprehensive legal KB (in german).
manually, created corresponding ITree prototypes, and deployed them on a test server for their interactive assessment by the RenoStar staff.

**Extensible Prototyping** After figuring out an appropriate d3web knowledge representation, the Word-parser was rewritten as to create d3web KBs. ProKEt on the other hand was extended as to integrate that new format with the extensible prototypes. Then, the parser was integrated with a tailored front-end—the predecessor of KnowOF—on the server which served as connector between the Word KBs and ProKEt: Thus, the upload tool parsed the Word-file, transferred it into the d3web format, and copied the KB into a ProKEt instance automatically. This enabled the RenoStar staff to upload their Word-files to the test server and instantly invoke an ITree clarification KBS with that KB. Thus, the experts were enabled to concentrate on their main tasks independently from us: Formalizing the KBs in Word, and checking the results in a productively running ITree implementation.

Similarly as in EuraHS, outsourcing the (greater part of) the KA tasks eased and accelerated the overall development efforts on the side of the university members. This in turn strongly helped to concentrate on UI/interaction activities as well as to conduct several evaluation studies. Developing the suitable d3web representation, the parser and upload tool took several months of time. Thus, at the time extensible prototyping started, many UI- and basic KBS features had already been implemented. Therefore, the main efforts were committed to updating and fine-tuning existing KBs, as well as creating several entirely new ones for the many diverse legal issues—thereby always following the intertwined KB–UI development paradigm. One issue that was implemented regarding the UI in that phase, however, was the experimental integration of additional question types, such as numerical, date-based, or scoring questions. Therefore, also own renderers for representing the respective, slightly differently styled tree nodes and an extension of the value processing interactions were required.

At the end of 2013, another evaluation was preformed that comparatively assessed three ITree KBS—details are reported in Section 7.3, pp. 121 ff. Based on the insights there, both the ITree UI and partly also again the KBs were refined. Two further studies followed in early 2014 that—amongst other KBS UI patterns—targeted also ITree: An expert assessment, reported in Section 7.3.1, and a large-scale user study, reported in Section 7.3.2 Each of those studies again revealed several issues both regarding the UI and the KB solution. Thus, over time this led to great improvements of the particular ITree implementation for JuriSearch. This is also mirrored in the respective results of the studies, especially the success rates—i.e., the percentage of correctly solved problems. There, ITree was able to increase an initial (low) success rate of about 42% to about 90–100% in the last studies, depending on the KB topic and particular problem.

JuriSearch also is a still ongoing and active project. Current efforts are mainly focussed on formalizing knowledge regarding many further legal (sub-)domains as to finally cover all topics required for the encompassing, legal consultation platform that is aimed at as overall goal.

### 7.1.5 Subsumption: KBSE with ProKEt (Evaluation)

Regarding the reported case studies Mediastinitis, EuraHS, and JuriSearch, a certain shift regarding the focus of activities is evident. This was naturally induced by the different evolvement states of the tool ProKEt, but also manifested by the project requirements themselves.
Mediastinitis as the first ProKEt-based KBS project started at a time where ProKEt mostly supported the pure prototype construction and configuration. Back then, not yet many KBS patterns/UI presentation alternatives had been investigated in general. Thus, there was some experimentation regarding the general UI configuration options, as reported earlier, but no experimentation regarding entirely different KBS UI styles. On the other hand, the latter was not necessarily required, as the project partners were quite convinced of a representation that basically resembles standard web questionnaires. Thus, in Mediastinitis, the activities focused on a steady expansion of ProKEt—especially regarding the integration of productive d3web KBs.

At the time EuraHS was initiated, it already faced a state of ProKEt that allowed for the basic integration of functional formalized d3web KBs. Due to the high complexity of the EuraHS domain, KA was one of the major tasks during that project. The quick approval of the basic, Mediastinitis-resembling KBS solution for EuraHS by the experts, allowed to quickly set on with KA. Apart from that, another major challenge were the new framing requirements imposed by EuraHS, encompassing the extension of existing and addition of new base functionality. Examples are the multilingualism, or user/case management. Thus, ProKEt itself was greatly extended regarding both the KBS core input presentation and interaction as well as the framing functionality support.

In contrast to those two projects, JuriSearch demanded a tailored own UI type, due to the highly expertise legal domain and the goal to particularly support also power users from that domain. Thus, the overall focus was shifted much more towards UI experimentation and repeated evaluation. As by then ProKEt already offered a bunch of general framing functionality for KBS, the main efforts in JuriSearch concerned the realization of the novel UI and interaction types in ProKEt as well as their iterative evaluation.

Despite those differing foci, ProKEt as development tool exhibited its powerful benefits in each project. Basically, ProKEt supports a sound collection of different KBS patterns out of the box. Those can easily be fine-tuned along several configuration dimensions, see Section 4.1, pp. 39 ff., rendering the reuse of existing solutions, that require only minor adaptions, highly efficient. That quick and easy property-based configurability as well as the possibility to adapt ProKEt artifacts nearly unlimitedly via exchanging selected CSS commands/files further fosters in a way participative prototyping—which, adhering to the participatory design definition in Beaudouin-Lafon and Mackay, 2003, p. 1010] implies prototyping, where users are actively involved in the process. This was realized, for example, in the course of the EuraHS project. During a meeting between developers and an expert representative, several ideas regarding the structuring and/or (re)styling were discussed at the example of a functional core KBS prototype—moreover, most aspects were immediately checked in a live-programming / adaption session, which was perceived as especially beneficial by the expert who thus could propose and investigate his ideas right away.

In case more extensive adaptions become necessary, the highly modular internal realization of UI elements in ProKEt, which allow for an easy adaption and reuse, are profitable. The EuraHS initiation was the first time, that those benefits became strongly evident: Founding on the Mediastinitis prototype, a first functional artifact was quickly available. This was in the further course refactored, adapted, and extended, both regarding its UI-based fine-tuning and additional (framing) functionality.
Admittedly, adding entirely new functionality takes its time also with ProKEt. Nevertheless, we are convinced that also there its modular architecture best supports such tasks. Once a certain functionality or widget has been added to the framework, however, the reusability of ProKEt modules for all artifacts makes up for the initial development efforts as soon as the respective feature is required in another KBS again. Take for example the multilingualism feature, originally was implemented for EuraHS—meanwhile, a default intuitive language selection widget can be integrated out of the box with all ProKEt artifacts. The only prerequisites are a property in the KBS UI specification that defines the required languages, as well as the translations of the KB contents in the d3web KB. Other examples include the default session management, the summary presentation, or the feedback and logging facilities for ProKEt artifacts. Consequently, the more efficiently the base KBS can be implemented, the more resources remain for deliberate UI/styling based experimentation and evaluation.

Another strength of ProKEt is the explicit support for intertwined KB–UI development and the possibility to merge the resulting core KBS prototype with functionality into fully functional KBS anytime. This excelled during the EuraHS and the JuriSearch projects: Despite the different applied KA methods, the basic separate-and-merge paradigm was adhered to—in both projects this proved highly profitable as it accelerated the overall course of the project. Also, it allowed us to concentrate on required extensions of the KBS UI/frame whilst the KB was refined by the project partners themselves.

7.2 Evaluation Part II—ITree Evolution

In this work, we have introduced clarification KBS as a novel KBS type. ITree, as a particular instantiation of Hierarchical Clarifier that originated from the JuriSearch project (see Section 7.1.4), has been subject to several evaluations during the last years.

7.2.1 Study I—ITree vs. One-Question—March 2012

A first usability evaluation was performed in March 2012, still in the prototyping phase of the JuriSearch project. Parts of the results/discussion were already published in [Freiberg and Puppe, 2012b, Freiberg and Puppe, 2012a]. Here, the main objective was to evaluate whether the novel ITree style or a more established Interview/One-question (oneQ) style constitutes the more appropriate UI type for the clarification modules required in the project. The two styles mainly differ in their degree of freedom/guidance: Whereas ITree allows an entirely explorative questioning sequence, oneQ—adhering to Clarifier Interview hybrid in Section 4.3.5 pp. 68 ff.—basically suggests a strictly guided sequence.

As Figure 7.8 shows, ITree (a) presents questions in its characteristic, hierarchical tree-style. OneQ (b) in contrast, presents only the one suitable next question expanded at a time, thus imitating a user–system conversation. Both variants apply the same KB, i.e., the same hierarchical refinement questioning structure. There, ITree allows its users to freely navigate any refinement level of arbitrary questions anytime. In contrast, oneQ basically follows the questioning sequence prescribed by the respective question level and allows users to refine only the current active question at hand. Further, the respective previous question is always folded as soon as the next—refinement or next sequenced—question is presented. This destroys much
of the contextual knowledge that ITree contrastingly facilitates by always presenting all questions of the current hierarchy level in addition to the surrounding, further structure (limited by display size only). It has to be noted, that both variants were implemented as pure prototypes at that point in time. That is, they did not integrate a functional dbweb KB. Due to the evaluation results, see below, the hybrid Clarifier Interview variant was not further pursued. Thus regarding fully functional KBS artifacts, ProKEt offers only a Strict Interview reference implementation to date, but no Clarification Interview variant, so far.

a. Framing Conditions

Preliminary Test: For checking the feasibility of the evaluation setup, a pre-test was conducted. The basic technical feasibility could be confirmed, yet the test resulted in a refinement of the task description and problem statements.

Main Evaluation: 21 members from our department—roughly between 25 and 35 years—participated in this study. As computer scientists, they all were familiar with general computer and web system usage. Yet, they mostly had little to no experience regarding the specific KBS types under evaluation, and no experience regarding the target domain (labour legislation). Two exemplary problem descriptions from the labour legislation domain were created—see Appendix C for an example. The entire materials of this work are available online, see Appendix E. The participants were asked to solve one problem with ITree and the other with oneQ. That is, to rate whether the dismissal in the described scenario is legally correct or whether legal claims can be taken. To avoid biased results due to the sequence of using the UIs, that sequence, as well as which problem to solve with which UI, was altered between participants. This lead to a 2 X 2 setting for the study. For enabling a remote study, the two described KBS variants were deployed on a dedicated server. All required instruction material was provided to the participants per email. Both quantitative (log) data as well as qualitative (questionnaire) data were collected with the help of the ProKEt usability extension. Based on the log data, both the average task time as well as the success rate were calculated. Thereby, the task time encompassed the time from initially loading the KBS until finishing the session by answering and submitting the usability questionnaire. The questionnaire was available on button click within the respective test KBS and users were instructed to answer it once they were satisfied with the result of the consultation session. Therefore, seven questions were assembled, see Table 7.2. Additionally, also the free feedback mechanism was activated, providing us with several more, valuable remarks from users collected right during the evaluation sessions.

b. Results & Discussion

The results of this first ITree evaluation study are summarized in Table 7.2. First, they led to the assumption that the task time depends not only on the actual UI type, but further on:

a) the participants’ reading speed vs. the length of questions, problem- and task description.

b) the understandability of interview items.

c) the understandability of the problem description.

d) the potentially already existing knowledge regarding the problem at hand.

e) the usage conditions—during daily job routine vs. after end of work.
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Figure 7.8: Screenshots of the interactive pure prototypes that were comparatively evaluated in the first ITree evaluation study in March 2012: ITree (a) and One-Question (oneQ_b) style.
For example, task time values varied between users regarding the same UI quite drastically—ITree exhibited values between 6 and 26 minutes. We interpret this mainly as indicator for item a (reading speed), as the other aspects did not vary greatly in this evaluation.

Also, aspect (c) was confirmed by several subjective feedback. In particular, it was stated that the better results (and confidence in the system) mainly were due to an easier problem description. Or the other way around, that a bad understandability of the problem description leads to overall uncertainty regarding how to proceed and the correctness of the results.

With respect to the baseline difference between the task times of ITree and oneQ, however, we assume that (a)–(d) most probably had no influence: The KBs integrated with both test systems were exactly the same, thus reading speed/length of the questions (a) and question/problem understandability (b) & (c), should not have impacted the results. Regarding the prior knowledge (d), the domain of the core issue was also equal, thus also opting out as influential factor. The observed average task times for ITree and oneQ are, by a narrow margin, statistically not significant on a one-sided unpaired t-test, p=0.068. In retrospect, we account that difference most likely to the more explorative character of ITree.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Item</th>
<th>ITree</th>
<th>oneQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Log-Data: Usability Metrics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Task Time (minutes +- SD)</td>
<td>13m38s +- 6m49s</td>
<td>10m39s +- 5m49s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success Rate (correctly solved/all cases in %)</td>
<td>42.86</td>
<td>38.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaire results with rating scale: 0 (disagree completely)–6 (agree completely)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1: The interaction with the KBS was intuitive</td>
<td>4.05 +- 1.20</td>
<td>2.90 +- 1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2: The system (re)actions were understandable</td>
<td>4.43 +- 1.54</td>
<td>2.76 +- 1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3: The final solution rating was understandable</td>
<td>4.52 +- 1.54</td>
<td>3.33 +- 1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4: I could solve the problem correctly</td>
<td>3.67 +- 1.53</td>
<td>2.52 +- 1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5: I gained further knowledge using the KBS</td>
<td>4.05 +- 1.32</td>
<td>2.95 +- 1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI Preference in %</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: ITree Evaluation Study I: Itree versus One-question UI. Results of the log-data-based metrics, of the usability questionnaire on a scale from 0 (disagree completely) to 6 (agree completely) with both the mean value +- SD and of one additional question regarding the UI Preference with the three options ITree, oneQ, and no Preference. There, ‘no Preference’ is the difference of the listed values to 100%. Original wording of the questions was german, see Appendix C.1.3.

The success rate exhibited no statistical significance on a one-sided binomial test with p=0.11 and p=0.16, respectively. Thereby, ITree overall produced less incorrect, but then, slightly more no-solution results than oneQ. This indicates, that in case ITree can be used, it produces better results, but that the hurdle to use that UI type might be higher. Nevertheless, the rather low success rates in both cases were a clear indicator for the need to refine the KB contents/structure. This was also affirmed by subjective user feedback: In 11 cases (52%) the wording of the questions was perceived as incomprehensible/cumbersome due to often used duplicate negations and legal specialist language. This was even more aggravating as the participants were entirely legal laymen and thus not at all familiar with legal terms and language. Also, the hierarchical structure and representation of the KB—that followed the legal subsumption logic—was per-
ceived unfavorable. It seemed to impose difficulties regarding the top level (entry) questions for the users and thus posed a high entrance hurdle for using the system.

User feedback further reported some rather fundamental problems with both UIs. This concerned the button representation and consequential interaction:

- Not understanding the real meaning of the -?- button as answer option 'unclear' (4 cases / 19 %). Rather, the KBS was expected to display more elaborate explanations or to automatically display the next refinement level.

- Not understanding the empty button. Which was designated to reset the question by removing the answer (3 cases / 14% ).

- Quite controversial rating of the answer button design. On the one hand as well and supportive (regarding an indication of the consequences), on the other hand, as confusing.

As one remarkable finding, the clear UI preference for ITree is statistically significant on a $\chi^2$ square test with $p < 0.05$ and with an anticipated distribution of 50% (ITree), 30% (oneQ), and 20% (no preference). This might on the one hand be due to the fact that the participants—as computer scientists—are well accustomed to tree-like UI representations and thus perceived ITree as naturally intuitive to use. This free explorableness of ITree might have been another reason for that type of test users to prefer that UI form.

Regarding the questionnaire, ITree scored better in all requested items. Ratings were provided on a scale from 0 (disagree completely) to 6 (agree completely). The values are all statistically significant using an unpaired, one-sided t-test with $p \leq 0.05$. Thereby, particularly Q1 and Q2 indicate an overall better usability of the ITree style compared to oneQ with regards to the legal target domain. The rather weak values in Q4 regarding both UI types, however, show a general uncertainty (or distrust) in the correct functioning of the KBS. The main reasons probably were the comprehensibility issues with the KB, as well as the problems with the actual UI implementations. A more extensive, explicit final explanation of the solution might have leveraged the distrust, and thus was scheduled as important feature for the next development iteration. Nevertheless, Q3 suggests that ITree as an UI style seems to exhibit basic explanatory skills by itself, as anticipated of such deliberately explorative Clarifier implementations. Q5, finally, especially affirmed our assumption that ITree additionally evinces some skill-building abilities.

c. Insights from the study

As the major outcome of that first study, it was decided to stick with the envisioned, novel ITree UI style instead of refining the Clarification Interview variant. Another important insight was the urgent need to completely rethink and adapt the contents and structure of the KB, so that also legal laymen users are supported the best possible way in working with the system. This led to both reworking the legally oriented version of the KB as well as to creating a completely new laymen user oriented version of the KB. Those were evaluated in the second user study, see Section 7.2.2. Further, some UI-related issues were revealed. Examples are a more careful overall design and, implicitly or explicitly, communicating the meaning of UI widgets such as the answer buttons.
For revealing issues that have not been anticipated beforehand—no matter how careful RE and system/UI design have been performed—the power of usability testing/experiments is consented on by the majority of usability practitioners. This first study also clearly affirmed this, especially with respect to specialist KBS software. One example was the misunderstood meaning of the -?- (answer option ‘undecided’) button, which was not at all anticipated or thought about as potential problem beforehand. As another insight from performing the pre-test of this evaluation, we also learnt the strong benefits of testing the evaluation setup itself for revealing particularly problems with the task/problem statements.

7.2.2 Study II—ITree vs. ITree (KB Refinement)—May 2012

Based on the outcome of the first ITree study, a second evaluation was conducted during the Ju- riSearch project soon after. This time, with the main goal to compare two different alternatives of structuring the KB contents and the consequences on the perception and rating of the ITree UI. Therefore, a KB oriented more towards legal experts (ITreeExpert) and one intended for legal laymen (ITreeLaymen) were used with the ITree base UI that had been improved regarding the basic functionality flaws found in study 1.

a. Framing Conditions

In this study, 23 members from the RenoStar corporation were recruited as participants. However, only the results of 18 members could be evaluated correctly, as the remaining members reported problems with both the logging and feedback mechanisms (most probably due to local/personal settings of the firewall). The 18 participants exhibited a mixed expertise in the legal domain, as 6 of them were legal specialists, whereas the remaining persons were of mixed professions, such as accountants, or secretaries. Neither of the participants, however, were explicitly trained computer science experts, thus they can be assumed to be generally little to not experienced particularly with KBS and tailored UI forms. Similar to the first study, however, those test users had varying expertise in general computer and web system usage.

The basic evaluation setup was very similar to study I (see Section 7.2.1): Two exemplary problem descriptions from the domain of cancellation were created. Based on the experiences in Study I, those were formulated more precisely and restructured as to be more easily and quickly understood. The participants then were asked to solve one problem with the ITree-Expert and the other with the ITreeLaymen variants. To avoid biased results, again a 2 X 2 setting for the study as described before was applied—i.e., not only altering the association between problem and KBS variant, but also altering the sequence of using the KBS. An exemplary problem description and instruction sheet from this study are provided in Appendix C. The entire materials are available online, see Appendix E. The study again was conducted remotely. Thereby, one RenoStar staff member was set in charge for answering questions/solving problems and communicating to the coordinating member of the university when required. The two test systems were deployed on the test server. The required instruction material was provided to the RenoStar contact person per email. However, the material was also handed out to the participants in a print version. This intended to relieve them from switching between different computer programs for reading the instructions/problems and using the KBS.
Regarding the evaluation, both quantitative (log) data as well as qualitative (questionnaire) data were collected with the help of the ProKEt usability extension. Based on the log data, both the average task time as well as the success rate were calculated. The questionnaire consisted of seven items in total, c.f., the questions listed in Table 7.3. Also the free feedback mechanism was activated during this study.

b. Results & Discussion

The results of the second usability study with ITree are summarized in Table 7.3. For both KBS variants, the average task time as well as the questions from the final questionnaire were very similar. The biggest differences concerned the self-estimation of the users whether they were able to solve the case correctly (Q4), and the perception whether the system fostered to gain knowledge regarding the domain (Q5). In both cases, ITreeLegal scored better that the laymen variant. This strongly indicates that the original legal structuring is not as bad after all.

This assumption, however, as well as the UI preference values, are contradicted by the results from Q2/Q3 and the success rate: Both regarding the KB (Q2) and the understandability of the results (Q3), the laymen variant scored slightly better with a rating of 4.22 versus 4.11 (ITreeLegal) in both questions. Also, the success rate was somewhat higher regarding ITreeLaymen (72 % vs. 61 % for ITreeLegal). Nevertheless, the explicit preference was stronger for ITreeLegal (35.3 % vs. 29.4 % for ITreeLaymen), but not very strong overall, as also 35.3 % of the users stated an indifference between both variants.

Overall, not even the preference regarding ITreeLaymen by actual laymen was as evident as assumed: The laymen variant was preferred in five cases—thereof, four times by laymen, and once by a legal expert. The ITreeLegal variant, in contrast, was preferred in six cases—thereof,
three times by legal experts and three times by laymen. Most remarkable, however, was the fact that six laymen users stated a complete indifference between both variants. This, together with the overall preference for the ITreeLegal regarding several aspects (Q4, Q5, UI Preference), leads to the assumption that the reformulated laymen KB still was not user-oriented enough—or in turn that the legal variant is still better. Also, the subjective feedback suggested, that there was no big difference between both test systems with regards to their KB and that both alternatives were somehow too juristic. Further, the KB suitability also seems to be an extremely subjective perception, thus attaining a generally well-rated, user-focussed variant is not a trivial task—if possible at all due to a high diversity of ‘general potential users’ and the absence of a formal, user-oriented structuring scheme. In contrast, the structure of the ITreeLegal variant is based on commonly taught legal schemes, and thus can more easily be unified for a broader range of legal experienced and expert users. Thus, it was decided to concentrate only on the legal variant in the future and dump the laymen KB variant.

In this study, the success rates exhibited a statistical significance on a one-sided binomial test with $p=0.0098$ (ITreeLegal) and $p=0.00064$ (ITreeLaymen). Compared to the success rate of the ITree UI gained in Study I (42.86 %), the results have improved regarding both KB structuring alternatives. Given the assumption, that the chance of ‘guessing’ the correct solution for a problem is 33.3 % (possible guesses: correct, incorrect, no idea), values of about 60 % and 70 % can be seen as a good success of the system. Yet, as subjective feedback also underlined, there still existed room for improvement. The wording of the questions, especially of the additional explanations, the frequent usage of (non-translated) legal specialist terms, and still also the general structure, were still perceived as too domain specialist and thus not suitable for legal laymen.

User feedback additionally highlighted the following major issues:

- A general difficulty of comprehending the semantics of the red/green color scheme. Especially, when contradicting the western cultural semantics of yes/no/positive/negative. For example, if an answer ‘yes’ leads to a negative valuation of the solution and thus to a red answer button ‘yes’.

- Problems with retrieving the auxiliary information by hovering the entire question text. There, unintentional touching of another question immediately displayed the information for that question and removed the originally intended information.

- Difficulties with understanding the solution justification.

c. Insights from the study

As key outcome from this study it was decided to dump the user-oriented variant of the KB entirely, based on the reasons mentioned above. However, due to some subjective remarks also the suspicion manifested, that the perception of the usability and suitability of the ITree KBS is not exclusively dependent on the KB and the UI—but additionally also on the formulation of the respective case/problem that is to be clarified. The concrete investigation of this aspect was set as main goal for the subsequent evaluation, reported in Section 7.2.3.
7.2.3 Study III—ITree Laymen Suitability—December 2013

According to the insights of the preceding studies, the ITree base implementation was reworked concerning the major findings of the preceding study. Also, the legal counseling corporation RenoStar refined the existing labour legislation KB and created several new legal KBs.

a. Evaluation Goal & Framing Conditions

Main objective of this third ITree study was to assess whether the general suitability of this KBS type had increased due to the most recent adaptions. On the one hand, concerning the new implementation of the ITree UI and interaction. Yet also concerning an assessment of the further refined and novel legal KBs.

The evaluation was performed in December 2013 as part of a lecture on medical informatics at the University of Würzburg. In total, 19 students participated in the study. This implies that they denoted topical laymen users but exhibited an experienced to advanced proficiency regarding computer and interactive web interface usage in general. They were equipped with three problem descriptions. Two concerned the legal valuation of a dismissal, one the valuation of a hit and run accident. Students were asked to retrieve a legal estimation of each of the cases with the help of the provided ITree implementations. Those were made available on a remote test server, thus each student could access the KB using their own computer. Afterwards, the participants were asked to fill in a tailored questionnaire. This contained two general, problem independent questions (Q1 & Q2 in Table 7.4), and six questions that were to be answered for each case separately. Regarding those latter questions, we assumed a dependency on the respective KB contents/structure, which is why they were to be answered separately. For the original questionnaire, we refer to Appendix C. The entire materials again are available online, see also Appendix [E]

b. Results

Table 7.4 summarizes the (objective) success measures. Also, the ratings from the conclusive (subjective) questionnaire are provided on a scale from 1 (very good) to 6 (very bad). The major, more informal remarks concerning both the UI as well as the KB are provided in Table 7.5.

The general rating value of 2.1 for the ITree KBS (Q1) is a quite good signal regarding an overall evolution and amelioration of that UI type. Q2, the second general question, concerned the detectability of the KBS on the framing webpage. This question mainly was of interest for the RenoStar staff as the basic ITree clarification modules are offered embedded in an overall framing web page. There, the average rating was also very good, implying that the chosen way of embedding and linking the ITree modules denoted an appropriate solution.

The next, notable result was a perceptible increase of the success rate to former evaluations. In Case 1, a similar KB and problem description as in previous evaluations (e.g., ITree Study II, pp. 128 ff., ITree Legal Variant) were used, yet those had been refined a bit regarding the wording and add-on information. Still, this evaluation exhibited an increase of the success rate from 61% to 100%. However, also the rates of Case 2 (89.5%) and Case 3 (100%) are remarkably good. This is statistically significant on a one-sided binomial test with $p=1.90735E-06$ (Case 1 & Case 3) and $p=0.000326157$ (Case 2). Thereby, we founded on an expected success value of 0.5—when ‘guessing’, either the wrong or the correct solution.
Basically, Case 1 and 2 used the same UI and KB, only the problem description varied. There, the less good success rate of Case 2 confirms our assumption that KBS results are not only dependent of the respectively applied UI and used KB, but that additionally also the problem description itself is a relevant influencing factor. This is also mirrored by the rationale, the students were asked to provide for each solution. For Case 1 and 3, mostly the correct explanation was given, however, sometimes not entirely complete (Case 1). For Case 2, however, mostly no rationale was provided at all.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Success Measures</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success Rate (correctly solved/all cases in %)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>89.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrong solution</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale (average)</td>
<td>incomplete</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Questionnaire results with rating scale: 1 (very good)–6 (very bad)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1. Rating of the overall utility of the KBS</td>
<td>2.1 (+0.71)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2. Detectability on the webpage?</td>
<td>1.5 (+0.70)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3. Quality of the knowledge base contents</td>
<td>2.3 (+0.87)</td>
<td>2.6 (+1.35)</td>
<td>1.8 (+1.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4. Ease of use</td>
<td>2.5 (+0.96)</td>
<td>2.4 (+1.12)</td>
<td>2.0 (+0.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5. Efficiency of the KBS</td>
<td>2.5 (+0.61)</td>
<td>2.5 (+0.90)</td>
<td>2.2 (+0.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6. Visual representation of the result(s)</td>
<td>2.4 (+0.98)</td>
<td>2.5 (+1.07)</td>
<td>2.4 (+1.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7. Belief in the result(s) correctness?</td>
<td>2.1 (+1.03)</td>
<td>3.2 (+1.40)</td>
<td>1.6 (+1.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8. Assistance how to proceed with the case</td>
<td>1.7 (+0.67)</td>
<td>1.9 (+0.85)</td>
<td>2.7 (+1.49)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.4: Summary of the conclusive questionnaire in the third ITree study, december 2013. Average values are provided with standard derivation in parentheses. Three problem descriptions—Case 1: Summary dismissal. Case 2: Orderly dismissal. Case 3: Hit & run accident.

Concerning Q1–Q8, the ratings of Case 3 stick out. They were better regarding all but the last question. We assume this to be due to the fact that the hit & run topic overall was far less complex than the dismissal problem area. This theory is supported by the far more positive rating of Q3, the KB quality.

Further, this again is an indication of the theory regarding the influence of the problem description. This is seconded by the fact, that KB quality (Q3) was rated a bit worse in Case 2 compared to Case 1—despite the fact, that those both cases used the exact same ITree implementation and KB, and only differed in the problem description. One reason could be, that Case 2 did not use the exact same special terms as mirrored in the KB, which made it harder for users to find the relevant items—leading them to the conclusion that this might be a KB design issue. Also, the results of Q7 point in that direction, as there similarly a better overall rating for Case 1 was provided, even if the only difference actually was the problem description.

Finally outstanding is the fact that the provided assistance of the KBS of how to proceed in the interrogation (Q8) received the worst ratings for the otherwise best rated Case 3. This, we again attribute to the knowledge/topical complexity. The lesser complexity of the hit & run problem area in consequence led to a lesser abstracted KB with fewer refinement levels. In turn,
Table 7.5: ITree Evaluation Study III. Subjective user remarks, mapped to the heuristics of [Nielsen, 1994] (HE) and [ISO 9241–110, 2006] (ISO).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>HE</th>
<th>ISO</th>
<th>Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>KBS initialization takes too long, unstructured/confusing text is displayed meanwhile. Answering a question always induces a complete reload; this slows the KBS down too much.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>Auxiliary information side panel is too small.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Entirely answered sub trees should be folded or highlighted otherwise for providing more overview/consultation status feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>Bug: And/Or markers sometimes vanish after toggling a question node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.5,7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bug: When opening the KBS in different browser tabs simultaneously, the systems interfere with each other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>English menu buttons are inconsistent with the overall german KBS design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>The result should provide a more detailed explanation as to which reasons are necessary / sufficient for a legal claim.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>With smaller screens (1024x600) the auxiliary information field partly vanishes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

this may have caused users to rate the perceived assistance worse, as not as much fine-grained question (levels) were offered than in the dismissal problem area.

c. Insights

As a basic insight from this study, once again the value of iterative evaluation excelled; especially regarding highly expertise domains such as the targeted legal domain. For example, the steady gradual refinement of the comprehensive cancellation topic led to a remarkable increase in the success rate of that system. Thereby, it became clear that actual users of such a system most often are able to find other / additional shortcomings that the responsible experts cannot envision beforehand—probably caused by their expertise and implicit background knowledge.

The subjective remarks again revealed the need for improving several aspects of the implementation. The main point of critics was the overall slow system response time. There, we worked on the (re)loading mechanisms as to achieve a better performance. Another critical issue was the lack of understandability of the solution justification by legal laymen—despite having refined and adapted it. However, this is not an overly critical issue, as we anyhow suspect (and thus targeted) Clarifier KBS to be particularly apt for experienced to expert users. Also, the particular ITree implementation probably will be used mostly by trained service support staff anyhow. Thus, we stuck with that existing solution. Apart from that, several minor findings regarding the interaction and overall design were reported. Most of them were considered and respectively adapted before the subsequent evaluations in 2014, see Section 7.3—which were not targeted exclusively towards ITree-targeted, yet also considered this style amongst others.
7.2.4 Further ITree Evaluations and Subsumption

Apart from the focussed ITree studies reported in the preceding sections, ITree also was part of the general pattern assessment. The respective results of both the expert evaluation in February/March 2014 and the user study in April/May 2014 are reported in Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2. Recapitulating the overall ITree evolvement, the repeated and numerous evaluations during the last two years clearly improved ITree regarding both the UI/interaction design as well as the KB contents. Especially, the success rate increased steadily, reaching very good values of about 90–100% in the last studies in December 2013 and April 2014.

The overall ITree evolvement was also clearly mirrored in the respective, subjective evaluation findings. Whereas in the initial evaluation mainly general issues emerged—e.g., unnoticed implementation bugs—the focus switched later on. Subsequent iterations exhibited more and more also fine-grained issues with the KB contents and structure. Also, the remarks concerning particular design decisions and interaction requirements grew more specific over time. Figure 7.7, p. 120, visually subsumes the ITree evolution from the first conceptual mock-up (I), over the first ProKEt-based ITree prototype (II) for the dismissal clarification system, to the current implementation state (III).

7.3 Evaluation Part III—Selected KBS UI Patterns

Regarding the KBS UI patterns, introduced in Section 4.3, pp. 48 ff., our main objective was to not only provide an assembly of several theoretical pattern specifications, but also to offer a collection of readily available reference implementations with the tool ProKEt. Thereby, those implementations should not only denote an arbitrary realization of the pattern specification, but particularly also guarantee a certain level of quality regarding their design and usability. In the course of the subsequently reported study, the following patterns have been implemented with ProKEt and evaluated with respect to their overall usability:

- Questionnaire—in the Box- and Daily variant
- Interview—in the Strict- and Hierarchical variant
- Hierarchical Clarifier—specifically the legal ITree variant

The evaluation thereby was twofold: Firstly, gaining insights regarding the inherent usability of each pattern realization on its own, thus based on expert evaluations of each implementation—reported in Section 7.3.1. And secondly, regarding the comparative perception of the applicability and suitability of the KBS solutions in specified contexts—addressed in a large-scale user study, reported in Section 7.3.2. Evaluation subject were the particular pattern implementations. Yet, we hoped for being able to draw also some implementation-independent conclusions regarding the general suitability and quality of the patterns.

7.3.1 KBS UI Patterns—Expert Evaluation

**Evaluation Goal & Framing Conditions** The main goal of this evaluation was an assessment of the general usability and design of each of the selected pattern implementations. A preliminary test run, with only one of the five target KBS UI styles, was performed for validating the applicability and suitability of the evaluation setup before the main evaluation. The
evaluation focus particularly was laid on the basic UI and interaction design of the core input module. Thus—after some remarks in the preliminary evaluation—framing functionality such as session management facilities was deactivated as to foster the concentration on the main data input task.

As evaluation techniques, heuristic evaluation (HE) based on Nielsen's ten heuristics [Nielsen, 1994] and cognitive walkthrough (CW) [Wharton et al., 1994] were applied. The evaluation has not been performed by usability professionals with years of experience in their field, but by HCI students of our institution. Thus, we are well aware of the fact, that this evaluation cannot be accounted as a fully informed expert review. However, the foundation for the reviews were established usability methods. Moreover, we accounted it as particularly interesting to perform the evaluation with unbiased student experts. There, we assumed that this could result in fresher, rather uninfluenced, more spontaneous feedback and thus potentially in some interesting non-traditional insights.

Results Presentation The setup and results of the preliminary- and the main evaluation are reported in separate sections—one for each assessed KBS implementation. The basic outcome, i.e., ‘raw data,’ of the applied expert evaluation techniques were usability reports for each assessed KBS UI style. Those have been processed, summarized, and unified into finding tables for providing overview of all relevant findings for each implementation. Thereby, the findings are mapped to the matching heuristics of [Nielsen, 1994].

a. Preliminary Evaluation—December 2013

In total, eight evaluators participated in the pre-test in 12/2013. This targeted only the ITree UI style, with the main objective to validate the evaluation setup.

UI Solution, KB, & Task The UI of the pre-evaluated ITree corresponds to the example depicted in Figure 7.13 (p. 146). A description of the functionality and interaction of ITree, as particular instantiation of the Hierarchical Clarifier pattern, is provided in Section 4.3.4 a. (pp. 63 ff.). For the preliminary evaluation, a lodging deficiencies KB was used—a KB for clarifying potential lodging defects that could justify a rent reduction or a legal claim, see Appendix A.6. The task description both for the heuristic evaluation and for the cognitive walkthrough are provided in Appendix C.4.1

Insights from the preliminary evaluation As the preliminary evaluation run rather was intended as a feasibility check, Table 7.6 only summarizes the most critical problems exemplarily. The original spreadsheet listing that contains all findings in an unabridged manner is provided online—see Appendix E for an overview. Anyhow, most findings were reported in the main evaluation in a more precise manner. The most critical issues of this pre-test—e.g., concerning the auxiliary information display, general system response time, or basic UI ambiguities—have been adapted before conducting the main study.

Regarding the evaluation setup itself, we gained two key insights. To prescribe more strictly which evaluation technique to apply. In the test run, participants were free to chose HE or CW. As a result, some evaluators neither adhered strictly to the one or the other, but rather
### Table 7.6: Summary of the main findings (problems only, topically grouped) of the preliminary evaluation in the course of the KBS UI pattern assessment. Implementation target was an ITree implementation (see Figure 7.13 p.146 for the lodging deficiencies KB (see Appendix A.6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Auxiliary Information Box | a. Presentation of option 'show at bottom': Faulty scroll behavior, panel covers important questions thus UI not entirely usable anymore  
   b. Automated content update when hovering questions: irritating/annoying  
   c. Contents vanish when mouse moves over question buttons |
| 2. Color Scheme Red/Green | a. No double coding of information; may be difficult for color-blinds  
   b. Changing/reverse color coding for selected questions is confusing  
   c. Confusing, when color semantics are used controversially to known cultural semantics, e.g., when red=yes.  
   d. Missing explanation of color semantics or reverse questions |
| 3. Basic UI Intention / Understandability | a. Does one need to open all child questions (was unclear)  
   b. No expert shortcuts (answering top level items as shortcut was not understood)  
   c. Value propagation from children to parents sometimes not working |
| 4. General UI Design Issues | a. Question toggle triangle too small and unobtrusive  
   b. Markers for ‘when’, ‘and’, ‘or’ connections are confusing  
   c. Automatic scroll-jump to the top is confusing/annoying  
   d. Confusing first question: Why is it answerable if it is derived anyways? |
| 5. General Interaction Issues | a. Slow initialization and system response after answering a question  
   b. No warning before deleting old data when starting a new case  
   c. Meaning of answer option *uncertain*: Often sets the entire dialog state to unclear (too much weight of this option?); child questions are not automatically expanded when answering with unclear |

provided only rough finding listings. Also, we noticed the requirement of *explicitly demanding finding severity/relevance ratings according to fixed scales*. Here, some evaluators provided ratings, some others did not, others again made up some rating scales of their own. However, especially regarding more neutrally formulated statements such as *all questions can be expanded* an unmistaken rating is essential as otherwise such findings are practically useless due to the unknown intention of the evaluator.

### b. KBS UI Styles—Main Evaluation

The main evaluation—which took place in February to March 2014—was performed by in total 30 HCI students of the University of Würzburg. During that timespan, the target systems were made available on a dedicated test server. Thus, the participants were free to choose when and where to perform each evaluation remotely. Basically, the participants were divided in six groups of five members. Thereof, three groups performed a HE, the other three groups a CW. Each participant was instructed to perform the respective evaluation for each UI independently. However, participants were allowed to summarize all their findings into one usability report per group. The detailed task descriptions are provided in Appendix C.4.2.

Evaluation target were all of the previously selected five KBS UI pattern reference implementations:
Evaluation Part III—Selected KBS UI Patterns

1. **Box Questionnaire**—House Plants Recommender KB (App. A.2)
   
   Screenshot in Figure 7.9, major findings in Table 7.7.

2. **Daily Questionnaire**—Pub Recommendation KB (App. A.3)
   
   Screenshot in Figure 7.10, major findings in Table 7.8.

3. **Strict Interview**—Statistical Calculation Recommender KB (App. A.1)
   
   Screenshot in Figure 7.11, major findings in Table 7.9.

4. **Hierarchical Interview**—Statistical Calculation Recommender (App. A.1)
   
   Screenshot in Figure 7.12, major findings in Table 7.11.

5. **ITree**—Labour Legislation (App. A.4) & Hit and Run Accident (App. A.5) KBs.
   
   Screenshot (same UI used for both KBs) in Figure 7.13, major findings in Table 7.10.

The screenshots show the evaluated pattern implementations. For details on the basic design and interaction we refer to the KBS UI pattern specifications in Section 4.3, pp. 48 ff. As the participants were all German students, all KBs were used in a German variant.

For each assessed KBS UI style, we summarize the major evaluation findings (i.e., mostly problems) in a condensed table. This further lists the assigned average severity rating 0 (no problem)—4 (highly severe problem) as well as the associated heuristics according to Nielsen, 1994. Table 7.12 further provides a subsumption of common findings for all assessed systems.

The evaluation focused on the core input facilities, thus we did not include remarks concerning the framing functionality (e.g., resetting cases) or the KB contents. The original spreadsheet listing that contains all findings in an unabridged manner is provided with the encompassing materials available online—see Appendix E for an overview.

**Insights from the main evaluation**  
Fore-mostly, the expert findings served as valuable foundation for enhancing the reference implementations in ProKEt, thus we do not discuss all issues in detail. Yet, at the end of this section, pp. 150 ff., we subsume an overall estimation of the current usability and design state of all five reference implementations and the underlying KBS UI patterns, based on both the joint evaluation results from expert evaluation and user study. The most severely rated issues were immediately fixed in the reference implementations as to provide an enhanced foundation for the subsequent comparative user study. This exemplarily included:

- Adding a New Case warning before overwriting data (all impl.)
- Unifying labels/languages regarding the feedback form (all impl.)
- Improving the line spacing and fixing the issue with resetting answers on repeated click (Daily Questionnaire)
- Fixing the bugs with the interview history/progress bar/navigation buttons (Strict Interview)
- Introducing a New Case button and functionality (Hierarchical Interview)
- Adapting the instructions / initial short-info regarding the particular coloring scheme and the required interaction, and further tweaking the system response/reloading behavior (ITree)
The basic tendency (as no precise overall rating was required) arising from the results was, that Box Questionnaire was the overall winner due to an overall familiar intuitive UI metaphor. This was followed by Strict- and Hierarchical Interview. Thereof, Hierarchical Interview overall received the better remarks. Yet, for Strict Interview overall more potential (given, that certain issues are fixed in future implementations) was predicted. Daily Questionnaire basically was also well-perceived, yet received many remarks concerning specifically an inappropriate KB, which seemed to have deterred its overall perception. Finally, ITree was rated worst in this expert assessment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>HE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Solution Presentation</td>
<td>a. Displaying excluded solutions is not necessary/counterintuitive</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Do not display infinity as solution score but an actual number</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Solution justification box not visible when triggered for a solution at the bottom of the list</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. General UI Design</td>
<td>a. Once all questions are answered, returning to dialog and adapting single questions has no effect on dialog state / solutions</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Image scaling differs—some are too large, some too small</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.7: Box Questionnaire KBS, expert evaluation findings, grouped topically.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>HE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Solution Presentation</td>
<td>a. Justifications are not (easily) understandable</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2,5,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Icon for abstract rating and score are not intuitive</td>
<td>2,3,10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Justification popup hides other popups or main UI sometimes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,3,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. Ergebnis label overlays solution and makes it unusable</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e. Solutions cannot be filtered regarding certain weighted aspects</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. General UI Issues</td>
<td>a. Browser window size change can lead to unusability of the UI (from question to final answer) on large displays</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Question/answer display blocks too broad, not easily readable</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. UI rather cluttered, too many items visible simultaneously</td>
<td>5,8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. Link to instructions too unobtrusive, instructions not optimal</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e. Linespaces should be optimized, indicate a line between questions</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f. Label neuer Fall [new case] is too formal for pub domain</td>
<td>1,5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Answer Status / Options</td>
<td>a. No differentiation of OC and MC questions</td>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>2,3,4,6,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>b. No clear differentiation of answer options and question</td>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>2,3,4,6,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Not all answers can be easily reset by repeated click</td>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>2,3,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. No global feedback if all answers of a questionnaire are done</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. General Interaction</td>
<td>a. Input of price questions (OC) is cumbersome, would be better with slider widget or plain input field</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. No weighting of question importance is possible</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Folding triangles for questionnaires need affordance (hover action)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.8: Daily Questionnaire, expert evaluation findings, grouped topically.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>HE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Interview History</td>
<td>a. Basic behavior is faulty as it displays and allows question (re)answering that have already become non-indicated</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Interview history is displayed empty initially</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Progress Bar</td>
<td>a. Estimation of open questions is difficult as progress bar does not increase steadily</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Progress bar mediates that there is more work left than it actually is in tested UI, thus additional visual overhead</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,4,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Navigation Buttons</td>
<td>a. Sometimes not functional, should be deactivated when they have no effect (e.g., first and last question)</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1,2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Interaction</td>
<td>a. Click area of radio buttons is too small</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Answering a question automatically brings up next question</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.4,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Aux.Info Field</td>
<td>a. Fixed auxiliary info. field does not scale with UI automatically</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Explanation text hard to read: Black on (too dark) blue</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Results Presentation</td>
<td>a. End of session not clearly marked</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Abstract and precise score rating are superfluous for decision tree knowledge—either solution is found (then established) or not</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Design of final screen too different from previous design</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. Overlaying presentation of solution justification and -explanation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. General UI Issues</td>
<td>a. Question/answer different styling basically good, but should not use bold print but rather size</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Radio button tooltips are obscure</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,2,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. UI too broad overall, partly reaches over display borders</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Help / Instructions</td>
<td>a. Instructions partly redundant yet also partly missing; too much continuous text</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Link to instructions too unobtrusive</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.9:** Strict Interview, expert evaluation findings, grouped topically.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>HE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Color Scheme</td>
<td>a. Question/solution state single-coded by coloring, potential problem for color-blinds</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Switching usage of red and green when answering yes or no is confusing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.4,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. General UI Design</td>
<td>a. Knowledge connector markers vanish sometimes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Help button label 'jurisearch' confusing, UI is called ITree</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Design of results header module not clear</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. Hovering text for buttons partly contradicts instructions regarding button action/consequences</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>2,(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Tree/Node Design</td>
<td>a. Overview is lost w.r.t. large KBs and deep nesting</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Initial partly automatic expansion is confusing</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.5,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. ?-Button meaning not intuitive</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. Buttons overall too small</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e. Knowledge connector markers (IF, AND, OR) rather confusing and intruding</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f. Empty nodes (for compound rule indication) are not understandable</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>g. No clear indication of unanswered potentially relevant questions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Auxiliary Information</td>
<td>a. Problem to reach info box correctly as it updates content as soon as other question is hovered</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Scrolling in auxiliary information box is difficult</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Enumerations are confusing (e.g., 1,1,1 instead of 1,2,3)</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1,(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. Explanations: Meaning of 'inverse' is unclear</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. General Interaction</td>
<td>a. Contradicting answering possible: User entered parent overwrites derived child question answers</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1,2,3,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Folding triangle buttons not easily recognized</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. (Re)loading/system response time too long</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1,4,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. Expert shortcuts—answering only top questions—not recognized</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e. Blocked CMD/STRG-key: Should be blocked solely for reload, not for e.g. copy/paste</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f. Hierarchical structure suggests too strongly to start with top questions → child questions might be overseen</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.10: ITree, expert evaluation findings, topically grouped.
## Evaluation Part III—Selected KBS UI Patterns

### General UI Issues
- a. Visual overhead / lacking overview once multiple paths are opened
- b. Font size overall too small, illegible
- c. Tree nodes too broad, are overlaid by auxiliary information box
- d. Contrast between light nodes and background is not chosen well
- e. Tree nodes (‘buttons’) are not clearly bounded w.r.t. click interaction

### Folding Nodes
- a. Child nodes are not automatically closed if their parent is closed
- b. No automated irrelevant-path collapsing

### Auxiliary Info. Box
- a. Info box does not highlight the currently explained question
- b. Info box overlays questions partly
- c. Not possible to open multiple info boxes simultaneously to compare

### General Interaction Issues
- a. Missing button for starting new case (needs webpage reload)
- b. No quick start affordance that tree nodes are to be clicked
- c. Solution nodes do not react on click
- d. No (expert) interaction shortcuts, e.g. search functionality for retrieving nodes far in the tree, solution listing etc.

### Help / Instructions
- a. Link to instructions too unobtrusive
- b. Instructions are incomplete
- c. Instructions partly too lengthy, formulated as continuous text
- d. Closing button vanishes when scrolling within instructions

### Feedback Form Issues
- a. Label *Meldung* unclear
- b. No mail address validation
- c. English warning when sending empty fields, german UI
- d. No success message

### Table 7.11: Hierarchical Interview, expert evaluation findings, grouped topically.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>HE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. General UI Issues</td>
<td>a. Visual overhead / lacking overview once multiple paths are opened</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Font size overall too small, illegible</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Tree nodes too broad, are overlaid by auxiliary information box</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5,6,8,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. Contrast between light nodes and background is not chosen well</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e. Tree nodes (‘buttons’) are not clearly bounded w.r.t. click interaction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Folding Nodes</td>
<td>a. Child nodes are not automatically closed if their parent is closed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,3,6,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. No automated irrelevant-path collapsing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,3,6,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Auxiliary Info. Box</td>
<td>a. Info box does not highlight the currently explained question</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Info box overlays questions partly</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,3,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Not possible to open multiple info boxes simultaneously to compare</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. General Interaction Issues</td>
<td>a. Missing button for starting new case (needs webpage reload)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. No quick start affordance that tree nodes are to be clicked</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Solution nodes do not react on click</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. No (expert) interaction shortcuts, e.g. search functionality for retrieving nodes far in the tree, solution listing etc.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Help / Instructions</td>
<td>a. Link to instructions too unobtrusive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Instructions are incomplete</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Instructions partly too lengthy, formulated as continuous text</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. Closing button vanishes when scrolling within instructions</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3,4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7.12: Listing of the most relevant findings common to all KBS implementations. Findings are grouped topically, and list the average severity rating (S) and the concerned heuristics (HE) of Nielsen (Appendix D.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>HE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. General Interaction</td>
<td>a. No warning that <em>New Case</em> deletes all entered data irretrievably</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. No initial check whether JavaScript is enabled</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,5,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. No quick start affordances for new users</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Feedback Form Issues</td>
<td>a. Label <em>Meldung</em> unclear</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. No mail address validation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. English warning when sending empty fields, german UI</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. No success message</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. General UI Issues</td>
<td>a. Obscure page title</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. URL too technical/confusing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

__Table 7.12:__ Listing of the most relevant findings common to all KBS implementations. Findings are grouped topically, and list the average severity rating (S) and the concerned heuristics (HE) of Nielsen (Appendix D.2).
**Figure 7.9:** Box Questionnaire implementation with plant recommender KB (german): Anytime solution panel, status mediation coloring, and 1-2-2 columns style—i.e., 1 questionnaire/page, 2 questions/questionnaire, 2 answer columns/question.
Figure 7.10: Daily Questionnaire implementation with Würzburg’s pub consultation KB (German): Anytime top solution panel and 1 column global style—i.e., one questionnaire column, 1 question column/questionnaire.
Figure 7.11: Strict Interview implementation with a statistical recommender KB (german): Additional interview history, progress information, and navigation buttons.
**Figure 7.12:** Hierarchical Interview implementation with a recommender KB (german) on statistical calculation techniques.
Figure 7.13: ITree implementation with the hit & run accident clarification KB (german). The second assessed ITree used the exact same UI/KBS framework but included a labour legislation KB (german).
7.3.2 KBS UI Patterns—Comparative User Study

Evaluation Goal & Framing Conditions  The main objective of this large-scale comparative user study was to investigate the overall perception of the different KBS and their suitability regarding the provided tasks. For this study, three different KBs were used with the five KBS UI variants from the preceding expert evaluation. Thus, they basically conform to the examples depicted in Figures 7.9 to 7.13, pp. 142 ff. In contrast, partly different or refined KBs were used:

- House plants decision support KB—Box- / Daily Questionnaire
- Statistical calculation recommender KB—Strict- / Hierarchical Interview
- Labour legislation clarification KB—ITree

By using two KBs within two different UI solutions each, we hoped for insights regarding which KBS UI type was perceived better suitable for a fixed task. In total, roughly 300 computer science students of the university of Würzburg participated in this study in April/May 2014. Thereby, two tasks were assigned:

- **Task 1**: Solving the given problems with the designated KBS solutions. For details on the tasks, see Appendix C.5.1. Afterwards answering a tailored evaluation sheet, targeting base characteristics of KBS, such as rating the overall utility of the KBS on the scale 1 (very good)-6 (very bad).

a. Task 1: Success, Utility/Usability Questionnaire, & Free Comments

Table 7.13 presents the results of Task 1 based on the questionnaire and the calculated success rates. In total, we received 248 utilizable contributions. Box Questionnaire exhibited the highest success rate, closely followed by Daily Questionnaire and ITree. Thereby, Box- and Daily style better supported finding any solution at all, which in turn also resulted in a higher rate of wrong solutions (relatively to Hierarchical Clarifier). Also confirmed by the free comments, this was due to the fact that both the KB and the problem description were more easily understandable for Box- and Daily style than for the more comprehensive statistical calculation domain used with Hierarchical Clarifier. More precisely, this confirmed the assumption, already manifested during the ITree studies: That basically the quality of the KB is an important influencing factor on the overall KBS perception. This is affirmed by the observed correlation between the KB quality Q₄, and each of overall utility Q₁, belief in the results correctness Q₃, efficiency Q₇, and success rate. For all those items, strong correlation values exist—Q₄/Q₁: 0.9986; Q₄/Q₃: 0.9571; Q₄/Q₇: 0.9813; Q₄:SuccessRate: 0.8325. The slightly weaker correlation value for the success rate can be interpreted as an indicator that, regarding the overall success of a KBS, the KB quality actually is one important, but not the sole, influencing factor. Rather, also the general ease of use/interaction, UI design, as well as the respective problem descriptions add to the overall perception. The fact, that again Box- and Daily Questionnaire exhibit the best ratings regarding the ease of use (Q6) and (Box only) regarding the UI solution also confirms this assumption.

Despite scoring best overall, the aspect of knowledge mediation (Q₅) was rated worst for both Daily and Box Questionnaire. We attribute this to the fact, that the Questionnaire styles
Table 7.13: Results of the comparative user study regarding five selected KBS UI types, April/May 2014. Not explicitly listed are Q2 which concerned the acquired solution (mirrored in the success rate item), and Q8 which concerned the resolution of the screen. Ratings are provided on a scale from 1 (very good) to 6 (very bad), rating in bold-print, standard deviation in normal print afterwards. Original wording of the questions was German, see Appendix C.5.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Item</th>
<th>Daily Plants</th>
<th>Box Plants</th>
<th>Hier.Intv. Stats</th>
<th>StrictInv. Stats</th>
<th>ITree Legal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Success Measures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success rate (#/%)</td>
<td>220/88.71</td>
<td>227/91.53</td>
<td>67/27.02</td>
<td>50/20.15</td>
<td>219/88.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No solution (#/%)</td>
<td>2/0.81</td>
<td>5/2.02</td>
<td>30/12.10</td>
<td>28/11.30</td>
<td>17/6.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrong solution (#/%)</td>
<td>26/10.48</td>
<td>16/6.45</td>
<td>151/60.88</td>
<td>170/68.55</td>
<td>12/4.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility &amp; Usability Questionnaire Items</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1: Overall utility</td>
<td>2.04, 0.86</td>
<td>1.93, 0.80</td>
<td>3.63, 1.26</td>
<td>3.06, 1.16</td>
<td>2.72, 1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3: Belief correctness</td>
<td>1.68, 0.89</td>
<td>1.76, 0.86</td>
<td>4.13, 1.30</td>
<td>3.86, 1.31</td>
<td>3.03, 1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4: Knowl. quality</td>
<td>2.24, 0.83</td>
<td>2.16, 0.84</td>
<td>3.73, 1.28</td>
<td>3.08, 1.23</td>
<td>2.82, 1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5: Knowl. mediation</td>
<td>3.79, 1.40</td>
<td>3.77, 1.35</td>
<td>3.64, 1.52</td>
<td>3.18, 1.43</td>
<td>2.78, 1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6: Ease of use</td>
<td>1.95, 1.04</td>
<td>1.57, 0.81</td>
<td>3.30, 1.54</td>
<td>2.28, 1.24</td>
<td>3.03, 1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7: Efficiency</td>
<td>2.01, 0.91</td>
<td>1.84, 0.77</td>
<td>3.45, 1.35</td>
<td>2.86, 1.17</td>
<td>2.83, 1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9: Rating UI design</td>
<td>3.58, 1.14</td>
<td>2.60, 1.03</td>
<td>3.84, 1.20</td>
<td>2.57, 1.00</td>
<td>3.12, 1.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.13: Results of the comparative user study regarding five selected KBS UI types, April/May 2014. Not explicitly listed are Q2 which concerned the acquired solution (mirrored in the success rate item), and Q8 which concerned the resolution of the screen. Ratings are provided on a scale from 1 (very good) to 6 (very bad), rating in bold-print, standard deviation in normal print afterwards. Original wording of the questions was German, see Appendix C.5.2.

... do not offer an as seamless integration of add-on information as the other styles. Furthermore, the plants domain per se might basically have been already quite familiar to many users, thus the perceived mediation of (new) knowledge might not have been as clear as regarding the more comprehensive statistical and legal domains. Also, despite its overall less good rating than Box, Daily received the best ratings regarding the belief in the correctness of the results (Q3). There, we suspect the highly compact presentation a key factor as this allows for an anytime overview of the selected answers—and thus, also of the potential reasons for the solution. In contrast, Box style requires a lot more scrolling and thus less overview, in turn complicating an immediate estimation which answers caused the solution state(s) and whether this seems reasonable.

The worst results regarding the success rate were achieved by Strict Interview, which partly contradicts the impression from the subjective feedback—where Hierarchical Interview received the worst overall rating. This may be due to the fact, that the overall more intuitively usable UI of Strict Interview can misguide users to decide too quickly for an answer option. In contrast, Hierarchical Interview requires users to explicitly request add-on information for questions by click, which in turn might have led users to more carefully considering those and thus choosing the appropriate options more often. Despite being rated second worst, the basic UI style of Strict Interview received the best ratings of all KBS solutions, which was also strongly confirmed by the free feedback. This basically conforms to the expert assessment, see Section 7.3.1, pp.134 ff., where Strict Interview was amongst the better rated KBS solutions. This once again underlines the tight interplay of KB and UI in a KBS, as here the UI itself was seen as beneficial, yet the negative impression of the KB led to an overall negative rating.
The overall worst rating received Hierarchical Interview. This was somewhat surprising, as also Hierarchical Interview was amongst the better rated solutions in the expert assessment, c.f., Section 7.3.1, where it had been assessed with the exact same UI and KB. Yet, this reflects the suspicion, that the perception as well as the type and severity of findings may well vary between targeted expert assessments according to fixed guidelines and (potentially rather naive) usage during a plain user study. Nevertheless, this style confirmed our expectations in exhibiting a better perceived knowledge mediation (Q5) than the two Questionnaire styles. We attribute this to the fact, that Hierarchical Interview, in contrast to the Questionnaire variants, mirrors the knowledge coherences and derivation path(s) of solutions visually.

Despite also addressing a highly complex domain, ITree with the labour legislation KB scored way better than Hierarchical- and Strict Interview. This most probably is due to the fact that the named legal KB has been refined by legal experts over many months—also confirmed by the good rating of the knowledge quality (Q4). Also, several previous studies (c.f., Section 7.2, pp. 123 ff.) had detected diverse issues which already had been reworked at that time. However, the basically rather unfavorably rated ease of use (Q6) as well as the additional free comments further conform to our assumption that ITree is specifically suitable for frequent- or trained users with a certain degree of expertise, and not so much for laymen/one-time users. The additionally provided free comments are subsumed in Table 7.14. The unabridged findings spreadsheet is available online, see Appendix E. Thereby, for each KBS UI style, the topical group, the major relevant aspects (Details) and the frequency (F) with which a topic has been addressed are listed. This feedback basically further undermines the general tendency as described above: That the Questionnaire styles Box- and Daily scored best, especially for one-time/laymen users. Those are followed by Hierarchical Clarifier, given some introduction/familiarization. A bad overall rating, but a good forecast regarding its potential when eliminating certain bugs, attained Strict Interview. The worst rating received Hierarchical Interview, which was neither entirely convincing regarding the UI, nor regarding the KB.

b. Part 2: Assessment according to ISO 9241–110

The results of rating the KBS UI styles according to ISO 9241–110, 2006, subsumed in Table 7.15, further mostly confirm the already described tendency regarding Box and Daily being the best-rated variants and Hierarchical Interview receiving the worst overall results. The unabridged findings are available online, see Appendix E. One remarkable finding concerns the aspect, that the learnability of ITree exhibited the worst rating. This contradicts the result of Q5 from part 1 of the evaluation, where ITree received the best rating regarding the mediation of knowledge (see Table 7.13, p. 148 Q5). Further, users also mentioned in several comments, that they had been able to gain some insights regarding the legal topic at hand. This conforms to our original assumption, that this style offers a high degree of learnability and skill-building ability. In contrast, the high value regarding a potential individualization (IN6) of ITree complies to our intention that it especially fosters users to process the questions regarding their personal proficiency level—and thus to use ITree in an individual manner. Strict Interview achieved a basically better overall score than in the subjective results (questionnaires) of the user study.
Tables 7.14: KBS UI Patterns, comparative user study, May 2014—subjective feedback. The table lists the most relevant remarks, both negative and positive, regarding the five assessed KBS UIs, topically grouped and provided with the frequency (F) the topic was addressed.

It scored the second-best ratings in several questions, namely regarding self-descriptiveness (IN2), expectation conformity (IN4), and learnability (IN7). This undermines the general tendency of the previous questionnaire, and the basic impression from the expert assessment, that Strict Interview in general is a favorable, intuitive UI variant.

### 7.3.3 Overall Insights of the KBS UI Pattern Assessment

Regarding the five assessed KBS UI pattern implementations, *Box Questionnaire* gained the best overall results. As example, its 'structured composition' as well as its 'unobtrusive design' was acknowledged in the expert assessment. Additional feedback from the comparative study further confirmed this perception. An important factor surely is its familiar design resembling
standard web- and paper-based forms. Also, the applied house plants KB and, consequently, also the tasks to be solved, were not as complex and topically demanding as the legal- or the statistical KBs. Yet, also in general the least basic flaws were reported for this style in the expert assessment.

*Daily Questionnaire* basically was rated controversially in the expert assessment. On the one hand, it was valued as a very minimalistic and structured style that can present many fine-grained options in a highly compact, clear manner. On the other hand, particularly this compactness simultaneously was suspected a potential source for UI overload. This aspect may be ameliorated in the future by further refining the styling with respect to a better visual indication of its structure. For example, by distinguishing more clearly between question- and answer presentation, or adapting the highlighting of selected items. This was basically also the consenting outcome of the comparative user study—yet there, Daily received an overall more positive rating.

Both *Hierarchical Interview* and *Strict Interview* exhibited the greatest discrepancy between expert- and user study assessment. In the former, both variants received similarly good base ratings. Hierarchical Interview even was remarked to be 'easy, efficient, and functional', up to the level where 'operating errors seem impossible except if induced by a mis-/non-understanding of the knowledge/information'. Yet, this mostly positive valuation of the experts was not mirrored in the comparative study afterwards, where Hierarchical Interview was the (quite clear) overall loser—even though the same UI solutions and KBs were used. One critical point, found in both assessments for Hierarchical Interview, was the basic interaction with the nodes. First, child nodes are not closed automatically with their parents, thus when expanding the parent again, all previously opened children are immediately expanded again, thus cluttering the screen. Second, non-indicated paths in the tree are not collapsed automatically when opening another node—here, however, some comments contrastingly valued this even an advantageous feature as thus several paths could be compared simultaneously. Yet it was remarked consentingly, that a visual indication of coherent paths/nodes could be highly beneficial.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IN1. Task Adequacy</td>
<td>2.07, 1.10</td>
<td>1.82, 0.99</td>
<td>3.10, 1.45</td>
<td>2.22, 1.29</td>
<td>2.38, 1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN2. Self-Descriptiven.</td>
<td>2.24, 1.12</td>
<td>1.82, 1.01</td>
<td>2.64, 1.32</td>
<td>1.98, 1.13</td>
<td>2.21, 1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN3. Controllability</td>
<td>1.77, 0.95</td>
<td>1.78, 0.88</td>
<td>2.77, 1.34</td>
<td>2.48, 1.31</td>
<td>2.10, 1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN4. Expectance Conf.</td>
<td>2.19, 1.16</td>
<td>1.80, 0.83</td>
<td>2.33, 1.20</td>
<td>1.99, 1.13</td>
<td>2.66, 1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN5. Error Tolerance</td>
<td>2.27, 1.33</td>
<td>2.24, 1.40</td>
<td>2.59, 1.48</td>
<td>2.60, 1.47</td>
<td>2.59, 1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN6. Individualization</td>
<td>3.88, 1.45</td>
<td>4.03, 1.39</td>
<td>4.26, 1.15</td>
<td>4.26, 1.23</td>
<td>3.80, 1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN7. Learnability</td>
<td>2.54, 1.39</td>
<td>2.31, 1.33</td>
<td>2.56, 1.36</td>
<td>2.40, 1.31</td>
<td>3.50, 1.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.15: Results of the comparative rating of five selected KBS UI types, April/May 2014, according to the ISO 9241-110 norm. Ratings are provided on a scale from 1 (very good) to 6 (very bad), the rating value printed bold, the standard deviation afterwards in normal print. For the original wording (german) of the norms, see Appendix D.T.
Strict Interview similarly was rated quite good in the expert assessment: As clearly structured, minimalistic, and intuitive, resembling ‘talking to a person intending to help you on your problem’. Most evaluators saw high potential in this UI type, especially regarding novice or one-time users. Yet its overall perception was spoilt by some critical flaws that concerned the interview history, the progress estimation, and the navigation buttons (all related to the fact that users could navigate back to already deactivated items and answer them despite their irrelevance for the interrogation). This conforms quite well to the impression gained during the user study. There, Strict Interview was basically also valued particularly regarding its UI and interaction design, yet—similar as with Hierarchical Interview—severe problems with the KB and problem description became evident and seemed to deter the overall rating.

As KB problems were reported both for Hierarchical and Strict Interview in the user study, we suspect this being one of the key factors for decreasing their rating that much, there. This was also confirmed by a quite obvious correlation we found between the KB quality and KBS utility, KBS efficiency, and the belief in the result’s correctness (see Section 7.3.3, p. 147). Thus, an additional reason for the non-compliance to the expert evaluation could be a differing expertise of the evaluators/users regarding statistical methods and their application contexts.

For the ITree style, the assumption manifested that this is not well appropriate for one-time or laymen users, but exhibits its strengths rather for frequent or trained users. In the expert assessment, ITree was assessed with two KBs, one more comprehensive example, and one less extensive example. However, independent from the respectively assessed KB variant still often the basic way of operation, particularly regarding when and with which intention to answer refinement questions, was not intuitively understood—thus supporting the initial assumption regarding suitable target users. Further key points that seemed to decrease the perception of ITree were the coloring scheme, especially in combination with the concept of inverse questions. Those expert findings were quite well confirmed also by the results of the comparative study. Also there, ITree received good overall results, mirrored particularly by its high success rate and most of the queried usability/utility aspects. Yet, subjective feedback of users again reported similar flaws, e.g., with respect to the color scheme. Also, again the assumption was confirmed that ITree requires at least some domain knowledge and familiarization with the UI/interaction.

Based on the results of the KBS UI assessment, we cautiously draw some more general conclusion for the patterns themselves. Box Questionnaire, Daily Questionnaire, and Strict Interview overall seem best suitable for laymen and one-/first-time users due to their basically intuitive usage and design. The concrete decision regarding one or the other style mostly depends on the degree of strictness required from the interrogation and on the desired compactness of the presentation. In contrast, Hierarchical Interview and especially ITree seem better appropriate in the context of trained, frequent, or domain expert users. There, they offer a highly efficient operation and additionally provide a directly integrated base justification. In case, a Clarification KBS is required in the context of rather inexperienced or laymen users, we suspect the hybrid patterns Clarifier Questionnaire and Clarifier Interview (see Section 4.3.5, pp. 67) most favorable—this assumption, though, still is open to verification in future studies.
7.4 Evaluation Synopsis and Lessons Learned

The different case studies and evaluations reported in this chapter underline the strength of the development approach and of the tool ProKEt proposed in this thesis.

First of all, ProKEt was able to live up to its anticipated benefits: To leverage overall KBS development while allowing to focus on so far rather neglected activities such as UI/interaction design and usability evaluation of KBS. This was on the one hand shown by the estimated benchmarks, reported in Section 7.1.1 where former self-contained KBS development was contrasted with today’s ProKEt-based development. On the other hand, the reported case studies of actual projects from the medical and legal domain, see Sections 7.1.2, 7.1.3, and 7.1.4 exemplified in detail the activities supported by ProKEt. Each time, this led to a highly agile, iterative development process with positive consequences on the overall course of the project and resulting implementation. As a positive side effect, this further enabled visual interactive KB debugging. For example, the project manager in EuraHS as well as the reference experts in the JuriSearch project profited greatly from the possibility to review their formalized/updated knowledge directly in a fully functional KBS instance instead of debugging plain-text wiki markup or extensive Word documents. Finally, ProKEt also leveraged the setup and conduction of highly iterative KBS usability studies.

The Hierarchical Clarifier UI style itself has been invented and proposed in this work as a novel UI style specifically targeted towards Clarification KBS. Repeated evaluations steadily refined the ITree style, a specific instantiation of Hierarchical Clarifier, regarding both the UI-interaction based solution as well as regarding the inner, KB-related evolution. The corresponding assessments and the gradual evolvement of ITree were thoroughly reported in Section 7.2.

The two assessments (expert- and user study-based) of the five selected KBS UI pattern variants Box-/Daily Questionnaire, Hierarchical/Strict Interview, and ITree, see Section 7.3, showed a quite clear tendency: Overall, Box Questionnaire received best ratings, followed by Daily Questionnaire, Hierarchical Clarifier, Strict Interview, and Hierarchical Interview. Looking at the results more precisely, further the assumption manifests, that Box Questionnaire, Daily Questionnaire, and Strict Interview are especially suitable for one-/first-time users and domain laymen. In contrast, Hierarchical Interview and particularly ITree are more apt for frequent, trained users. Further, especially ITree also could live up to the assumption to provide for a strong explainability and skill-building ability.

During those studies, we often observed also strongly contradicting subjective user opinions. For example, Daily is well-structured versus Daily is ill-structured. This particularly also underlines that the suitability of a given base style not only strongly depends on the user and usage context. Also, the complexity and domain of the knowledge, and the type of problems/cases to be solved and their description are strongly influencing factors. Thus, it needs to be carefully reconsidered each time anew, which solution to apply. There, a collection of foundational patterns, as proposed in this work, provides strong support in narrowing down potential solutions to one or few most appropriate ones that in the further course can be evaluated against each other in more detail. This was done, for example, in the JuriSearch project, where initially the novel ITree- and a more familiar Interview style had been compared before deciding on the base UI and discussing its further evolvement.
As a fundamental insight, we learned that expectations and assumptions regarding potential target users, their requirements, abilities, and the resulting suitability of a certain KBS solution most often are not (entirely) correct—both concerning the overall system design as well as the KB. Consequentially, iterative evaluation and adaption cycles regarding both components are indispensable. Also, the benefits of conducting preliminary evaluations ('assessing the evaluation method') for checking the feasibility of a chosen approach and materials became evident. For example, we learned during the first JuriSearch evaluation that providing the problem and task description additionally in a printed version is more likely to please users and to support the evaluation process. Likewise, the preliminary evaluation before the main expert assessment of the KBS UI patterns showed the need for highly precise task descriptions and fixed rating scales. This again requires appropriate tools for efficiently setting up and—when required—easily modifying evaluation scenarios, including test KBS with different KBs or slightly adapted configurations. As the reported projects and evaluation activities show, ProKEt provides powerful support regarding all those aspects.
Part III

Conclusion
Chapter 8

Summary

The field of knowledge-based systems is still highly active with respect to development methodologies and tools. Yet, the actual engineering of knowledge-based systems (KBSE) remains a challenging task, due to the complexity of correctly acquiring the relevant knowledge, particularly the aspects of UI design, (usability) evaluation, and user-centered development are rather neglected. In this thesis, we introduced an encompassing powerful, yet straightforward and affordable, KBSE approach as well as corresponding tools for its practical application. As an innovation, we further proposed an entirely novel KBS type—Clarification KBS—as a mashup of consultation and justification base interactivity. Also, we delimitated and characterized a basic set of UI design options and, based thereupon, introduced KBS UI patterns both for ‘traditional’ as well as for the novel KBS type.

8.1 Towards Encompassing KBSE

We motivated three key components for encompassing KBSE: Tailored KBS UI patterns as a foundation and inspirational source, that strongly promote the reuse of proven solutions. Extensible prototyping, that fosters an UI-oriented, user-centered development process, as well as the seamless integration of KA activities. And selected usability instruments for integrating both implicit and explicit usability activities into overall KBSE. Due to the broad range of existing KBSE approaches, mostly focussing on the KB, we did not propose ‘yet another methodology’. Rather, we demonstrated the flexibility that arises from combining the proposed key development activities with existing approaches. As an example, we described the integration with the Agile Process Model [Baumeister, 2004]. The resulting encompassing agile process model EAM was successfully applied in several current KBS projects, as reported in this work.

8.2 KBS UI Design and Patterns

We distinguish modules for representing four UI-related KBS core parts: The core input module, a results module, a justification module (in case solutions are derived), and auxiliary information. Thereby, the core input module denotes the key essential element. In this work, we proposed a collection of KBS UI patterns that describe variants of in total three basic (interaction-focussed) core patterns, as well as one additional, hybrid variant. Those found on the experiences in former KBS projects and adhere to known usability and design principles. Further, we specified several basic configuration dimensions for implementing KBS solutions. The ProKEt toolset
comprises reference implementations of both those KBS patterns as a whole and of the named presentation configuration options. However, we aimed not only at providing a plain collection of KBS UI patterns. Particularly, we wanted to ensure a certain quality regarding the basic specification and its practical realization in ProKEt. Therefore, a first selection of pattern reference implementations has been evaluated using both expert evaluation techniques and a large-scale user study: Box Questionnaire, Daily Questionnaire, Strict Interview, Hierarchical Interview, and Hierarchical Clarifier. The results of those studies indicate, that both Questionnaire variants are particularly suitable regarding laymen and one-time users, as they offer a highly intuitive, familiar UI representation and interaction. Also, the Strict Interview variant was rated as particularly apt for this user group based on the expert findings. Yet, in the user study the applied test KB—a rather comprehensive one from the statistical domain—had a deterring effect on the overall results for this style. A similar outcome concerns the Hierarchical Interview, which was rated as potentially efficient UI form by the experts, yet the concrete study results were not as positive. In general, Hierarchical Interview was rated more apt for proficient users due to its specific hierarchical interaction form. Finally, the Hierarchical Clarifier variant received very promising ratings, especially considering the fact that it was applied in (and is especially apt for) a highly expertise domain with complex knowledge and many special terms.

8.3 Clarification KBS for User Participation

Apart from classifying already (partly) known or applied KBS UI solutions in the form of patterns—such as the Questionnaire base style—we further developed a novel KBS type: Clarification KBS as a mashup of consultation and justification components that particularly uses backward knowledge. That is, knowledge that is specifically targeted towards a single solution and thus consists solely of questions that potentially contribute to the target solution rating. Clarification KBS further specifically foster usage-related user participation: By allowing for a highly explorative data entry task, and thus enabling users to contribute their personal expertise to the problem solving process. Finally, such systems support the idea of learnability, i.e., to convey knowledge regarding the target domain to the user by simply using the system. During the JuriSearch project, an instantiation of the Hierarchical Clarifier pattern, ITree, has been successfully applied for developing legal clarification consultation modules.

8.4 Encompassing KBSE with ProKEt

For practically supporting the proposed development approach we developed the tailored prototyping and knowledge systems engineering tool ProKEt. The most powerful features of that tool encompass:

- A selection of predefined reference implementations of the KBS UI patterns proposed in this work. Those basically are ready to use out of the box: By simply copying and adapting a corresponding default ProKEt UI specification file. For example, by exchanging only the reference to the desired KB. Or by a straightforward, property-based fine-tuning of the implementations according to the suggested, general KBS configuration options.
• A basic modular template-based architecture that fosters the easy extension and adaption of existing KBS templates on several levels of (implementation) detail and expertise. In the simplest form based on KBS UI specs adaption. Also quite straightforward is including own or tailoring existing CSS styles. Structural adations are enabled on the template level (HTML, StringTemplate). And finally, the most comprehensive variant denotes (re)writing renderers or further, e.g., interaction-related, modifications on the code level.

• Out of the box available basic usability evaluation features. Apart from basically increasing KBS implementation efficiency—and drastically reducing the efforts of setting up frequent, highly iterative evaluations—ProKEt offers two further specific features for supporting KBS usability evaluations: A tailored click logging mechanism for usage data collection and the integration of predefined (quite easily adaptable, when required) utility- and usability evaluation questionnaires. Those features can be activated easily by adding the corresponding property to the KBS UI Specs.

• Support for intertwined development of UI and KB by offering several KA extension points: First, the tool KnowOF, which encompasses both a Microsoft Word parser for hierarchical clarification knowledge and a more general Excel/Spreadsheet parser that flexibly supports diverse knowledge formats. Second, the exemplary coupling with the semantic wiki KnowWE [Baumeister, 2004]. ProKEt and those extension points are seamlessly coupled, thus fostering the development of KB and UI in parallel and inspecting the mutual influences of one part on the other in a direct, effortless manner—therewith strongly supporting the proposed, encompassing user-centered KBSE approach.

8.5 Practical Experiences

Various practical experiences were gained with the proposed approach and tools. Mediastinitis and EuraHS are two ongoing projects from the medical domain. In both cases, the implemented artifacts are intelligent documentation KBS. Both projects started in-midst of the work on the overall encompassing approach, the pattern collection, and corresponding support by ProKEt. Thus, the focus there lay on performing extensible prototyping in a highly iterative manner with informal expert reviews following each iteration. This basically followed the proposed EAM—yet no concrete, targeted usability studies or experiments were conducted at that time. JuriSearch, from the legal domain, required the implementation of separate clarification consultation modules for various legal topics. There, the research and development tools had already matured. This allowed for investigating the novel tailored instantiation of the Hierarchical Clarifier UI style—I-Tree—during highly iterative, usability-oriented development-and-evaluation cycles in great detail. Again, the basic activity flow closely adhered to the proposed EAM. Apart from those projects that were tied to developing specific KBS types, we evaluated selected basic KBS UI patterns with regards to their general usability and overall inherent design. This aimed at increasing the quality of the proposed KBS UI pattern collection and reference implementations provided by ProKEt.
Chapter 9

Discussion

The proposed encompassing and user-centered development paradigm, the foundational KBS pattern collection, and the tool ProKEt basically proved to be a powerful toolset for leveraging KBSE. In the following, we discuss the main contributions of the presented research to the field of KBS engineering.

9.1 Encompassing, user-centered KBSE—Flexible Ingredients & Enhanced User Participation

The proposed key components of encompassing, user-centered KBSE are deliberately not intended to describe yet another, stand-alone KBSE approach. Rather, they are easily—partly or entirely—integrable with arbitrary KBSE methodologies. The exemplary integration with the Agile Process Model [Baumeister, 2004] was shown in this work.

As motivated, the solitary application of extensible (or other forms of evolutionary) prototyping can be risky from the project management view. Thus, we recommend to embed the described activities into a basic process model—as demonstrated in this work. This helps to settle an obligatory base plan—e.g., regarding intermediate- and final goals, basic responsibilities, etc.—that can help to prevent a failure of the project or never ending development cycles, but that is enhanced by particular UI- and usability related activities.

Based on such a model, another strength of the proposed approach excels: An increased and strong user participation regarding both the development of the KBS, as well as its usage. The EAM, as proposed in this work, together with the matching tailored KBSE tool ProKEt offers room for user participation regarding the aspects of requirements engineering, live adaptation/development sessions, intertwined KB/UI development, and repeated evaluation. Consequently, knowledge engineers can better concentrate on UI/interaction- and usability-related activities for working out KBS UI variants with an even stronger usability, leading optimally to an increased, usage-related user participation. As an example therefore, in this work the novel Clarification KBS type and corresponding UI representations were proposed.

9.2 A KBS Showcase of Patterns and Prototypes

Both the pattern collection, their reference implementation, and their configuration options in ProKEt serve as a valuable showcase of different basic KBS solutions. Basically, this has
the potential to foster and enhance requirements engineering. This is due to the fact, that discussing potential solutions visually and using (static) patterns or (interactive) implementations can greatly ease the understanding of the potential future system and its basic abilities/features for the customers—as already observed by [Bloom and Chung, 2001]. Consequently, requirements then often can be formulated more precisely. This helps to reduce misunderstandings and thus, to decrease the need for future improvement or modification, efforts, and costs. The other way around, the better the intended requirements are met, the greater the chances are for an overall high user satisfaction and KBS usability. We experienced KBS showcasing as beneficial in all practically conducted projects, at the beginning of which we provided a static or interactive KBS solution for the customer: For initially convincing them of the suitability of a certain KBS solution—conforming to the suggestion that demo prototypes of KBS are of strategic importance for demonstrating the feasibility of ideas and value of the targeted technology to management, domain experts, or the own colleagues [Cupello and Mishelevich, 1988]. For accelerating and refining RE, as motivated. And for specifying the resulting target implementation more precisely so that both customer and developer had a clear idea of what to expect of the future system.

Undoubtedly, the proposed collection of UI presentation options and resulting patterns is not entirely exhaustive and there may well be more reasonably interesting presentation options. Therefore, the KBS UI pattern collection is intended rather as a starting point and foundational source of inspiration regarding the design and assembly of KBS UI core components—that can easily (and should) be extended for further contexts/domains.

### 9.3 Clarification KBS for Comprehensive Domains

Clarification KBS particularly target highly expertise domains—where comprehensive, and complexly interrelated knowledge regarding specific solutions exists. One example from the presented research is the clarification of the correctness of an (unlawful) dismissal. The corresponding KB created during the course of this work consists of (currently) roughly 80 base questions. Particularly in a domain such as legal rights, it is mostly sufficient to answer some few, distinct questions that are most relevant for the case, whereas a greater part often can be left aside. Yet, the introduction of abstraction questions, for grouping such base and refinement questions, likewise can easily grow quite complex itself, too. For example, in the unlawful dismissal example in our work, about 10 such abstraction levels exist.

Thus, standard UI solutions such as a Strict Interview or even a Questionnaire type are mostly rather inappropriate. This is attributed to the fact, that those typically present all interview items (with potentially many irrelevant items) strictly sequenced or within a grid-based rendering without any clear representation regarding the interdependencies of the interview items. The resulting requirement to either answer all those questions (Interview) or not to being able to figure out potentially existing expert shortcuts (Questionnaire) can easily discourage users.

In contrast, the novel Hierarchical Clarifier style provides an explicit visual representation of the entire (abstraction) structure of such a KB. This leads to a freely explorable and processable representation, and moreover visually indicates both the coherences between the questions and the consequences of respective answer options. Thus, users can decide autonomously, whether to take the shortcut path (not as much questions overall, but formulated rather ab-
In the course of this work, we developed the \textit{ITree} KBS style as a particular instantiation of the Hierarchical Clarifier pattern. This already has been subject to several different (usability) evaluations. The overall results are highly promising: The basic UI design and interaction still often were perceived as unfavorable or hard to comprehend—thus, the overall rating often was not the best, and there existed more users (relative to, e.g., Box Questionnaire) that could not reasonably handle that UI style at all. Still, the objective success rate was constantly high during the last studies (90–100%), implying that users can profit quite well from such an UI once they overcome the initial hurdle and understand the system metaphor. This conforms to another tendency, that emerged during the studies—yet so far has not been particularly formally validated: A better familiarization with the \textit{ITree} design and interaction with repeated / frequent usage, thus leading to a more positive valuation. For familiarized users, also another anticipated characteristic of Hierarchical Clarifier actually was confirmed in the studies: Its ability to foster and enhance user participation in the sense that users can contribute their personal expertise to the problem solving process, and in turn to offer a high degree of learnability. Another not yet formally validated but quite obvious observation was, that the perception of Hierarchical Clarifier strongly depends on the used KB and on the respective problem descriptions.

In summary, Hierarchical Clarifier denotes a promising step towards the application of Clarification KBS in highly expertise domains where using standard KBS is no option. Yet, further research efforts are necessary for decreasing the initial hurdle of using this KBS type. For reducing the familiarization efforts, we further assume the proposed hybrid KBS types, such as Clarifier Interview, to be beneficial. Yet, their particular consequences still need to be formally invested. This includes aspects such as whether such hybrids actually can live up to the pure Hierarchical Clarifier variant regarding efficiency, skill-building-ability, and user participation; or whether they really do decrease the initial usage hurdle as anticipated, or if new/further problems arise.

One idea in this regard is, to offer hybrid clarification KBS variants, such as Clarifier Interview, but extend them by an interactive Hierarchical Clarifier status view. That is, the user firstly progresses through a more guided clarification consultation, yet is provided with an overview of the current state (which question at which hierarchical level is currently inspected) by the status view widget. Additionally, this widget is clickable, and triggers a fully functional, respectively expanded Hierarchical Clarifier UI. Thus, users are enabled to switch between a guided progression (Interview/Hybrid view) and an explorative, potentially better comprehensible and explicable UI (Hierarchical Clarifier view).

### 9.4 \textit{ProKEt}—Template-based, Modular KBSE Tool

On the practical side, we introduced the tailored prototyping and knowledge systems engineering tool \textit{ProKEt} was introduced. An initial conceptualization of ProKEt founded on the outcome of a master thesis [Mitlmeier, 2010]. Major parts of this work later were re-implemented by the author for enhancing the basic architecture and ameliorating the modularity and extensibility of the tool. Further, ProKEt was extended for integrating [dyweb, n.d.] KBs as well as regarding the supported KBS base patterns and configuration possibilities. Therewith, it ma-
tured from a pure prototyping framework to a comprehensive KBSE tool. Also, a bachelor thesis [Coca, 2013] investigated possibilities for integrating justification visualization in ProKEt. Further extensions, mostly related to specific project requirements (EuraHS / JuriSearch), were provided by the colleagues Albrecht Striffler and Felix Herrmann. The KA extension points were implemented by the colleagues Elmar Böhler (Microsoft Word parser for JuriSearch), Felix Herrmann (KnowOF KA tool), and Georg Dietrich (general spreadsheet/Excel parser). This encompassed transferring the informal—yet for the project partners more intuitive—office-based knowledge specification into formalized d3web KBs and ProKEt KBS UI specification files. The functionality for correctly processing the parsed KBs and propagating the presentation options to the ProKEt artifacts was extended and gradually refined for the most part by the author.

ProKEt as encompassing KBSE tool fosters several interesting use cases. The highly modular and extensible architecture of ProKEt regarding the realization of UI widgets and more comprehensive UI modules enables and eases UI-related experimentation in the context of KBS. Therefore, several levels of adapting existing or defining new KBS UI styles requiring various efforts and experience exist. During the Mediastinitis project, for example, the initial prototypes used in the RE and system definition phase were configured mainly using predefined properties (e.g., multi-column and single-column style) and exchanging/adapting CSS files. In contrast, the addition of tailored renderers, e.g., for the ITree implementation, required way more efforts and time. However, the modular reuse-fostering architecture of ProKEt provided strong support also here.

ProKEt basically provides all general modules and functionality in a readily available manner, so that they can be activated easily for all ProKEt artifacts likewise. Examples are session management, multilingualism features, or a default results or solution display panel. Thus, especially also the extension steps as proposed for extensible prototyping are fostered: On the one hand, merging KBS UI and KB into a functional core KBS. And further (or enabled by ProKEt, also simultaneously) extending them into fully productive KBS solutions. This renders ProKEt-based KBSE in general very efficient and thus affordable, basically fostering UI related activities to be integrated explicitly in KBSE, and further supporting user-centered development in various regards.

Finally, it can be argued that the provision of fixed patterns and respectively pre-implemented UI modules rather constrains potential creativity regarding the realization of novel solutions. We argue, however, that the patterns (and reference implementation in ProKEt) are not to be seen as strict prerequisite, but are more intended as a foundation for further development. That is, they define the most appropriate base interaction and UI KBS type for a given context and framing conditions, but their particular realization and fine-tuning still is up to the respective developer. There, the modularity and extensibility of ProKEt encourage the contribution of further adoptions or extensions for the foundational pattern collection and reference implementations.

9.5 Intertwined KB and UI development

The encompassing KBSE paradigm and ProKEt both explicitly foster the tightly intertwined development of KB and UI as well as the consequential visual support for KB assessment. This
already proved to be highly beneficial in actual projects. First, the possibility of visually debugging the KB, was especially approved of by the domain experts that participated in the KA process. Examples are the EuraHS and the JuriSearch project, where experts upload and immediately review their knowledge specification within a functional KBS instance on a demo server. Apart from saving experts’ traveling costs and time, c.f., [Duan et al., 2005], we recognized that that active expert participation in fact increased their identification with and belief in the final KBS. This further strengthened the overall cooperation and decreased the risk of canceling the project midways. This conforms to the claim of [Nurminen et al., 2003], that experts are the more positive towards the new system the more they are able to influence the development process. For knowledge engineers, such visual KB debugging admittedly cannot (fully) replace other, more formal methods or more comprehensive tools for KB evaluation; examples are the systematic investigation regarding redundant KB objects. Regarding some other tasks, however, the visual examination can provide clear benefits. For example, with respect to the investigation of the correctness of predefined interrogation paths, which may be rather cumbersome based on spreadsheets (KnowOF) or plain text markup files (KnowWE).

At any rate, the separate but intertwined development paradigm enables a realistic preview and intuitive access of the KB in its target environment. Thus, the efficient investigation of the mutual effects of KB- and UI design is eased and consequently the detection of other problem classes, arising due to the strong mutual influence of KB and UI, is fostered. As example, comprehensive question texts might not work well with diverse target UI styles/widgets. Yet, it should be taken care not to mix UI- and KB-based experimentation regarding the same issue too loosely, as this might obscure rather than support any real gain of insight. In the question formulation example, that could imply to construct two separate prototypes—one showing an exemplary adaption of the UI but using the original KB, the other one using a partly reformulated KB within the original UI—and to compare the results of both examples before adapting the entire UI or KB, respectively.

9.6 Fostering Usability in the KBS Context

The support for easily creating adapted, fully functional KBS artifacts rather than pure prototypes in a straightforward manner, as enabled by ProKEt, fosters highly iterative development cycles. It is quite an established view ”[... ] that user interfaces should be designed iteratively in almost all cases because it is virtually impossible to design a user interface that has no usability problems from the start” [Nielsen, 1994]. Additionally, iterative development offers the chances to detect potential problems earlier in the course of development, which in turn can help to reduce adaption/correction costs compared to when certain problems are not discovered before the end of development. We saw this confirmed in the conducted projects, during which we experienced such frequent iterations as highly valuable: On the one hand, in fact the overall quality of the KBS increased. On the other hand, also the participating experts were satisfied with observing the continuous progress of ‘their’ system and thus felt been taken seriously regarding their requirements and participation. Also, those iterations helped to demonstrate both developers and experts, whether (or not) they are still pursuing the right paths according to the consented goals.
Apart from that implicit usability enhancement, the readily available functional KBS artifacts created with ProKEt offer the chance to integrate also targeted usability evaluation features at any time. This can easily be done anytime and free of charge or additional efforts. The value thereof became evident especially during the JuriSearch project, which profited strongly from the frequently conducted formal KBS evaluations—which were conducted in addition to even more frequent adoptions and resulting informal assessments with the project partners. There, especially the average task time or the logging of the derived result were important evaluation benchmarks that could be easily collected and evaluated. Overall, the frequent evaluation activity led to a notable amelioration of the ITree KBS UI style, that was developed as a novelty in this project. Also regarding the KBS UI pattern assessment, the support for easily setting up alternative KBS variants with minimal efforts leveraged to conduct comparative user studies more than once, and with slightly changing objectives.

Being enabled to both implicitly and explicitly assess KBS solutions is even the more relevant as we learned, that the quality and usability of a KBS never regards the UI alone, but also always entails the comprehensiveness of the KB as well as of the problem descriptions. Thus, the intertwined KB and UI development, as well as easily and highly iteratively assessing resulting artifacts either informally or in formal studies, can considerably increase the overall usability, user acceptance of, and user satisfaction with the KBS. We regard this as particularly essential, as KBS often are applied in critical contexts where failures of such a system can directly influence human health or lead to considerable financial losses. Thus, subsumed, the proposed approach and corresponding tool ProKEt offer great potential for ameliorating KBSE in an encompassing way and thus denote an important contribution to the current KBS research.
Chapter 10

Outlook

The novel development paradigm and corresponding development toolset for web-/browser-based KBS presented in this thesis lays a powerful foundation for a more encompassing, UI-, user-, and usability-focussed development process. Thus, this work denotes an important theoretical and practical contribution to current KBS research. Despite their general applicability, utility, and profit for the overall development process, the topics included in this work also open doors towards various exciting future research directions.

10.1 Expanding Development Tools

ProKEt and its KA extensions are proposed as an encompassing KBS prototyping and development framework that supports the intertwined development of UI and KB, as well as usability evaluation activities. Apart from a general extension of the ProKEt UI design capabilities—regarding the realization of additional or the adaption of existing KBS UI patterns—the following, more comprehensive ideas seem worth considering.

Knowledge Expansion  Regarding the back-end, ProKEt currently supports d3web, n.d. KBs only. This decision is founded on the fact that this toolkit has been developed and refined over years, is strictly quality controlled yet open source, and supports various forms of knowledge (e.g., rule-based, set covering models) out of the box. The spreadsheet-based KA extension KnowOF so far exhibits considerable capabilities that satisfy the base requirements of most current KBS projects. However, the d3web, n.d. toolkit—and also the semantic knowledge formalization wiki KnowWE— provide a lot of additional functionality that may be interesting for future projects. Thus, a corresponding extension regarding the d3web functionality space denotes an important and valuable step. To add even more to the flexibility of ProKEt and for opening up towards potential further application contexts, the integration of further knowledge representations and reasoners is promising. Further established, well-investigated knowledge formats include case-bases, bayesian-, and neural networks. In all those areas, a vivid research community has evolved and manifold reasoning methods and corresponding tools are available. Examples include but are by far not limited to myCBR Roth-Berghofer et al., 2012 or jCOLIBRI Recio-García et al., 2008 for CBR. Or The Bayes Net Toolbox for Matlab Murphy, 2001, or GeNie & SMILE GeNie & SMILE, n.d. for bayesian nets. In the times of the ever-increasing evolution of the Semantic Web, the integration of ontologies and ontology-based reasoners—examples include Sesame Broekstra et al., 2002 or Jena McBride, 2002—also denotes an exciting and promising topic.
Supporting Visual Interactive Development Processes  Also aiming towards more visual and interactive development processes are a prospective further direction for ProKEt. The first possibility is some kind of drag & drop editor. Such an editor would provide standardized widgets, default KBS UI frames, etc. as offered by ProKEt, and allow users to construct KBS UIs by simply and freely dragging and dropping the required widgets. Another vision is to provide specific interactive KBSE or adaption views that can be directly modified. There, a selected base UI is rendered—e.g., a default Questionnaire variant—and in contrast to the standard view provides additional facilities for directly fine-tuning the UI within itself. For example, by offering tailored menus or popups that allow for configuring the base view according to the presentation configuration options for KBS components introduced in this work.

Such visual and interactive development extensions presumably offer the following benefits: Firstly, fostering a more intuitive overall UI development workflow as the visual manipulation of UIs / widgets is already quite common. Secondly, rendering development activities more efficient, as moving around and assembling UI widgets, or adapting them via menus or popup facilities, can probably be done more quickly than adapting or extending comprehensive templates. It has to be noted though, that such facilities most likely are not feasible to provide all fine-granular configuration options as are made available when modifying the StringTemplate files or the ProKEt code base (e.g., when implementing own, tailored renderers). However, regarding the proven, oftentimes (re)used templates and configurations, such an editor assumedly would work well. Specifically the investigation regarding the feasibility of such a tool in general, and some benchmark comparisons with the already provided ProKEt development facilities and capabilities, seems an interesting topic.

Visual Evaluation Support  In some evaluation scenarios, it is required to compare the expected input regarding a targeted solution with the actually provided user input and resulting solution. This can be leveraged by a tailored, visual comparison editor: Such a tool would allow for loading both the expected target input and solution, as well as the actual user input. Inspired by modern version control tools, this input can, as example, be displayed in some split screen presentation, thereby distinctly highlighting their differences—e.g., deviations of actual user input with required input for retrieving a certain solution.

10.2 Expanding the Theories

Apart from the practical tools, also the suggested encompassing KBSE approach and the KBS UI patterns imply further interesting research opportunities.

Encompassing KBSE key activities and further KBSE approaches  As demonstrated, the suggested encompassing development paradigm and corresponding key activities, such as extensible prototyping, can be well integrated with already existing, KA focussed methodologies. Apart from the Agile Process Model used in this work, to date many further KBS development methodologies are well researched and practically applied, such as COMMONKADS [Schreiber et al., 2000], MIKE [Angele et al., 1998], or SCRUM [Beedle and Schwaber, 2002]. Therefore, the methodological integration of the named key activities with such methodologies denotes one interesting starting point for further research. Apart from such a theoretical specification
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of resulting composite development approaches, especially practical experiences are of interest: That is, their actual usage in further projects and a (comparative) specification of resulting experiences—for example, concerning the contexts when to apply them and consequential results for the respective project.

Towards a KBS UI Pattern language In this thesis, we suggested a basic collection of UI styles and presentation configuration options for KBS UIs, as well as a first set of core KBS UI/interaction patterns. Naturally, that proposed collection—fore-mostly based on actual project experiences—yet comprises only a small portion of the potential design and implementation space. There, further application contexts and domains may even lead to more adapted or entirely novel presentation forms. Particularly the field of justification/explanation has been researched vividly for years and still denotes a topical issue. Examples include but are not limited to [Southwick, 1991] Barzilay et al., 1998 Mao and Benbasat, 2000 Richards, 2003 Roth-Berghofer, 2004 Sørmo et al., 2005 McSherry, 2005 Pu and Chen, 2006 Tomic et al., 2012 Baumeister and Striffler, 2013. In those works, both the final justification of a KBS (i.e., of the derived results), as well as a KBS's explainability during its usage, are investigated. This research direction should be assessed systematically and in-depth, regarding the feasibility of an encompassing classification and delimitation of results presentation/justification- and explanation (in the sense of auxiliary information) patterns.

The availability of patterns for core input-, results-, and auxiliary information display then further facilitates the specification of an all-encompassing KBS UI pattern language as attractive long-term goal. In his seminal work about an architectural pattern language, [Alexander et al., 1978] postulates the necessity of defining relationships and connections between the contained, singular patterns. This enables users of such a language, to recognize related solutions at one glance—that is, either related solutions at the same hierarchical level, or sub-solutions that solve only dedicated parts of the larger-scale problem. In this work, we already saw a first example regarding such an interconnection between patterns: The CheckList style, which can realize a self-contained KBS solution, but can also be integrated with Questionnaire or with Grouped Interview as sub-module. Similarly, such interrelations should to be worked out also for explanation-/justification-related patterns. For constituting an overall encompassing pattern language, however, it needs to be investigated if one or even more general pattern levels can be specified—where patterns address the entire KBS UI with all relevant sub modules and describe reasonable combinations of patterns for each contained sub-module. In case this is not feasible, the resulting separate pattern collections with fewer or weaker interconnections rather constitute a KBS UI pattern catalogue, a term brought up by [Gamma et al., 1994] in their foundational work regarding Software Design Patterns. Nevertheless, KBS UI patterns provide exciting research opportunities with the potential of both contributing valuable to the theoretical research foundation and to practical KBSE.

10.3 Further KBS Input and Output Dimensions

The extension of KBS input and output dimensions denotes on the one hand a necessity—due to the current and constantly ongoing development regarding computers and similar devices. On the other hand, it is a challenging and interesting field for further research efforts in itself.
Input: Text- and Speech Recognition The introduced patterns and corresponding implementations basically focused on standard form UIs for the web browser that typically require manual user input. However, especially regarding larger systems, support for text- and speech recognition and based thereupon a tailored KBS interrogation control denotes another promising extension point. The general idea thereby is, to extend KBS UIs additionally by particular input widgets that support text- or speech recognition. There the user enters (manually or by speech) either the desired question, or a complete question/answer pair. The KBS then filters the KB: In case the KBS was not able to clearly associate the input with interview objects, the potentially best matching items are displayed for further manual processing (i.e., reading and manually clicking desired answers). If on the other hand the input can be clearly matched and consists of both a question and corresponding answer option, the KBS automatically propagates that finding in the current KBS session and re-renders the KBS UI, highlighting the thus answered latest finding.

Assumed advantages of such an extension are: More efficient processing of large KBSs, where the standard manual interaction may be too cumbersome. Or the context of service support, where the operating staff needs to access certain questions (typically based on keywords/ keyphrases) and corresponding answer options out of a large set of items as efficiently as possible. There, such an enhanced input facility can serve as a filter mechanism to quickly retrieve the desired items and thus shorten the interrogation to the required minimum. The in-depth analysis of existing text- and speech recognition approaches for the sketched context, as well as the practical integration with the ProKEt toolset, is an exciting future research opportunity.

Output: Going Mobile for Smartphones and Tablets So far, the presented research first and fore-mostly targets standard browser presentation. However, mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets gain increasing presence today and oftentimes replace the usage of personal computers entirely—both in business- and in private usage contexts. One of many examples is an expert system for mobile retinal disease detection [Bourouis et al., 2014]. In that context, the UI-based optimization—required due to even fewer available UI space—poses one of the biggest challenge. Also, additional interaction types based on swiping- or touch gestures need to be considered. Also, the aforementioned enhancement by text- and speech-recognition can add to the usability of mobile KBS UIs.

10.4 Visualization for KBS Justification

Apart from core KBS object presentation options, we suggested also a first conceptual collection of KBS justification presentation forms, including some visual variants. Some of them have further been implemented as a proof of concept for ProKEt. Here, the in-depth investigation of further, appropriate visualization and presentation techniques for KBS justification, as well as their implementation and evaluation, offer ample room for exciting research.
10.5 Testing, testing, testing...

Both the approach and tool proposed in this paper foster the efficient creation, adaption, and highly frequent assessment of KBS artifacts. Therefore, encompassing and manifold evaluation activities denote a straightforward, but not less beneficial field for further research. This encompasses, but is not limited to:

- A basic utility/usability assessment of the so far visionary, sketched KBS UI patterns, similar as already reported in this work for selected base patterns.
- Comparative evaluations regarding assumedly similarly applicable patterns so far not considered—e.g., Box/Daily Questionnaire vs. CheckList style for KBs with suitable question sets. Or Box Questionnaire vs. Grouped Interview (i.e., explorability vs. part guidance).
- A thorough investigation regarding potential enhancements of the novel Clarifier KBS UI type itself—e.g., modifying the auxiliary information retrieval, assessing different base color schemes, or integrating a special terms lexicon that automatically explains such terms when hovering them.
- Investigating the tradeoffs of pure Clarifier solutions in comparison to Hybrid Clarifier solutions—where the latter assumedly do not offer as much efficiency, flexibility, skill-building ability, and user participation, yet in turn provide a much more intuitive base interaction/design.
- Investigating the value of combined Clarifier Interview–Hierarchical Clarifier KBS where the respective view can be switched by users at will—as sketched in the discussion (Section 9.3, p. 163). This regards issues, such as whether these variants denote too much overload for users, whether users are able to grasp and exploit the KBS concept, etc.
- Verifying more formally the correlation between KB quality, problem description quality, and overall KBS results. That is, with respect to whether all those aspects weigh the same on average. Or whether the current assumption, backed on first evaluation results, proves true that the KB may be the most influential factor.

We regard this aspect of thoroughly and iteratively testing, evaluating, and refining both seemingly obvious, and bravely envisioned, KBS UI solutions as essential...

...because the simple is never obvious!  
(Peter Rudl, *1966)
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Appendix
Appendix A

Knowledge Bases in this Work

In the following, we subsume the core knowledge bases (KBs) mentioned in this thesis. They were implemented with the [d3web, n.d.] toolkit. The knowledge was formalized either with the semantic wiki KnowWE [Baumeister, 2004] or the standard office-based knowledge acquisition (KA) environment KnowOF; see Section 6.2.3.a of this work for the latter. In the following, for each KB we provide a short summary (target domain, main objective), the realization (knowledge specifics, KA process), and the usage scenarios.

A.1 Statistical Calculation Recommender

- **Summary**: The statistical calculation recommender KB (in german) provides support in selecting an appropriate statistical calculation method for given contextual requirements. Thereby, the user enters symptoms that characterize (or exclude) specific statistical methods, e.g., regarding the number of dependent and independent variables.

- **Realization**: The KB was developed with the semantic wiki KnowWE. It implements strict (heuristic) decision tree knowledge and contains 22 questions and 29 solutions. Based on the symptoms, exactly one (or none) solution is derived.

- **Usage**: This KB was used with reference implementations of the Strict Interview (e.g., Figure 7.11 p. 144) and the Hierarchical Interview (e.g., Figure 7.12 p. 145) pattern during several user studies.

A.2 House Plants Recommendation

- **Summary**: The house plants recommender KB (in german) provides advice for choosing appropriate house plants for given framing conditions. The user enters symptoms related to the plants’ characteristics, such as appearance, target location, care intensity, etc.

- **Realization**: The KB was developed with the KA environment KnowOF, based on a spreadsheet formalization of the knowledge. It implements rule-based, forward consultation knowledge. It contains 17 questions and 35 solutions. One or several solutions can be derived by the system simultaneously.

- **Usage**: This KB was used with reference implementations of the Box Questionnaire (e.g., Figure 7.9 p. 142) in one of the user studies and for informal tests with the Daily Questionnaire reference implementation of ProKEt.
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A.3 Pub Recommendation for the city of Würzburg

- **Summary:** The pub recommender KB for the city of Würzburg (in german) provides decision support regarding which pub/restaurant/location in Würzburg to visit regarding the given framing conditions. Those conditions—such as the type of the location, availability of parking lots, average prices, the selection range of drinks and meals, etc.—are entered as symptoms.

- **Realization:** The KB was developed with the KA environment KnowOF, based on a spreadsheet formalization of the knowledge. It implements rule-based, forward consultation knowledge. It contains 26 questions and 32 solutions. One or several solutions can be derived by the system simultaneously.

- **Usage:** This KB was used with reference implementations of the Daily Questionnaire (e.g., Figure 7.10, p. 143) in the user studies and for informal tests with the Box Questionnaire reference implementation of ProKet.

A.4 Unlawful Dismissal

- **Summary:** The clarification KB on unlawful dismissal (in german) derives, whether a dismissal was legally correct in a given context. This context is described by the entered symptoms—for example, whether the formal regulations regarding a dismissal are adhered to. Therefore, questions are recursively abstracted/refined into more fine-granular questions. This enables users to either quickly attain a result by answering abstract (summarizing) top-level questions, or by answering the refined questions, which requires a longer session.

- **Realization:** The KB was developed with the KA environment KnowOF, based on a word processor document that contains the knowledge formalization. The KB targets a single solution only—whether or not the dismissal was legally correct—and consists of about 80 questions. Thereby, 5 top-level abstract/summarizing questions derive the solution directly and are further refined on up to 10 abstraction levels.

- **Usage:** This KB was used with the reference implementation of the ITree instantiation of the Hierarchical Clarifier pattern (e.g., Figure 7.13, p. 146) in the user studies as well as in the JuriSearch project (see Section 7.1.4).

A.5 Hit & Run Accident

- **Summary:** The Hit & Run Accident clarification KB (in german) investigates, whether the legal case of a hit & run accident is given. The context therefore is described by the entered symptoms, e.g., whether the accident has taken place in the public, or whether the required period of time for waiting has been adhered to. Questions are recursively abstracted/refined into more fine-granular questions. This enables users to either quickly attain a result by answering abstract (summarizing) top-level questions, or by answering the refined questions, which requires a longer session.
A.6 Lodging Deficiencies Clarification

**Summary**  The lodging deficiencies KB (in german) clarifies, whether some potential given deficiencies in a flat allow for legal claims against the landlord. The context is described by entering symptoms, e.g., whether a valid tenancy agreement exists, and whether deficiencies such as a blackout of the heaters exist. Questions are recursively abstracted/refined into more fine-granular questions; this enables users to either quickly attain a result by answering abstract (summarizing) top-level questions, or by answering the refined questions, requiring a longer session.

**Realization**  The KB was developed with the KA environment KnowOF, based on a word-processing document that contains the knowledge formalization. The KB targets a single solution only and consists of about 90 questions in total; thereby, 18 top-level abstract/summarizing questions derive the solution directly and are further refined on up to 5 abstraction levels.

**Usage**  This KB mainly was used with the reference implementation of the ITree instantiation of the Hierarchical Clarifier pattern (e.g., Figure 7.13 p. 146) in the KBS UI pattern assessment.
Appendix B

Literature Review—KBSE Today

Regarding the engineering of knowledge-based systems (KBSE), the impression manifested that the KBS front-end most often is implemented rather ad hoc—thus conforming to our own, former experiences. The systematic investigation of UI design alternatives, experimentation, and evaluations targeted towards usability, or the formulation and application of best practices and patterns still seemed absent in that context—at least, not much seems to get published. To confirm (or disprove) that assumption, and to gain an impression of the most current state of the art on that topic in general, an encompassing literature review was performed. Therefore, we investigated relevant journals from the domains of KBS/ES engineering and AI. We searched journal issues—from January 2009 to April 2014—for publications that contain one or more of the following keywords in their title, abstract, or that seemed basically related to the topic/keyword: Prototyping; GUI; User Interface; Interface Design; Knowledge System; Knowledge-based System; Diagnosis System; Expert System; Decision Support System. Table B.3 lists the reviewed journals, the actually available issues and thus investigated years, the respectively used url/method how to access the journal, as well as the number of papers that were relevant in our specified context.

The resulting findings of the literature review are summarized in Table B.3. In the table, all articles are listed that matched our investigation objective—in particular that means, that papers which deal exclusively with the KBS back-end (algorithm, KB, etc.) are not included in that table. Thereby, the categories denoted in the table headings imply the meaning and potential values as presented in Table B.2. The main insights encompass:

- The major research efforts still concern the KBS back-end, i.e., reasoning algorithms, models, knowledge formalization, etc.
- An increasing number of KBS is developed for the internet or browser-based usage.
- The KBS UI is considered still sparsely (or at least, not much is published). UI-solutions are not generalized (e.g., patterns), thus reported solutions are hard to reuse. Tailored KBS UI prototyping/construction tools are not available.
- UI solutions mostly apply form-based presentation/interaction variants. Less often used are conversational solutions, and least often realized are own forms, such as visual, CAD, wiki, geospatial, or mashup types.
- Where prototyping activities are reported, those mostly concern the realization of a pilot system. Iterative or evolutionary prototyping efforts are rarely reported.
- Usability techniques are applied still too sparsely. Where applied, those encompass mostly some form of questionnaire, less often user studies.
Table B.1: Listing of the researched journals (Journal) with publication years (Years), the URL or access method (Access), and the number of relevant publications (#P).

One problem with this literature review was the quite ambiguous usage of the terms knowledge-based-, expert-, and decision-support system and thus the identification of suitable publications. Another problem was the fact, that relevant works have been reported not only in the mentioned domains of KBS engineering and AI, but also in more specialized domains as, e.g., agriculture or medicine. Thus, also journals such as Computers and Electronics in Agriculture or Computers in Biology and Medicine contained potentially matching publications. However, we deliberately focussed the review on the mentioned core AI/KBS journals as to investigate specifically the KBSE methods and practices in the core community. Further, we sensed that if there exist any patterns/best practices/methods of KBS UI development and evaluation those specifi-cally the KBSE methods and practices in the core community. Further, we sensed that if

Table B.2: KBS research classifiers, used in Table B.3 column header and meaning.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Pro</th>
<th>UI</th>
<th>Usab</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2012</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calabrese et al., 2012</td>
<td>Military: Shipboard damage control</td>
<td>Emb</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Integ</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al., 2012</td>
<td>Medicine: Nutrition diagnosis</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Form</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erdem and Göçen, 2012</td>
<td>Industry: Supplier evaluation &amp; order allocation</td>
<td>StA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Form</td>
<td>Test (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mâruf and Garba, 2012</td>
<td>Medicine: Diet prescription</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sánchez-Pi et al., 2012</td>
<td>Individual: Context-aware service advice</td>
<td>Mob</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Touch</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeng et al., 2012</td>
<td>Environment: Water resources management</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Form, GIS</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2011</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afacan and Demirkan, 2011</td>
<td>Design: Universal design support tool</td>
<td>StA</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Form, Own</td>
<td>Test(a), Quest (a), TA(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Başçiftçi and Incekar, 2011</td>
<td>Medicine: Heart disease diagnosis</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beraldi et al., 2011</td>
<td>Finance: Asset allocation decision support</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Form</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bouamrane et al., 2011</td>
<td>Medicine: Preoperative clinical DSS</td>
<td>StA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castellanos et al., 2011</td>
<td>Industry: Pipeline failure analysis</td>
<td>StA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Form</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devraj and Jain, 2011</td>
<td>Agriculture: Pulse crops disease diagnosis</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Interv</td>
<td>Ques (a): Feedback form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasan and Isaac, 2011</td>
<td>Agriculture: Sugarcane disease</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Form</td>
<td>Test (a), Ques (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keleş et al., 2011</td>
<td>Medicine: Breast-cancer diagnosis</td>
<td>StA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Form</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolhe et al., 2011</td>
<td>Agriculture: crop disease plant protection</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Form</td>
<td>Ques (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos et al., 2011</td>
<td>Transportation: Vehicle routing</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Form &amp; Own</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ting et al., 2011</td>
<td>Medicine: Prescription advice</td>
<td>StA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Form</td>
<td>FS, Iv(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2010</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cho, 2010</td>
<td>Finance: Stock market investment</td>
<td>StA</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Own</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghandforoush and Sen, 2010</td>
<td>Medical: Platelet production supply chain management</td>
<td>StA</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Form</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grahovac and Devedzic, 2010</td>
<td>Business: Cost management</td>
<td>StA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Interv</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Pro</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>Usab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[IÇ and Yurdakul, 2010]</td>
<td>Finance: Credibility scoring</td>
<td>StA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Form</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Kiriş et al., 2010]</td>
<td>Medicine: Scheduling emergency departments</td>
<td>StA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Form</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Sarma et al., 2010]</td>
<td>Agriculture: Rice plant disease diagnosis</td>
<td>StA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Interv</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ting et al., 2010]</td>
<td>Medicine: prescription</td>
<td>StA</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Form</td>
<td>Met: Medical records, Iv (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Rodríguez et al., 2010]</td>
<td>Environment: Natural-disaster management</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2009

| Huang et al., 2009        | Industry: Mold base design                | Web  | PI  | Own | N/A           |
| [IÇ and Yurdakul, 2009]   | Industry: Machining center selection      | StA  | N/A | Form| N/A           |
| [Kim et al., 2009]        | Engineering: Fatigue life prediction      | StA  | N/A | Form, Interv| N/A         |
| Li et al., 2009           | Environment: Fish disease early warning   | Web  | PI  | Integ| Ques (b), Iv (b) |
| Papić et al., 2009        | Individual: Sports advice                 | StA  | PI  | N/A | N/A           |
| Shue et al., 2009         | Business: Financial rating                 | StA  | N/A | N/A | N/A           |
| Sutton and Patkar, 2009   | Medicine: Breast cancer diagnosis         | Web  | PI  | Form| N/A           |
| Xiao shuan et al., 2009   | Veterinary: Fish disease/health           | StA  | ThA, Evo| Form| Test (i), Iv (i), FF (i) |

Table B.3: Summary of the findings of the journal-based literature research regarding the current state of the art in building KBS/ES. Special focus on applied UI and usability techniques. The table lists the reference, the application context, the KBS type, the Prototyping technique applied (if any), the basic UI type, and the usability technique(s) applied. N/A denotes that no information was given.
Appendix C

Evaluations—Materials

In the following, we provide exemplary additional materials for the evaluation studies reported in this thesis. That is, of the instruction sheets, problem descriptions, and the concluding (usability) questionnaires. The original wording of those documents mostly is german, due to the characteristics of the studies groups (german participants). The unabridged and entire materials for all studies are available in a freely accessible online repository, see Appendix E.

- Appendix C.1 — ITree Study I (03/2012).
- Appendix C.2 — ITree Study II (05/2012).
- Appendix C.3 — ITree Study III (12/2013).
- Appendix C.4 — The KBS UI pattern expert evaluation (02–03/2014).
- Appendix C.5 — The KBS UI pattern user study (04–05/2014).

C.1 ITree—Study I (03/2012)

C.1.1 Exemplary Instruction Sheet

See p. 208

C.1.2 Exemplary Problem Description

Fall 1 - Arbeitsrecht / Kündigungsschutz
Siegfried Surfer erhielt am 27.02.2012 eine ordentliche Kündigung seines Arbeitgebers. Er erhielt sie persönlich überreicht vom Prokuristen der Firma, der die Kündigung auch unterzeichnet hat. Der Betriebsrat wurde korrekt angehört.
Die Firma beschäftigt 8 Vollzeit-Angestellte und 6 teilzeitsächtierte Arbeitnehmer mit 20 Stunden; da Surfers unbefristetes Arbeitsverhältnis zudem seit 01.01.2007 (also bereits über 5 Jahre) lief, müsste nach Auffassung Siegfried Surfers das Kündigungsschutzgesetz für ihn gelten und somit eine soziale Rechtfertigung notwendig machen.
stattgefunden hatte, welche dies nunmehr zulässigerweise untersagt. Dies stimmt zwar, aber Siegfried Surfer kann sich einfach nicht vorstellen, dass der genannte Grund überhaupt zur ordentlichen Kündigung berechtigt; wenn überhaupt, so Surfers Vermutung, dann könne er wohl zumindest nicht ohne Vorwarnung - wie beispielsweise eine Abmahnung - einfach so gekündigt werden. Siegfried Surfer möchte nun am 03.03.2012 (innerhalb der 3-wöchigen Kündigungs-schutzklagefrist) wissen, ob die ausgesprochene ordentliche Kündigung wirksam ist.

C.1.3 Concluding Questionnaire: Question Catalogue

Questions 1 to 5 were to be rated on a scale from 0 (completely disagree) to 7 (completely agree). Question 6 was a one choice question, and question 7 provided the possibility of entering any desired (free) comment(s).

1 Ich empfand die Interaktion mit dem System insgesamt als intuitiv.
2 Ich empfand die inhaltliche Strukturierung der Fragen als verständlich.
3 Ich konnte nachvollziehen, warum das System zu der finalen Bewertung des Sachverhalts kam.
5 Ich habe das Gefühl, durch die Benutzung des Systems zusätzliches Wissen bezüglich des Sachverhalts gewonnen zu haben.
6 Welcher der beiden Dialoge hat mir besser gefallen? (Nur nach Bearbeitung beider Fälle beantworten!): Dialog 1 — Dialog 2 — Beide gleich
7 Weitere Anmerkungen: Freitext

C.2 ITree—Study II (05/2012)

C.2.1 Exemplary Instruction Sheet

See p. [209]

C.2.2 Exemplary Problem Description

Fall 1 - Arbeitsrecht / Kündigungsschutz
Während dieser krankheitsbedingten Abwesenheit erhielt sie per Übergabe-Einschreiben am 23.04.2012 wegen Krankheit eine ordentliche Kündigung ihres Arbeitgebers zum 31.05.2012. Kathrin Krank fragt sich Folgendes:

- Kann ihr eine Kündigung wirksam zugehen per Post – muss sie diese nicht persönlich erhalten?
- Kann sie wegen einer Krankheit und zudem in der Krankheit gekündigt werden?
- Stimmt die Kündigungsfrist — ist diese nicht für über drei Jahre Betriebszugehörigkeit zu kurz?

Sie möchte daher nun 27.04.2012 wissen, ob die ausgesprochene ordentliche Kündigung wirksam ist.

C.2.3 Usability Questionnaire: Question Catalogue

Questions 1 to 5 were to be rated on a scale from 0–7 (completely disagree–completely agree). Question 6 and 7 were one choice questions, question 8 was a free comment question.

1 Ich empfand die Interaktion mit dem System insgesamt als intuitiv.
2 Ich empfand die inhaltliche Strukturierung der Fragen als verständlich.
3 Ich konnte nachvollziehen, warum das System zur finalen Bewertung des Sachverhalts kam.
5 Ich habe das Gefühl, durch die Benutzung des Systems zusätzliches Wissen bezüglich des Sachverhalts gewonnen zu haben.
6 Welcher der beiden Dialoge hat mir besser gefallen? (Nur nach Bearbeitung beider Fälle beantworten!): Dialog 1 — Dialog 2 — Beide gleich
7 Ich bin Jurist und verfüge über juristisches Hintergrundwissen im/in:...: Arbeitsrecht – anderen Rechtsgebieten – ich bin KEIN Jurist
8 Weitere Anmerkungen: Freitext

C.3 ITree—Study III (12/2013)

C.3.1 Exemplary Problem Description & (Short) Instructions


Gerade an dem Tag als Kathrin Krank Überstunden nimmt, um einen Spezialisten für ihr Problem aufzusuchen wird der Geschäftsführer der Fuchs AG, Herr Stefan Grantig, darauf aufmerksam, dass die Verkaufszahlen eines Kaschmirpullovers auf der Homepage explodieren. Als er sich die Seite genauer anschaut bemerkt er, dass der Kaschmirpullover anstelle von 480,- Euro für 48,- Euro angeboten wird. Sofort veranlasst er, dass die Ware von der Homepage genommen wird. Weil er seine kaufkräftigen Kunden nicht verärgern will und keinen Imageverlust erleiden will, entscheidet er sich, die bereits bestellte Ware für diesen Niedrigpreis herzugeben. Wutentbrannt verfasst er ein Schreiben an die Kathrin Krank, in welcher er sie fristlos wegen ihres Fehlers kündigt.

Kathrin Krank erfährt von den Vorkommnissen in der Firma nichts. Stattdessen freut sie sich sehr darüber, endlich zu wissen was sie hat und dass sie nach Einnahme entsprechender Medikamente in zwei bis drei Wochen wieder die Alte sein wird. Umso erschütterter ist sie, als sie am Folgetag bei Arbeitsantritt von Stefan Grantig die fristlose Kündigung erhält.

Kann sich Kathrin Krank gegen die Kündigung wehren?

- Nein

- Ja (mit Begründung in Stichworten)
C.3.2 Concluding Questionnaire: Question Catalogue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Wie bewerten Sie die Nützlichkeit des Beratungssystems insgesamt?  
2. Wie bewerten Sie die Auffindbarkeit der Rechtsgebiete auf der Internetseite?

Bitte tragen Sie in jedes Kästchen eine Schulnote ein!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bitte tragen Sie in jedes Kästchen eine Schulnote ein!</th>
<th>Fall 1: Fristlose Kündigung</th>
<th>Fall 2: Ordentliche Kündigung</th>
<th>Fall 3: Unfallflucht</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. Bewertung der inhaltl. Qualität der Wissensbasis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Bewertung der Einfachheit der Bedienung</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Bewertung der Effizienz des Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Bewertung optische Gestaltung des Ergebnisses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Wie sicher sind Sie sich, dass Ihr Ergebnis korrekt ist? (1=sehr sicher, 6=kein Vertrauen in Ergebnis)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Bewertung der Hilfestellung was jetzt im Fall weiter zu tun wäre</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Ihr Kommentar (optional)</td>
<td>Freitext</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C.4 KBS UI Patterns, Expert Evaluation (03/2014)

Subsequently we provide the task descriptions for the preliminary- (see C.4.1) and the main expert evaluation (see C.4.2) in early 2014. We provide the originally worded task descriptions—i.e., in german language, as the participants were german HCI students. Due to reasons of overview, we did not reproduce common standards, e.g., the used heuristics of Jakob Nielsen, here as they are also already included in Appendix D of this work.

C.4.1 Preliminary Evaluation–Task Description


I. Cognitive Walkthrough Gegeben sei folgendes fiktives Beispiel:

- Ein Mieter möchte sich telefonisch darüber informieren, ob er rechtlich gegen einen Mangel in seiner von ihm bewohnten Mietwohnung vorgehen kann. Es handelt sich dabei um einen Schaden an der Dachrinne in der Nähe seines Büros im 5. Stock, welcher zu Feuchtigkeit im Büro führt. Dem Mieter ist bekannt geworden, dass der Mangel...
dem Vermieter schon bei Vertragsabschluss bekannt war, ihm (dem Mieter) aber verschwiegen wurde. Während der Eingabe der Daten in das zu evaluierende System kann der Mieter die Frage ob die Behebung des Mangels vertraglich ausgeschlossen wurde nicht beantworten, da er den Mietvertrag gerade nicht zur Hand hat. Der Mitarbeiter markiert daher den Punkt *Sind der Mangel bzw. die Mängel erst im Laufe der Mietzeit aufgetreten oder schließt ein bei Vertragsschluss vorliegender Mangel die Mieterrechte, z.B. auf Minderung, nicht aus?* als unsicher.

- An dieser Stelle soll der Mitarbeiter den Fall speichern und einen neuen Fall öffnen, da ein weiterer Klient anruft. Zur Sicherheit möchte er den alten Fall zusätzlich ausdrucken.
- Als der Klient erneut anruft, öffnet der Mitarbeiter den gespeicherten Fall und trägt die fehlende Information *Wurde die Behebung des Mangels bzw. der Mängel durch den Vermieter vertraglich ausgeschlossen?* mit *ja* nach, nachdem ihm der Klient selbiges gemeldet hat.

Folgende Fragen sollen dem Klienten beantwortet werden:

1. Kann der Klient rechtlich gegen den Mangel vorgehen?
2. Welche Mietminderung kann aufgrund der defekten Dachrinne erwartet werden?
3. Aus welchem Grund kommt das Ergebnis zustande? (copy & paste ist hier erlaubt)

*Hinweis:* Bei der Durchführung sollten möglichst detaillierte Informationen in das System eingetragen werden (d.h. nicht nur Oberpunkte auswählen).

**Aufgabe:** Führen sie aufgrund der gegebenen Informationen einen Cognitive Walkthrough durch. Notieren sie ihre Ergebnisse und Verbesserungsvorschläge.

### II. Heuristic Evaluation
Diese Aufgabe beschäftigt sich mit der Anwendung der zehn Usability Regeln von Jakob Nielsen (Appendix D.2 of this work)

**Aufgabe:** Evaluieren sie das Interface mit der Methode Heuristic Evaluation auf Basis der oben stehenden Regeln und bewerten sie die Schwere der Verstöße. Erarbeiten sie dann Verbesserungsvorschläge für das Interface. Notieren sie ihre Ergebnisse und Verbesserungsvorschläge.

### C.4.2 Main Evaluation–Task Description
The main evaluation targeted five KBS UI patterns in total. Therefore, the evaluators received identical task descriptions as follows.

#### a. Heuristic Evaluation

**Sites to evaluate**

- ITree (Hit & Run), [http://132.187.15.40:8083/ITreeUnfall/](http://132.187.15.40:8083/ITreeUnfall/)

Report: The report has to provide method description, the evaluation task, failures as well as improvement proposals and a conclusion. The report should be created with the help of \LaTeX and may either written in german or english.

Additional material: You will be provided with additional material to ease the evaluation: In the WueCampus course you can find documents describing use cases for the respective interface (which are used for the cognitive walkthrough tasks). You may use these document to get an idea of the dialogs’ purpose. In addition, an Excel sheet is available in the WueCampus course, which we kindly ask you to fill after each evaluation of an interface.

Approach: First, each group member does a Heuristic Evaluation on his/her own and gathers improvement proposals. Second, the group meets and carries the information together. In the group you decide on the seriousness of the failures and write the report.

Task Description: Your task is to evaluate the user interfaces specified above by means of Heuristic Evaluation. Conduct a Heuristic Evaluation for each interface, using Nielsen’s 10 heuristics. The dialogs are meant to be viewed in the Mozilla Firefox web browser, hence you should assume that each user will use that browser. Please clearly differentiate between user interface and content related problems (i.e., classify the problem in your report).

b. Cognitive Walkthrough

Sites to evaluate
- ITree (Hit & Run), http://132.187.15.40:8083/ITreeUnfall/
- ITree (Dismissal), http://132.187.15.40:8083/ITreeKuendigung/
- Questionary (Plants), http://132.187.15.40:8083/QuestionaryPanzen/
- Interview (Statistics), http://132.187.15.40:8083/InterviewStatistik/

Report: The report has to provide method description, the evaluation task, failures as well as improvement proposals and a conclusion. The report should be created with the help of \LaTeX and may either written in german or english.

Additional Material: You will be provided with additional material to ease the evaluation: In the WueCampus course you can find documents describing use cases for the respective interface. You shall use these document to get an Idea of the dialogs’ purpose and prepare your cognitive walkthrough. In addition, an Excel sheet is available in the WueCampus course, which we kindly ask you to fill after each evaluation of an interface.

Approach: First, each group member does a Cognitive Walkthrough Evaluation on his/her own and gathers improvement proposals. Second, the group meets and carries the information together. In the group you decide on the seriousness of the failures and write the report.
Task Description: Your task is the evaluate the user interfaces specified above with the help of the Cognitive Walkthrough. Use the provided task descriptions to prepare your evaluation. The dialogs are meant to be viewed in the Mozilla Firefox web browser, hence you should assume that each user will use that browser. Please clearly differentiate between user interface and content related problems (i.e., classify the problem in your report).

c. Additional Material—Case Descriptions


Aufgabe Statistische Beratung - Interview Sie bekommen die Aufgabe, 2 Datensätze statistisch zu analysieren. Hierzu bekommen Sie die unten beschriebenen Informationen und Zielvorgaben vorgelegt. Entscheiden Sie sich mithilfe des Interviews zur statistischen Methodenberatung für die passendste statistische Auswertungsmethode.


Datensatz 2: Eine Schulpsychologin möchte wissen, welche von zwei möglichen Interventionen in einem bestimmten Typ von Situation zu besseren Ergebnissen führt. Sie lässt daher die Lehrpersonen der von ihr therapierten Kinder das Verhalten nach der Intervention auf

**Aufgabe ITree—Fristlose Kündigung** Bitte lösen Sie den Fall mit dem ITree-Dialog Kündigungsschutz. Bitte geben Sie im Evaluationsreport an, ob sich Kathrin Krank gegen die Kündigung wehren kann, und falls ja, mit kurzer Begründung (Stichpunkte).

— The same case description was used as in the ITree Study III, see Section C.3.1

**Aufgabe ITree—Unfallflucht** Bitte lösen Sie den Fall mit dem ITree Dialog zum Kündigungsschutz. Bitte geben Sie im Evaluationsreport an, ob sich die Fahrerin des Jaguars wegen unerlaubtem Entfernen vom Unfallort strafbar gemacht hat (Stichpunkte).


An der Windschutzscheibe hängt ein Zettel von einer gewissen Frau Margarete Fuchsberger, die direkt neben dem Parkplatz im ersten Stock eines Seniorenstiftes wohnt und von ihrem Couchsessel den Parkplatz gut überblicken kann. Sofort suchen die Eheleute Fuhrmann Frau Fuchsberger auf. Diese erzählt, was sie beobachtet hat:

C.5 KBS UI Patterns, User Study (05/2014)

Subsequently we list the particular task description(s), evaluation sheet, and encompassing results of the (comparative) user study performed in April 2014.

C.5.1 Task Description(s)

**Assessment According to the ISO 9241–110** Bitte analysieren Sie die 5 Dialoge gemäß den sieben untenstehenden Ergonomie-Kriterien der ISO 9241-110. Geben Sie dazu jeweils das Kriterium an, eine Bewertung und eine Begründung dazu.
1) Aufgabenangemessenheit, 2) Selbstbeschreibungsfähigkeit, 3) Steuerbarkeit, 4) Erwartungskonformität, 5) Fehlertoleranz, 6) Individualisierbarkeit, 7) Lernförderlichkeit

**Problem Solving Tasks** Spielen Sie jeden Dialog mit der unten aufgeführten Fallbeschreibung durch und notieren die Lösung zum Fall in der Tabelle. Geben Sie auch die Bildschirmgröße in Pixel des verwendeten Bildschirms an, da ein größerer Bildschirm bei der Dialogbenutzung (insbesondere des komplizierten juristischen Falles) vorteilhaft ist. Bearbeiten Sie folgende Beispiele:

a: **Fragebogen Dialog im Daily-Layout für Zimmerpflanzenauswahl:** Sie wollen einer Freundin eine Zimmerpflanze zum Wohnungseinzug schenken. Da Ihre Freundin als Abteilungsleiterin der Werbebranche einen arbeitslastigen Beruf besitzt und die restliche Freizeit ihrer beiden kleinen Kinder und ihr 3-jährigen Siamkater beansprucht, wollen Sie ihr eine möglichst einfach zu pflegende Pflanze mit wenig Gieß- und Düngeaufwand schenken. Weil Ihre Freundin im neuen Wohnzimmer (mit gewöhnlicher Luftfeuchtigkeit) ein großes schwach abgeschattetes Fensterbrett besitzt, sollte die perfekte Pflanze hitzeresistent sein und indirekte Sonnenstrahlen vertragen können. Um nicht das komplette Fenster zu verdecken, wollen Sie eine Pflanze, die eine maximale Höhe von 40 cm sowohl bei Kauf als auch später erreicht. Die Blütenfarbe ist Ihnen zweitrangig, da Sie ihr ebenso gerne auch eine Grünpflanze schenken würden. Sie würden für Ihre gute Freundin auf jeden Fall bis zu 20 Euro für die Pflanze ausgeben. Ihre Freundin hat keine Allergien, kennt sich aber mit Pflanzen nicht so gut aus.

b: **Fragebogen Dialog im Box-Layout für Zimmerpflanzenauswahl:** Sie ziehen gerade frisch mit Ihrem Freund/Ihrer Freundin zusammen. Da ihr Haus ein großes, halbschattiges Treppenhaus besitzt, welches Ihnen noch sehr kahl erscheint, sehen Sie sich in der Online-Pflanzenberatung um. Die Pflanze für das Treppenhaus sollte folgenden Ansprüchen genügen: Temperatur eher kühl, schattiges Treppenhaus, durchschnittlicher Pflege-, Gieß- und Düngeaufwand, für Anfänger geeignet, großer Wuchs, darf teuer sein und soll auch für den Balkon geeignet sein.

c: **Entscheidungsbasiertener Dialog für Auswahl eines statistischen Tests:** Sie ziehen gerade frisch mit Ihrem Freund/Ihrer Freundin zusammen. Da ihr Haus ein großes, halbschattiges Treppenhaus besitzt, welches Ihnen noch sehr kahl erscheint, sehen Sie sich in der Online-Pflanzenberatung um. Die Pflanze für das Treppenhaus sollte folgenden Ansprüchen genügen: Temperatur eher kühl, schattiges Treppenhaus, durchschnittlicher Pflege-, Gieß- und Düngeaufwand, für Anfänger geeignet, großer Wuchs, darf teuer sein und soll auch für den Balkon geeignet sein.

d: **Interview (1-Frage-Dialog) für Auswahl eines statistischen Tests:** Sie ziehen gerade frisch mit Ihrem Freund/Ihrer Freundin zusammen. Da ihr Haus ein großes, halbschattiges Treppenhaus besitzt, welches Ihnen noch sehr kahl erscheint, sehen Sie sich in der Online-Pflanzenberatung um. Die Pflanze für das Treppenhaus sollte folgenden Ansprüchen genügen: Temperatur eher kühl, schattiges Treppenhaus, durchschnittlicher Pflege-, Gieß- und Düngeaufwand, für Anfänger geeignet, großer Wuchs, darf teuer sein und soll auch für den Balkon geeignet sein.

e: **Klärungsbasieter Entscheidungsbaum-Dialog (Fristlose Kündigung):** Sie ziehen gerade frisch mit Ihrem Freund/Ihrer Freundin zusammen. Da ihr Haus ein großes, halbschattiges Treppenhaus besitzt, welches Ihnen noch sehr kahl erscheint, sehen Sie sich in der Online-Pflanzenberatung um. Die Pflanze für das Treppenhaus sollte folgenden Ansprüchen genügen: Temperatur eher kühl, schattiges Treppenhaus, durchschnittlicher Pflege-, Gieß- und Düngeaufwand, für Anfänger geeignet, großer Wuchs, darf teuer sein und soll auch für den Balkon geeignet sein.
C.5.2 **Concluding Questionnaire, Question Catalogue**

Bitte bewerten Sie die getesteten Dialoge nach verschiedenen Einzelkriterien mit Schulnoten: 1 (sehr gut) bis 6 (sehr schlecht)

Bitte berücksichtigen Sie bei der Bewertung die Komplexität der jeweils zugrunde liegenden Wissensbasis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bitte tragen Sie in jedes Kästchen eine Schulnote ein!</th>
<th>Fall 1: ITree (Arbeitsrecht Kündigung)</th>
<th>Fall 2: Entscheidungsbaum Statistik</th>
<th>Fall 3: Interview (Statistik)</th>
<th>Fall 4: Fragebogen Boxlayout (Pflanzen)</th>
<th>Fall 5: Fragebogen Daily Layout (Pflanzen)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Wie bewerten Sie die Nützlichkeit des Beratungssystems insgesamt?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Bitte geben Sie die Lösung des Falles ein.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Wie sicher sind Sie sich, dass Ihr Ergebnis korrekt ist? 1=sehr sicher, 6=kein Vertrauen in das Ergebnis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Wie bewerten Sie die inhaltliche Qualität der Wissensbasis? (Verständlichkeit und Strukturierung)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Haben Sie das Gefühl, dass das System Ihnen zusätzliches Wissen über die Thematik vermitteln konnte?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Wie bewerten Sie die Einfachheit der Bedienung?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Wie bewerten Sie die Effizienz des Systems?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Bitte geben Sie die Größe des Bildschirms an, mit dem Sie den Fall bearbeitet haben.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Wie bewerten Sie die optische Gestaltung der Eingabeoberfläche?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Table C.1:** KBS UI Pattern Assessment: User Study 05/2014, Questionnaire.
Liebe(r) Teilnehmer(in),

vielen Dank für die Teilnahme an der Usability Studie *Klärungsdialog UI Arbeitsrecht*. Die Bearbeitungszeit sollte insgesamt etwa 20 Minuten nicht überschreiten. Während der Studie werden für eine spätere Analyse der UI-Benutzung Log-Daten erhoben - hierbei werden jedoch KEINERLEI persönlichen Daten erfasst.

Ziel der Studie ist es, mehr darüber herauszufinden, wie die beiden zu testenden UI-Typen genutzt werden und welche Ergebnisse damit erzielt werden (objektive Daten, zB. Bearbeitungszeit eines Falls, Beratungs-Ergebnis). Weiter sind wir daran interessiert, wie die beiden UI-Typen von dem Benutzern empfunden werden (subjektive Daten, Kurzfragebogen nach der Bearbeitung).

Sie erhalten 2 Aufgabenstellungen, *Fall 1* und *Fall 2*. Diese schildern jeweils die Rahmenbedingungen unter welchen die Kündigung eines Arbeitsvertrags stattgefunden hat. Ihre Aufgabe ist es, mithilfe der beiden Klärungsdialoge (die sich jeweils nur durch ihre UI unterscheiden, inhaltlich aber identisch sind) herauszufinden, ob die Kündigung jeweils rechtmäßig erfolgte.

Um an der Usability Studie teilzunehmen, verfahren Sie bitte wie folgt:

- Bearbeiten Sie ZUERST Fall 2 mit der *hierarchischen UI*
  - Befolgen Sie die oben in der UI angezeigten Anweisungen zur Benutzung der UI um den Sachverhalt zu bearbeiten/bewerten.
- Bestätigen Sie das Ende der Bearbeitungs-Session unbedingt per Klick auf den *Button End Session* oben rechts. Eine Session gilt dabei als beendet, wenn Sie der Meinung sind, alle zur Klärung relevanten Fragen beantwortet haben; die jeweilige Bewertung des Sachverhalts durch das System wird automatisch geloggt.

- Bearbeiten Sie NUN Fall 1 mit der *Einfrage-UI*
  - Befolgen Sie dort die oben in der UI angezeigten Anweisungen zur Benutzung der UI bearbeiten/bewerten.
- Verfahren Sie anschließend wie bei Fall 1: Session Ende bestätigen, und Fragebogen beantworten.

Da uns insbesondere auch Ihre subjektiven Eindrücke zu den UIs interessieren, machen Sie bitte gerne ausgiebig von der Möglichkeit Gebrauch, jederzeit während der Bearbeitung Feedback abzugeben (Klick auf den Button **F oben rechts**, Feedback eintragen, abschicken). Auch im abschließenden Kurzfragebogen ist die Option, zusätzliches „freies“ Feedback zu geben, enthalten.

Dabei können Sie gerne Vergleiche zwischen den UIs ziehen, beispielsweise „Ich fand die UI übersichtlicher als die in Fall 1“ aber zB. bitte auch unbedingt angeben, wenn Sie mit einer UI überhaupt nicht zurechtgekommen sind (und warum).

Sollten weitere Fragen oder (technische) Probleme auftreten, wenden Sie sich entweder persönlich an mich (13:30-16:30, LSt VI für Informatik), oder kontaktieren Sie mich per email. Die Teilnahme an der Studie ist bis Mittwoch 14.03.2012 23:59 möglich.

Vielen Dank, Martina Freiberg

Lehrstuhl für Künstliche Intelligenz & Angewandte Informatik, Universität Würzburg freiberg@informatik.uni-wuerzburg.de

---

**Figure C.1:** Exemplary instruction sheet, used in ITree Study I, March 2012.
Liebe(r) Teilnehmer(in),


Sie erhalten 2 Aufgabenstellungen, Fall 1 und Fall 2. Diese schildern jeweils die Rahmenbedingungen unter welchen die Kündigung eines Arbeitsvertrags stattgefunden hat.

Ihre Aufgabe ist es, mithilfe der beiden Dialoge (die sich jeweils nur durch ihre Wissensstruktur unterscheiden) herauszufinden, ob die Kündigung jeweils rechtmäßig erfolgte.

Um an der Usability Studie teilzunehmen, verfahren Sie bitte wie folgt:

- Bearbeiten Sie ZUERST Fall 1:
  ○ Befolgen Sie die in der UI angezeigten Benutzungshinweise um den Sachverhalt zu bewerten.
- Bestätigen Sie das Ende der Bearbeitungs-Session unbedingt per Klick auf den Button End Session oben rechts. Eine Session gilt dabei als beendet wenn Sie der Meinung sind, alle zur Klärung relevanten Fragen beantwortet haben; die jeweilige Bewertung des Sachverhalts durch das System wird automatisch geloggt.
- **Bitte beachten Sie:** das Beenden einer Session ist endgültig, d.h. nach Klick auf den Button kann der Fall nicht mehr weiter bearbeitet/geändert werden. Klicken Sie daher End Session erst, wenn Sie die aktuellen Fallbearbeitung abgeschlossen haben!

- Bearbeiten Sie NUN Fall 2:
  ○ Befolgen Sie die in der UI angezeigten Benutzungshinweise um den Sachverhalt zu bewerten.
- Verfahren Sie anschließend wie bei Fall 1: Session Ende bestätigen, und Fragebogen beantworten.


Sollten weitere Fragen oder (technische) Probleme auftreten, wenden Sie sich bitte an Frau Seipel vor Ort oder kontaktieren Sie mich alternativ per email.

Vielen Dank, Martina Freiberg

Lehrstuhl für Künstliche Intelligenz & Angewandte Informatik, Universität Würzburg freiberg@informatik.uni-wuerzburg.de

Figure C.2: Exemplary instruction sheet, used in ITree Study II, May 2012.
Appendix D

Usability Standards

D.1 Norm [ISO 9241–110, 2006]

1 Task Adequacy [Aufgabenangemessenheit]: Ein interaktives System ist aufgabenangemessen, wenn es den Benutzer unterstützt, seine Arbeitsaufgabe zu erledigen, d. h., wenn Funktionalität und Dialog auf den charakteristischen Eigenschaften der Arbeitsaufgabe basieren, anstatt auf der zur Aufgabenerledigung eingesetzten Technologie.

2 Self-Descriptiveness [Selbstbeschreibungsfähigkeit]: Ein Dialog ist in dem Maße selbstbeschreibungsfähig, in dem für den Benutzer zu jeder Zeit offensichtlich ist, in welchem Dialog, an welcher Stelle im Dialog er sich befindet, welche Handlungen unternommen werden können und wie diese ausgeführt werden können.

3 Controllability [Steuerbarkeit]: Ein Dialog ist steuerbar, wenn der Benutzer in der Lage ist, den Dialogablauf zu starten sowie seine Richtung und Geschwindigkeit zu beeinflussen, bis das Ziel erreicht ist.

4 Expectation Conformity [Erwartungskonformität]: Ein Dialog ist erwartungskonform, wenn er den aus dem Nutzungskontext heraus vorhersehbaren Benutzerbelangen sowie allgemein anerkannten Konventionen entspricht.

5 Error Tolerance [Fehlertoleranz]: Ein Dialog ist fehler tolerant, wenn das beabsichtigte Arbeitsergebnis trotz erkennbar fehlerhafter Eingaben entweder mit keinem oder mit minimalem Korrekturaufwand seitens des Benutzers erreicht werden kann. Fehlertoleranz wird mit den Mitteln erreicht: Fehlererkennung und -vermeidung (Schadensbegrenzung), Fehlerkorrektur, Fehlermanagement (um aufgetretene Fehler zu behandeln).

6 Individual Adaptability [Individualisierbarkeit]: Ein Dialog ist individualisierbar wenn Benutzer die Mensch-System-Interaktion und die Darstellung von Informationen ändern können, um diese an ihre individuellen Fähigkeiten und Bedürfnisse anzupassen.

7 Learnability [Lernförderlichkeit]: Ein Dialog ist lernförderlich, wenn er den Benutzer beim Erlernen der Nutzung des interaktiven Systems unterstützt und anleitet.
D.2 The Ten Heuristics of [Nielsen, 1994]

1. **Visibility of the system status**: The system should always keep users informed about what is going on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable time.

2. **Match between the system and the real world**: The system should speak the user’s language, with words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented terms. Follow real-world conventions, making information appear in a natural and logical order.

3. **User control and freedom**: Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need a clearly marked emergency exit to leave the unwanted state without having to go through an extended dialogue. Support undo and redo.

4. **Consistency and standards**: Users should not have to wonder whether different words, situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow platform conventions.

5. **Error prevention**: Even better than good error messages is a careful design which prevents a problem from occurring in the first place. Either eliminate error-prone conditions or check for them and present users with a confirmation option before they commit to the action.

6. **Recognition rather than recall**: Minimize the user’s memory load by making objects, actions, and options visible. The user should not have to remember information from one part of the dialogue to another. Instructions for use of the system should be visible or easily retrievable whenever appropriate.

7. **Flexibility and efficiency of use**: Accelerators, unseen by the novice user, may often speed up the interaction for the expert user such that the system can cater to both inexperienced and experienced users. Allow users to tailor frequent actions.

8. **Aesthetic and minimalist design**: Dialogues should not contain information which is irrelevant or rarely needed. Every extra unit of information in a dialogue competes with the relevant units of information and diminishes their relative visibility.

9. **Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors**: Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a solution.

10. **Help and documentation**: Even though it is better if the system can be used without documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and documentation. Any such information should be easy to search, focused on the user’s task, list concrete steps to be carried out, and not be too large.
Appendix E

Additional Materials

The e-book version of this thesis, as well as all additional materials like compiled- and source code version of the tool ProKEt and the entire comprehensive evaluation documents, are provided in a freely accessible online repository of the university of Würzburg:

http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bvb:20-opus-106072

Usage of the proket.war (quick usage, less adaptability)  Copy the proket.war to the webapps directory of your local tomcat. In the course of this work, tomcat version 7 was used. Start the tomcat server. Call the corresponding local URL, e.g. [http://localhost:8085/proket/](http://localhost:8085/proket/) Please note that the particular URL may vary, depending on your local installation—e.g., regarding the ports used by tomcat. For using the separate KBS UI .war files, one for each dialog type assessed in the expert evaluation and user study, follow the above steps and replace proket by the name of the respective .war file.

Setup of the ProKEt development project/sources (comprehensive setup, all possibilities for adaption)  The sources enclosed on the DVD constitute a ready to use, functional maven programming project. This is setup in NetBeans IDE (7.1 at the time of this writing) in a straightforward manner: Netbeans → File → Open Project, then choose the proketSources folder from the DVD. Once the import/opening is completed, the project is ready to use by the menu Run → Clean and Build Project.

Please note, that the project requires various other dependencies from the university and d3web repositories. Therefore, it is required to operate in online mode (do NOT set the – offline tag for maven compilation). This can be configured in Netbeans by the menu Netbeans → Settings → Miscellaneous → Maven (Tab) → Global Execution Options. Once successfully built, the project can be used by executing Run → Run Project. Therefore, a locally working, functional Tomcat Server needs to be configured for the use with Netbeans. This can be configured via Tools → Servers → Right-click on Servers, enter Tomcat Server Data according to your local installation setup.

Please note, that at the time of this writing, ProKEt is a highly active, ongoing, development project, still under continuous refinement and extension. Thus, the ProKEt sources on this DVD mirror the development state at the submission date, i.e., June 2014. The latest sources can be retrieved from the university svn—therefore, please contact the department staff.
As a starting point, the ControlCenter can be used for accessing all KBS types currently implemented (or still under construction). The following demo systems, available under \textit{d3web Dialogs}, are safe (i.e., functional) starting points, they comply to the (06/2014) \textit{implementation state}:

- Box Questionnaire: StudyQuestionaryPlantsExpertsJusti, QuestionaryDebug_Statistics
- Daily Questionnaire: Study Daily Kneipe, DailyDebugStatistik
- Strict Interview: StudyInterviewStatistik, DefaultInterview
- ITree: StudyITreeKuend, StudyITreeUnfall

Hierarchical Interview so far is only available as (interactive) prototype, thus called from the ControlCenter via: \textit{PurePrototypeDialogs} $\rightarrow$ StudyDecTreeStatistic.

Additionally, in the \texttt{\textbackslash proket\textbackslash dialogs} folder on the DVD, five compiled . war files are enclosed that contain the reference implementations of those five KBS UI patterns as used in the expert evaluation and comparative user study (\textit{implementation state 04/2014}). Usage: see above, usage of the proket.war (just replace \texttt{proket} with the respective name of the .war).
Knowledge-based diagnosis or documentation systems are successfully applied in research projects and in industrial settings today. Often, their correct operation is critical—e.g., considering medical diagnosis. Thus, an intuitively usable UI that supports potential users whilst minimizing the chances of faulty operation is a key requirement. Still, current research mostly focusses on knowledge formalization and reasoning whereas UI and usability aspects remain neglected. This book deals particularly with those latter aspects by proposing a more encompassing development methodology. Based thereupon, a foundational collection of UI-centered patterns is specified. For practical support, further a tailored tool that supports the development paradigm and the patterns in a hands-on manner is provided.